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Abstract

Cold controlled atoms and ions are currently of great interest for applications in quan-

tum information processing, simulation and sensing. Excitation of trapped ions to

their Rydberg states offers a unique opportunity for combining advantages of pre-

cisely controllable trapped ions with long-range and tunable Rydberg interactions.

Intrinsically large polarizabilities of Rydberg states result in enhanced electric field

sensitivity and consequently altered trap frequencies as compared to electronically

low-lying states. I studied this with experiments on a single 40Ca+ ion or ion crystals

in a linear Paul trap. Energy shifts through occupation of phonon modes of the three

dimensional harmonic oscillator are considered in a lineshape model for the Rydberg

excitation spectrum and allow for a discussion of transition shifts and broadening as a

function of principal quantum numbers between n ∈ [38, 65]. Moreover, phonon distri-

butions for different harmonic oscillator modes can be shaped by the ion temperature

and the confining fields. An external radio frequency field can excite the ion into a co-

herent motional state with |α| < 11 and average phonon numbers k̄ < 121, which leads

to a shift in transition frequency and allows to extract the polarizability of Rydberg

states 49S1/2, 53S1/2 and 57S1/2, in full agreement with literature. Similarly, coherent

states of motion in a two-ion crystal can be used to generate entanglement by utilizing

state-dependent trap frequencies of Rydberg ions, as the ion crystal accumulates a

phase in a displaced harmonic oscillator potential dependent on the initial confine-

ment. This thesis proposes a two-ion entanglement operation by displacing the ion

crystal for 1.8 µs with a field pulse of 29 V/m, readily achieved in current ion traps,

where the operation speed might be further improved by use of optimized control

pulses and additional displacements. Finally, the distance-dependent Van-der-Waals

interaction of Rydberg ions within a four-ion crystal is studied, for that I propose to

observe the excitation energy of two ions directly neighboring compared to two sepa-

rated Rydberg ions. For ion crystals at finite temperature, I investigate site-dependent

Rabi frequencies and site-dependent coupling to different harmonic oscillator motions,

that lead to broadening of the excitation spectra and a reduction in contrast for de-

tection of Van-der-Waals sensitive basis states. The presented experiments pave the

road to the overarching goal of incorporating Rydberg excitations into the toolbox of

quantum computing with trapped ions.
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Zusammenfassung

Kalte, kontrollierte Atome und Ionen sind derzeit von großem Interesse für Anwendun-

gen in der Quanteninformationsverarbeitung, -simulation und -sensorik. Die Anregung

von gefangenen Ionen in Rydberg-Zustände bietet eine einzigartige Möglichkeit, die

Vorteile von präzise kontrollierbaren gefangenen Ionen mit weitreichenden, verstimm-

baren Rydberg-Wechselwirkungen zu kombinieren. Die intrinsisch große Polarisier-

barkeit von Rydberg-Zuständen führt zu einer erhöhten Empfindlichkeit gegenüber

elektrischen Feldern und folglich zu unterschiedlichen Fallenfrequenzen im Vergleich

zu elektronisch niedrig angeregten Zuständen. Ich untersuche die Polarisierbarkeiten

experimentell an einzelnen 40Ca+-Ionen und Ionenkristallen in einer linearen Paul-

Falle. Energieverschiebungen durch Besetzung des harmonischen Oszillators werden

in einem Linienmodell für das Rydberg-Anregungsspektrum betrachtet und erlauben

eine Diskussion von Übergangsverschiebungen und Verbreiterungen als Funktion der

Hauptquantenzahl zwischen n ∈ [38, 65], Phononenverteilungen und Feldgradienten.

Durch Anlegen eines externen Hochfrequenzfeldes werden kohärente Bewegungszu-

stände mit |α| < 11 und durchschnittlichen Phononenzahlen k̃ < 121 angeregt, und

die resultierende Verschiebung der Übergangsfrequenz ermöglicht die Extraktion der

Polarisierbarkeiten für die Rydberg-Zustände 49S1/2, 53S1/2 und 57S1/2 in voller Über-

einstimmung mit der Literatur. Ähnlich können kohärente Bewegungszustände in ei-

nem Zwei-Ionen-Kristall zur Erzeugung von Verschränkung genutzt werden, da die

akkumulierte Phase abhängig vom Einschluss in der Paul-Falle ist. Hier wird eine

Verschränkungsoperation vorgeschlagen, bei welcher der Ionenkristall für 1.8 µs mit

einem externen Feld von 29 V/m verschoben wird - erreichbar in aktuellen Ionen-

fallen - wobei die Dauer durch optimierte Feldpulse und zusätzliche Auslenkungen

verringert werden kann. Außerdem schlage ich vor, die abstandsabhängige Van-der-

Waals-Wechselwirkung von Rydberg-Ionen zu beobachten, welche die Anregungsener-

gie von zwei angrenzenden Ionen im Vergleich zu zwei getrennten Ionen verschiebt.

Für Ionenkristalle bei endlicher Temperatur untersuche ich positionsabhängige Rabi-

Frequenzen und Kopplung an die Oszillatorbewegungen, die zu einer Verbreiterung der

Übergangsspektren und einer Verringerung der Nachweisempfindlichkeit für Van-der-

Waals-Kräfte führen. Das übergreifende Ziel ist es, Rydberg-Anregung in die Quan-

teninformationsverarbeitung mit gefangen Ionen aufzunehmen.
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1
Introduction

Rydberg Ions in Motion - A short, but accurate description of the content of this

thesis. Ions oscillating in the harmonic potential of a Paul trap and excited to Ryd-

berg states, experience a coupling of their motion to the electronic state and allow

for the observation of rich physics, e.g. huge polarizabilities, long-range interactions

and entanglement generation [Mü08]. The following section discusses and highlights

research, that relates to this thesis or shows great advancement within the topic of

Rydberg physics or trapped ions.

In the beginning, Rydberg atoms are introduced as a promising platform for quan-

tum computation and simulation due to the long-range interactions for high principal

quantum numbers. Trapped ions, however, are already widely used for quantum com-

puting, due to the natural interactions mediated by the Coulomb force, and will be

briefly discussed, before prospects for the combination of these two platforms are given.

Finally, an outline of this thesis is presented.

Rydberg Atoms

Rydberg states are highly excited electronic states of atoms, where the valence electron

obtains an energy close to the ionization threshold, such that properties of Rydberg

atoms are exaggerated compared to electronically low-lying states. The extension

of the atomic wave function of a Rydberg state can reach orders of µm for high

principal quantum numbers [Gal94]. Thereby, individual Rydberg atoms are very

susceptible to electric fields and can be used as accurate field sensors [Ost99, Fac16].

The large extension of the wave function and consequent charge separation of valence

electron and ionic core, leads to strong dipole-dipole interactions depending on the

distance between the highly excited atoms. This long-range interaction results in an

energy shift for the excitation of two Rydberg atoms, when atoms are sufficiently

close, eventually prohibiting the excitation of more than one atom - the so called

Rydberg blockade [Gaë09, Wil10]. The dipolar interaction, however, is tunable by
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Length scales of the atomic wave function for a Rydberg atom and an atom
in the electronic ground state compared to the wavelength of visible light and a typical
harmonic oscillator used within this thesis.

the distance of two atoms and can be switched by excitation lasers, prerequisites for

an application in quantum computing and simulation. Since individual trapping of

neutral atoms in optical tweezers allows to create arrays of 1D- to 3D-structures of

atoms at fixed interparticle distances, the application of Rydberg atoms for scalable

quantum information processing is pursued [Saf10, Mal15, Lab16, Ber17, Bro20]. A

comparison of length scales for atoms in the electronic ground state and Rydberg states

is given in figure 1.1 and highlights the large extension of the atomic wave function,

which enables strong dipole-dipole interactions.

Trapped Ions

Positively charged ions can be spatially confined by electromagnetic fields and, simi-

larly to trapped atoms, their internal and external dynamics, that is electronic and

motional states, can be manipulated by lasers. Multiple ions trapped within the

same potential interact due to the mutual Coulomb force and sufficiently cooled ions

organize in crystals with fixed interparticle distance. All ions are coupled via common

oscillations, which can be used for entanglement generation [Møl99, Cir00]. In a

trapped ion quantum bit (qubit) the state is encoded in the electronic structure with

an energy splitting, which can be either addressed optically or by radio-frequency. For
40Ca+ ions, the optical qubit is defined as the states of the 4S1/2 → 3D5/2 transition,

while the Zeeman substructure of the 4S1/2 state in a magnetic field is called the spin

qubit. independent of the choice of the qubit, single and two-qubit operations with

high fidelity F > 99.7% are reproducibly achieved [Gae16, Pog21, Pij21]. Although

technical improvements might even enhance the gate fidelity, especially for multi-

qubit operations, the scalability of trapped ion quantum computers is challenging due

to the number of vibrational modes and required individual addressing of each qubit.

A possible pathway to scalability is a shuttling based architecture, where large qubit
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registers are realized by transport, split, merge and rotations on small ion crystals,

while laser operations only address ions at dedicated interaction sites [Kie02, Wal12,

Rus14, Kau17b]. The reconfiguration of the qubit register, however, consumes time

not available to laser interaction and leads to long experimental sequences of a few ten

ms, even for small number of ions [Hil21]. Consequently, the reduction of sequence

time is desired and might be achieved by using advanced laser operation schemes for

entangling gates, much faster than typical gate times in the order of 100 µs [WC17,

Sch18]. Still, gates between trapped ions utilize the Coulomb interaction and the

coupled motion, where individual addressing of oscillations becomes more difficult

with increasing number of ions as more vibrational modes are present. Introducing

Rydberg-specific features might extend the toolbox for gate operations in trapped ion

systems. As a promising candidate, the dipole-dipole interaction between two Rydberg

excitations is studied and first results show entangling between two ions by Rydberg

blockade [Mü08, Zha20]. In this context, the high control of trapped ions with well

established experimental techniques for state manipulation is combined with Rydberg

states for the long-range interaction as well as their sensitivity to external fields.

Trapped Rydberg Ions

Early successful Rydberg excitations of trapped ions show the effects of polarizability

and residual electric fields by displacing the ion within the trap potential [Fel15, Hig17,

Mok19]. In general, the prospect of realizable trapped Rydberg ions generated much

interest in theory, to use the induced dipole moments and long-range interactions

for quantum computing [Li13a, Li13b]. Recently, this led to the demonstration of

a two-qubit gate with 88Sr+ ions using the Rydberg blockade [Zha20]. Since the

dipole-dipole interaction between two Rydberg ions is not dependent on the motion,

but rather the interparticle distance, gate operation shorter than one µs was achieved

and confirms that the Rydberg blockade is applicable for scalable quantum computing.

Moreover, the large polarizability of Rydberg states in combination with the trap fields

(especially in a shuttling based architecture) allows to observe energy shifts, to propose

new entanglement methods or to study the long-range interactions between multiple

Rydberg excitations in ion crystals. To excite Rydberg states of trapped ions, the ion

needs to be precisely positioned in the electric field minimum of the trap, since any

residual field leads to significant quadratic Stark shifts. The Paul trap creates spatial

confinement with the ion trapped in a field free position, where gradients define the

confinement. These gradients, however, are probed by the highly excited ion and lead

to state-dependent trap frequencies as a direct consequence of the huge polarizability
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1 Introduction

of Rydberg states [Mü08, Li12].

This thesis describes reliable Rydberg excitation of trapped 40Ca+ ions via a reso-

nant two-photon process. The properties of high-lying electronic states in combination

with finite ion temperatures and the coupling to the trap field are studied. Focus lies

on the state-dependent confinement, which arises from the huge polarizability of Ryd-

berg states as a measure of wave function extension and energy level spacing. The

harmonic motion of single ions and crystals with up to four ions is investigated with

respect to its influence on Rydberg excitation, especially for ions with either a ther-

mal or a coherent phonon distributions. The latter allows to experimentally extract

polarizabilities in an easy to implement sequence and prepares measurements on two-

ion entanglement using ultra-fast electric pulses with durations in the order of µs and

below. Moreover, the interaction of Rydberg ions in a linear string can be studied in

terms of interparticle distance and coupled motion.

In section 2 the properties of trapped Rydberg ions are theoretically investigated

and their possible applications are briefly discussed. Section 3 and 4 introduce the

experimental setup and show initial measurements on Rydberg excitation, respectively,

with main emphasis on external and internal field control. After introducing a model

for the transition lineshape, the coherent motional excitation of a single ion is used

to extract the Rydberg state polarizability in section 5. The state-dependent trap

frequencies are used in section 6 to propose a laser-less entanglement scheme utilizing

two Rydberg ions shuttled within electric fields. The distance-dependent Van-der-

Waals force is studied in section 7 with linear crystals, before section 8 summarizes the

results and gives an outlook onto planned experimental improvements and proposals

to investigate with trapped Rydberg ions.
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2
Far Away from Home: Highly

Polarizable Ions in Electric Fields

Rydberg states of atoms and ions are highly excited electronic states, that come with

a large extension of their electronic wave function and are extremely sensitive to sur-

rounding electric fields. Hence, a trapped ion excited to Rydberg states experiences

additional forces due to its huge polarizability, but remains trapped in suitable electric

potentials. There are many books and articles about trapping of charged particles in

Penning traps or Paul traps [Pen36, Pau90, Met99, Nä00, Lei03], such that low-lying

electronic states are only briefly discussed here. However, the field of trapped Rydberg

ions is still young with contributions of a few groups from theory and even less from

the experimental side, quite in contrast to the rich physics that might be explored

[Mü08, SK11, Li12]. The excitation of Rydberg states within the electric trapping

field modifies the ion dynamics, an effect already observable by a single ion. Addition-

ally, Coulomb crystals of more than one ion experience switchable forces by excitation

to Rydberg states, which are dependent on the interparticle distance.

This section is structured as follows: First, the trapping potential for a single ion is

examined and the influence of the oscillating trap potential onto the ion is discussed.

For more than one ion, the Coulomb repulsion leads to common oscillations and creates

a fully connected ion crystal with fixed interparticle distance. Then, general properties

and scaling laws of Rydberg states are introduced, before the case of a trapped ion

excited to Rydberg states is studied. Here, the huge polarizability couples internal

and external dynamics of the ion, or the ion crystal, such that state-dependent forces

can be implemented. Finally, the Rydberg blockade between two ions in highly excited

states with rotating dipole moments is presented. Rydberg ions utilizing a combination

of the discussed ideas are suitable as a novel platform for fast quantum computing and

simulation [Mü08, Li13b, Vog19] and have already been demonstrated in various ways

[Fel15, Hig17, Zha20].
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2 Highly Polarizable Ion in Electric Fields

Figure 2.1: Scheme of the radial trap field confining a positively charged ion.

2.1 Rydberg Ions Confined in a Harmonic Paul Trap

Positively charged ions are accelerated by electric fields in the direction of field lines

and, thereby, repelled by positively charged surfaces. However, it is impossible to trap

a charged particle just with static electric fields in three directions, as the trap volume

either becomes field free or the ion position is unstable for small perturbations. Two

prominent trap designs overcome this obstacle by using a combination of static electric

field with either a static magnetic field in Penning traps [Pen36] or an oscillating

electric field in Paul traps [Pau90]. Here, an idealized linear Paul trap is discussed,

which provides a radio-frequency (RF) field perfectly aligned along the radial directions

(x, y) and axial (z) confinement by a static field. In real linear Paul traps, the RF field

also has components along the z axis, which lead to micromotion (c.f. section 4.1). In

the idealized picture, the corresponding electric potential Φ(r, t) with r = (x, y, z) at

time t can be written by

Φ(r, t) = γRF cos(ΩRFt)[x
2 − y2]− γDC

[
(1 + ε)x2 + (1− ε)y2 − 2z2

]
. (2.1)

Here, γDC is the static field gradient and γRF the field gradient of the RF field with

drive frequency ΩRF. The electric potential is restricted to the harmonic confinement,

which is a good approximation for hyperbolic shaped electrodes or if the ion’s motion is

restricted to a very small region of space, much smaller as compared to the dimension

of the electrodes. The dimensionless parameter ε describes a radial asymmetry, which

can be controlled by the trap geometry or the voltages on individual radial electrodes.

A trapped ion in the radial field of a Paul trap is schematically shown in figure 2.1.

For typical experiments the static field gradient is up to three orders of magnitude

smaller compared to the RF field gradient and consequently, an ion is confined much

stronger along radial directions.
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2.1 Rydberg Ions Confined in a Harmonic Paul Trap

Since the internal structure of the trapped ion is effectively described by a two-

body system consisting of ionic core and valence electron, it is helpful to describe the

external trapping field from equation 2.1 also in terms of ionic core rc and electron

coordinates re. As the ionic core with mass M is four orders of magnitude heavier than

the electron with mass m, the coordinates are conveniently transformed into a center-

of-mass system, where the ionic core is almost at rest with position rc ≈ R = (X,Y, Z)

and the electron at position re ≈ R + r. Combining internal energy of the ion with

the quadrupole trapping field, evaluated at the respective electron and core position,

results in the Hamiltonian for a single ion:

H(R, r, t) =
P2

2M
+

p2

2m
+ 2eΦ(R, t)− eΦ(R + r, t) + V (|r|) +HFS . (2.2)

The first two terms are the kinetic energies of the ionic core and electron, respectively,

while V (|r|) is the Coulomb interaction, and HFS accounts for the spin-orbit coupling.

Assuming a small distance between electron and ion (r� R), the potential contribu-

tion Φ(R + r, t) can be expanded around the position of the ionic core and simplifies

to

Φ(R + r, t) ≈ Φ(R, t) +
∂Φ(R, t)

∂R
· r +

1

2

∑
kl

∂2Φ(R, t)

∂Rk∂Rl
· rkrl (2.3)

= Φ(R, t) +
∂Φ(R, t)

∂R
· r + Φ(r, t) . (2.4)

In total, the interaction of ion and oscillating trap potential can be separated into

parts that are dependent on the center-of-mass position R, the position of the valence

electron r with respect to the center of mass, and a coupling term, which relates the

change in center-of-mass coordinate to the moving electron. For stable ion trapping,

the center of mass needs to be confined in all three directions. Due to the static field

gradient, there is always a confining force along the axial direction, but oscillating

field creates time-dependent confining and anti-confining forces along the two radial

directions. Consequently, it is helpful to transform the Hamiltonian into a frame

co-rotating with the quadrupole field using the unitary [Mü08]:

U(R, t) = exp

(
i
eγRF

~ΩRF

[
X2 − Y 2

]
sin(ΩRFt)

)
, (2.5)
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2 Highly Polarizable Ion in Electric Fields

such that the transformed Hamiltonian follows as

H ′(R, r, t) = U(R, t)H(R, r, t)U†(R, t) + i~
∂U(R, t)

∂t
U†(R, t) (2.6)

= HCM(R) +Hel(r) +HCM-el(R, r, t) +Hmm(R, t) . (2.7)

Note, to perform the unitary transformation one has to use the commutator algebra

[Ri, Rj ] = [Ri, rj ] = [Ri, pj ] = 0 and [Ri, Pj ] = i~δij with δij the Kronecker delta.

Equation 2.7 consists of time-dependent as well as time-independent parts, where

individual contributions of center of mass, valence electron and coupling terms can be

identified. For the center-of-mass coordinate the energy inside the quadrupole field is

given by

HCM(R) =
P2

2M
+

1

2
Mω2

xX
2 +

1

2
Mω2

yY
2 +

1

2
Mω2

zZ
2 . (2.8)

This is the standard form of a harmonic oscillator in three dimensions with mode

frequencies

ωx =

√
2e2γ2

RF

M2Ω2
RF

− 2eγDC(1 + ε)

M
, (2.9)

ωy =

√
2e2γ2

RF

M2Ω2
RF

− 2eγDC(1− ε)
M

, (2.10)

ωz =

√
4eγDC

M
. (2.11)

The term HCM characterizes confinement of the ion’s center of mass within the oscil-

lating and static fields, which combined generate a harmonic pseudopotential in three

directions. For low temperatures, typically achieved by laser cooling, the trapped ion

can be described as a quantum harmonic oscillator with its motion quantized in terms

of the secular frequencies ωx,y,z. At the end of this section and - more detailed -

in section 6.1, bosonic ladder operators are introduced to discuss the kinetic energy

of an ion as quantum harmonic oscillator. Here, the motion of the ion is externally

defined by the applied electric field gradients as well as the RF drive frequency. The

two radial modes are non-degenerate due to ε. Within this thesis, a finite ε stems

from the axial confinement, as the trap electrodes are not infinitely long and more

importantly, consist of several separated segments with individual control voltages. A

detailed discussion of the implemented trap design, control voltages and resulting trap

field gradients is given in section 3.1.

Moreover, the center-of-mass coordinate is contributing to the total energy by the

10



2.1 Rydberg Ions Confined in a Harmonic Paul Trap

time-dependent micromotion term Hmm:

Hmm(R, t) =− 2eγRF

MΩRF
sin (ΩRFt) (XPx − Y Py)

− e2γ2
RF

MΩ2
RF

cos (2ΩRFt)
(
X2 + Y 2

)
. (2.12)

Here, the RF field superimposes oscillations onto the harmonic motion of the ion with

frequencies of ΩRF and 2ΩRF. Both terms describe intrinsic micromotion, which can

not be reduced by any cooling method and is directly dependent on the RF amplitude

and frequency. This corresponds to a driven harmonic oscillator with drive frequency

far above the secular frequency, such that the motion gets modulated. Whenever the

drive frequency equals multiples of the secular frequencies, additional nonlinear terms

in the dynamic potential lead to high excitation and instability of the ion’s motion.

However, driving the Paul trap with high frequency ΩRF, the effects of intrinsic mi-

cromotion can be neglected [Coo85]. Generally, one distinguishes between intrinsic

micromotion, in which the secular motion of the ion leads to spatial crossings of the

RF null, and excessive micromotion, which arise from an additional displacement off

the center by static electric fields (e.g. by non-overlapping static- and RF-field nulls)

[Ber98, Kel15]. A field generating excessive micromotion might be included in equa-

tion 2.12 by a term ef(t) that leads to a static displacement of the ion in all three

trap directions. Influenced by a static field, the ion experiences first and second or-

der Doppler shifts, which can be measured by various methods as presented in section

4.1. Experimentally, the excess micromotion can be compensated by dedicated control

voltages to overlap static- and RF-field nulls.

Due to the huge ratio between core mass and electron mass M/m, the loosely

bound valence electron does not contribute to the dynamics of the ion inside the

trap. Though, the total energy of the ion is dependent on the position of the electron

with respect to the center of mass given by

Hel(r, t) =
p2

2M
+ V (|r|) +HFS − eΦ(r, t) . (2.13)

The electronic part of the Hamiltonian contains the kinetic term, the Coulomb po-

tential, the fine structure and the interaction of electron and trap field. Without the

latter, these terms correspond to the energy levels of a free atom and is discussed

with respect to highly excited Rydberg states. Here, the electronic states of 40Ca+

are studied, which are defined by the excitation of a single valence electron and de-

scribed by the principal quantum number n, the orbital angular momentum quantum
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2 Highly Polarizable Ion in Electric Fields

number l, the total angular momentum quantum number j and the magnetic quan-

tum number m. Therefore, the quantum state of the ion is given by the electronic

wave function |Ψ〉 = |n, l, j,m〉. Rydberg states are understood to be quantum states

with high principal quantum number n, where the energy level is close to the ioniza-

tion limit. For the experiments presented in this thesis principal quantum numbers

between n ∈ [35, 70] are of interest. For low angular momentum states (l < 5) the

electron’s spatial probability distribution is not well separated from the core position.

The coupling of valence electron to the core dynamics as well as other electrons lowers

the energy of the internal state. This concept is described by the quantum defect δ(l)

[Gal94, Dje91], which can be numerically calculated or measured and results in an ef-

fective principal quantum number n∗ = n− δ(l). Combining the Coulomb interaction

between electron and ionic core V (|re − rc|) with the spin-orbit coupling for different

total angular momentum states, the energy for Rydberg states is expressed by the

Ritz-formula [Rit08, Mok20]:

En,l,j = I++ − R′Z2

(n∗)2
+
R′Z4α2

FS

(n∗)3

(
3

4n∗
− 1

j + 1/2

)
. (2.14)

Here, I++ is the second ionization energy, R′ the reduced Rydberg constant, Z the

charge of the ionic core and αFS the fine structure constant, respectively. For high

n the state energy approaches the second ionization energy and Rydberg states are

sensitive to field ionization [Kor83]. Moreover, the electric field term eΦ(r, t) in equa-

tion 2.13 evaluated at the position of the electron leads to an energy shift depending

on the internal state of the ion. For low-lying electronic states the extension of the

wave packet is small and the energy shifts are negligible. Rydberg states, however,

experience significant coupling to static and oscillating fields. The relevant scaling

laws are dependent on the overlap of atomic wave functions and will be discussed in

section 2.2 in terms of principal quantum number and angular momentum states. The

electronic Hamiltonian Hel might be further extended to interactions with laser fields,

such that internal state transitions (e.g. excitation to Rydberg states) can be included.

The special case of a microwave driven dipole-dipole interaction between two trapped

Rydberg ions is described at the end of this section.

The last contribution to the single ion Hamiltonian (equation 2.7) describes the

coupling between center-of-mass motion and electronic state and is given by

HCM-el(R, r, t) =− 2eγRF cos (ΩRFt)(Xx− Y y)

− 2eγDC ((1 + ε)Xx+ (1− ε)Y y − 2Zz) . (2.15)

12



2.1 Rydberg Ions Confined in a Harmonic Paul Trap

Here, the position of the valence electron relates to the center-of-mass coordinates and

generate state-dependent energy shifts of the harmonic oscillator. Similar to Φ(r, t),

the effect of equation 2.15 is negligible for ions with low principal quantum number,

but can become significant with larger extensions of the electronic wave function as

shown in section 2.2. Due to the asymmetry of the trap axes, all three directions are

affected by a different amount and need to be individually considered for high-lying

electronic states. Specifically, manipulating the oscillator states can have a substantial

effect on the excitation of high-lying electronic states as presented in section 5.1.

Coulomb Crystals of More Than One Ion

So far, the Hamiltonian of a single trapped ion was discussed without quantifying

the influence of Rydberg states. However, one fundamental concept and driving force

for many theoretical studies of Rydberg states is the dipole-dipole interaction, which

is utilized in systems of neutral atoms to achieve quantum gates and entanglement

between several atoms [Wil10, Ber17]. For multiple ions confined in a Paul trap the

Coulomb interaction between the ions intrinsically enables common vibrational modes,

which can be used for the same purposes. The interplay of Coulomb interaction and

trap fields generates stable configurations of ion crystals with fixed interparticle dis-

tances dependent on the trap fields and the number of charges. Here, the Hamiltonian

for an ion exposed to an electric quadrupole field is extended to multiple ions with

positions given by (Ri, ri). For each ion, the individual contributions to the Hamilto-

nian in equation 2.7 are evaluated at the corresponding ion positions. Additionally, the

Coulomb interaction between all ionic cores and electrons is included. For typical ion

trap experiments the distance between two ionic cores |Ri−Rj | = Rij is much larger

than the core-electron distance ri. Hence, the Coulomb interaction can be treated by

a multipole expansion to account for electronic excitation, yielding for two ions:

V (Ri,Rj , ri, rj) =
e2

4πε0

[
1

Rij
+

(Ri −Rj)(ri − rj)

R3
ij

+
r2
i + r2

j − 3(nij · ri)2 − 3(nij · rj)2

2R3
ij

+
ri · rj − 3(nij · ri)(nij · rj)2

2R3
ij

]
, (2.16)

with nij = Ri−Rj/Rij. The first term, scaling with 1/Rij is the Coulomb repulsion be-

tween the two ionic cores, which leads to the large interparticle distances in the Paul

13



2 Highly Polarizable Ion in Electric Fields

trap and allows for the creation of ion crystals with defined ion equilibrium positions.

The second and third term correspond to a charge-dipole and charge-quadrupole in-

teraction, respectively. Note, that the interactions involving dipole and quadrupole

terms are dependent on the electronic excitation and thereby create state-dependent

energy shifts. Combining the charge-dipole term with the core-electron interaction

from equation 2.15 accounts for all couplings between internal and external dynamics.

The charge-quadrupole term can be evaluated for each ion individually and creates a

position-dependent variation of the static trap field gradient. Thereby, the energy lev-

els of highly excited states with l > 0 become sensitive to the position of the ion within

the crystal, but corresponding energy shifts are not relevant for this thesis. The last

term of equation 2.16 accounts for the dipole-dipole interaction. As the configuration

of an ion crystal is governed by the Coulomb interaction, the effective electric field for

the individual ions is the same and the ions do not exhibit a permanent dipole moment,

because every ion is at the center of a local electric quadrupole field [Mü08]. Thereby,

the dipole-dipole term is typically negligible for trapped ions and the related energy

shift can be approximated by a Van-der-Waals force scaling with the interparticle dis-

tance ∝ 1/R6
ij. Even though the atomic wave function of Rydberg ions is substantially

larger compared to ions in low-lying electronic states, the Van-der-Waals force between

Rydberg ions remains small and highly sensitive experiments are necessary to resolve

energy shifts of this distance-dependent interaction, as shown in section 7.1. However,

inducing a rotating dipole moment to Rydberg ions by microwave dressing, strongly

enhances the dipole-dipole terms and can lead to entanglement between several ions

as discussed at the end of this section.

The multipole expansion of equation 2.16 is presented for two ions, but more ions

can be included analogously by summation over the respective ion positions. Within

a linear Paul trap the axial and radial trap frequencies are typically chosen to be

non-degenerate and the axial confinement is much weaker compared to the radial

confinement. Therefore, a crystal consisting of only a few ions orients itself in a linear

configuration along the RF null and the interparticle distance is given by the force

equilibrium between harmonic confinement and Coulomb repulsion. For identical ions

the crystal is symmetric to the crystal center with interparticle distances, which are

increasing from the inner to the outermost ions [Jam98]. With larger ion numbers

(or ratio of axial to radial trap frequencies), the ions form a 2D or 3D crystal, where

motion is no longer separable into the three directions of the trap axes. Generally, a

crystal of N ions is vibrating along 3N harmonic oscillator modes, which split into N

modes along each trap direction for a linear ion string. As the mode frequencies are

14



2.2 Strong Interactions and Relevant Properties of Rydberg States

given by the trap field gradient in combination with the Coulomb repulsion between

the ions, for radial modes the common trap frequencies are typically lower compared

to the ones of a single ion, while the common axial modes are higher in frequency.

The center-of-mass motions, where all ions oscillate in phase are found along each trap

direction and their frequencies coincide with the trap frequencies of a single ion.

The transition between linear and 2D/3D crystal configuration is determined by the

anisotropy parameter A = (ωz/ωr)2 ≈ 2.53N−1.73 [Sch93, Fis08], where ωr is the lower

frequency mode of both radial center-of-mass motions. For degenerate trap frequencies

along the radial directions a 3D crystal rotates around the RF null, while for unequal

radial trap frequencies the ions form a 2D or 3D crystal, which is compressed along

the direction of the higher field gradient [Rei02]. A stable 2D crystal can be oriented

in a zigzag configuration, where ions are alternately positioned on either side of the

RF null and the extension into the radial direction is given by the compression of the

Coulomb crystal due to the axial confinement. Dynamically changing the anisotropy

parameter for a string of ions towards formation of a zigzag crystal can help to study

phase transitions and defect formation in crystals [Ulm13]. Moreover, state-dependent

anisotropy parameters and, thereby, state-dependent crystal configurations might be

explored by implementing Rydberg ions [Li12].

2.2 Strong Interactions and Relevant Properties of

Rydberg States

The electronic state of an atom or ion is described by the set of quantum numbers

|Ψn,l,j,m〉 = |n, l, j,m〉. The Rydberg states within this thesis are described by prin-

cipal quantum numbers n > 35, such that the electronic state is well separated from

energy levels n ∈ {3, 4, 5} close to the ground state of typical trapped ion experi-

ments (e.g. for 40Ca+: |4,S, 1/2,m〉). As Rydberg states vary over a large range of

principal quantum numbers it is helpful to discuss properties of Rydberg atoms and

ions in terms of scaling laws as a function of n. Equation 2.14 discusses the energy

of Rydberg states, which approach the second ionization energy for large values of n.

Also the reduction of the energy level by the quantum defect is introduced, as the

bound electron has partial overlap with the ionic core potential for low angular mo-

mentum states l < 5. Additionally, ions in a magnetic field experience an energy shift

for different magnetic quantum numbers m due to the Zeeman shift. From equation

2.14 follows a scaling of energy levels with the principal quantum number by n−2 and

the energy difference between Rydberg levels of adjacent principal quantum number
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2 Highly Polarizable Ion in Electric Fields

decrease with ∆En,n+1 ∝ n−3. States with different angular momentum might be

even closer to each other, such that coupling of energy levels need to be considered

and result in large susceptibility to external fields.

Another property of highly excited states and driving force of most of the interac-

tions between multiple Rydberg ions, or a Rydberg ion and an electric field, is the large

extension of the electronic wave function. Generally, the wave function is described by

a radial part depending on n, l and an azimuthal part depending on l, j,m, which can

be separated to simplify calculation of overlap integrals. The latter requires numerical

tools and is not relevant for the results of this thesis, thus the overlap integrals are not

evaluated in detail. Nevertheless, certain scaling laws according to [Mü08] are given.

For high-lying Rydberg states the extension of the radial wave packet 〈r〉 ∝ n2 can

be orders of magnitude larger compared to electronically low-lying states. Intuitively,

the interaction between two huge ions or the sensitivity of one of these to external

fields has to be large. Rydberg ions trapped in the harmonic potential of a Paul

trap are affected by the oscillating and static fields (c.f. equation 2.13), both causing

quadrupole shifts depending on the principal quantum number. For high-lying states

with l = 0, that is nS-Rydberg states, the wave function is isotropic and no quadrupole

shifts are present. Contrary, for angular momentum states with l > 0, both static and

oscillating part of the trap field give rise to shifts proportional to the radial matrix

elements estimated by
∣∣〈n, l|r2|n, l〉

∣∣ ≈ a0n
4, where a0 is the Bohr radius. The static

quadrupole shift for nP-Rydberg states can be summarized by:

∆EP,j,m =
2

15
eγDC

∣∣〈n, 1|r2|n, 1〉
∣∣ [2|m| − j − 9

2

]
. (2.17)

Here, one assumes that the energy splitting to neighboring levels as well as the fine

structure splittings are large enough and the static field of the Paul trap does not

couple different electronic states. Contrary, the oscillating field with drive frequency

ΩRF is in the order of the Zeeman splitting for different m states (≈ 10 MHz), such

that quadrupole transitions with |∆m| = 2 are strongly coupled for states with equal

total angular momentum, giving rise to energy shifts of

∆Eosc ≈ eγRFa
2
0n

4 cos(ΩRFt) . (2.18)

For states with j < 3/2 this effect can be neglected, as the energy difference to the next

Rydberg states is much larger than the drive frequency ΩRF. To reduce the complexity

of calculating level shifts for the excitation of Rydberg states in trapped ions, the high

electronic excitations discussed within this thesis are limited to j = 1/2.
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2.2 Strong Interactions and Relevant Properties of Rydberg States

For Rydberg nS1/2- or nP1/2-states of single ions the energy is largely unaffected by

the electric field of the trap and the transition frequency for laser excitation can be

calculated by the energy difference between the desired Rydberg state and the initially

prepared electronically low-lying state |g〉. Estimating the squared transition matrix

element |〈g|r|n, l, j,m〉|2 ∝ n−3 implies, that higher Rydberg states are more difficult

to excite, as more laser power is required and the transition wavelength decreases. The

excitation of a trapped ion into Rydberg states by a single photon demands energies of

≈ 10 eV and highly sophisticated laser systems [Wal01, SK11]. Following the selection

rules for electric dipole transitions, a 40Ca+ ion, initialized in the metastable state

|g〉 = 3D5/2, can be excited by a single photon to nP- or nF-Rydberg states with j ≥ 3/2,

where large quadrupole shifts arise as discussed in equations 2.17 and 2.18. Instead,

addressing |g〉 by two photons allows for excitation of j = 1/2 states, while requiring

less demanding and commercially available laser sources. Using laser frequencies close

to an atomic resonance enhances the coupling between electronically low- and high-

lying states, such that resonant two-photon excitation is the state-of-the-art excitation

method in trapped Rydberg ion experiments [Hig17, And21].

Once a trapped ion is in a Rydberg state its interaction with the environment, given

by other ions and electric fields, is strongly enhanced until it is either deexcited by

another laser pulse or spontaneously decays into a low-lying electronic state. This

state decay follows a lifetime scaling τ ∝ n3 and is in the order of 1 to 100 µs [Glu13].

The scaling can be easily derived by expressing the decay as a summation over Einstein

coefficients An,n′ for spontaneous decay from level n to n′ for all final states n′ [Gal88].

1

τn
=
∑
n′

An,n′ ∝
∑
n′

ν3
n,n′ |〈n′|r|n〉|

2
(2.19)

As the Einstein coefficient is proportional to the cube of the transition frequency

νn,n′ , the decay to the lowest level - and consequently largest frequency difference - is

dominating. However, the transition matrix element to the lowest energy level scales

with ∝ n−3/2 (contrary to ∝ n2 for transitions between Rydberg states) and results in

a lifetime scaling τn ∝ n3. Using circular states, namely states with maximal angular

momentum, the lifetime of highly excited states can be further prolonged [Sig17]. Since

the orbital angular momentum can only change by one for dipole allowed transitions,

a maximum angular momentum state effectively prohibits channels for spontaneous

emission except the one to the next lower Rydberg state and leads to a lifetime scaling

∝ n5. For ions in a Paul trap the excitation of high angular momentum states is

challenging by the large quadrupole shifts and couplings between electronic levels.
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2 Highly Polarizable Ion in Electric Fields

Even if the probability to find the electron close to the ionic core is large, that is

for low angular momentum, the wave packet of a Rydberg state is extended much

further compared to electronically low-lying states and the ion experiences significant

energy shifts by electric fields. In a Paul trap the electric field results in a charge

separation between the electron and the ionic core for large extensions of Rydberg

states and it is challenging to engineer the electric fields in such a way, that no stray

fields shift the ion out of its equilibrium position. The coupling strength of the ion

interacting with a (time averaged) electric field ERMS is given by the polarizability

P ∝ n7 [Ovs11, Kam14] and can become sizable even for Rydberg states with moderate

n. The energy shift for a highly polarizable ion within electric fields is given by the

Stark effect [Sta14] with

∆EStark = −1

2
PE2

RMS . (2.20)

Note, only the second order Stark effect contributes to the energy shift of Rydberg

states since ions confined in a Paul trap do not show a permanent dipole moment.

The Stark effect may arise from residual electric fields within the Paul trap but also

electric fields originating from lasers. Especially, transitions into Rydberg states need

high intensity light fields to counter the n−3/2 scaling of the transition matrix ele-

ment and, thereby, shift the energy levels of the trapped ion depending on the state’s

polarizability.

State-Dependent Trap Frequencies

Considering the principal quantum number scaling of the polarizability, it is important

to investigate the confinement of highly excited ions within the Paul trap. Here, two

complementary approaches to study the coupling of Rydberg states to the trap field

are discussed. On the one hand, the approach follows a quadratic Stark effect due to

a time averaged oscillating field, while on the other hand the coupling of internal and

external states of the trapped ion in the presence of near electronic levels is shown.

Firstly, the ion is affected by the trap potential Φ(R, t) given in equation 2.1 with

an electric field EΦ = −∇Φ yielding a time-dependent Stark shift of

∆EStark = −1

2
P [−∇Φ(R, t)]

2

= −2P
[

(γRF cos(ΩRFt)− γDC(1 + ε))
2
X2

+ (γRF cos(ΩRFt) + γDC(1− ε))2
Y 2 + (2γDC)2Z2

]
. (2.21)
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2.2 Strong Interactions and Relevant Properties of Rydberg States

The quadratic Stark shift itself takes the form of a three dimensional harmonic os-

cillator. Obviously, the ion acquires an energy shift scaling with the polarizability

and the square of the trap field gradient along each trap direction, which modifies

the center-of-mass motion of the ion and leads to state-dependent trap frequencies.

Typically, the differences in confinement and trap field gradients within the Paul trap

is reflected by much larger variations in radial trap frequencies. As the RF field is fast

compared to the vibration of the ion, one can time average the Stark effect obtaining

〈∆EStark〉T = −P
[ (
γ2

RF + 2γ2
DC(1 + ε)2

)
X2

+
(
γ2

RF + 2γ2
DC(1− ε)2

)
Y 2 + 8γ2

DCZ
2
]

. (2.22)

Secondly, the interaction between Rydberg ion and oscillating trap field is studied

by treating the coupling Hamiltonian HCM-el from equation 2.15 by second order per-

turbation theory. As the dynamics on the electronic levels are much faster compared

to the center-of-mass motion, a Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid, where the

ionic core is fixed in space and the overlap integrals between electronic states are

independent of the core’s position. As the splitting between different energy levels

with j = 1/2 is large and dominant effects may only arise from the coupling of one

Rydberg state to the nearest other Rydberg state, the overlap of a nS1/2-state and the

corresponding nP1/2-state is discussed. The second order energy shift is given by:

E(2)
n =

∑
n′

|〈Ψn|HCM-el|Ψn′〉|2

E
(0)
n − E(0)

n′

≈
∑
m

|〈Ψn,S,0|HCM-el|Ψn,P,m〉|2

E
(0)
n,S − E

(0)
n,P

(2.23)

The summation over all final Rydberg states n′ is reduced to only the nearest adjacent

state and the remaining sum accounts for different orientations of the P1/2-state, while

the energy difference in the denominator is given by the unperturbed energies of the

electronic states. Since also HCM-el is separable in X,Y, Z, equation 2.23 can be

individually evaluated, such that the second order energy shift for X yields:

E(2,X)
n =

4e2

3
(γRF cos(ΩRFt)− γDC(1 + ε))

2
X2 |〈n, S|r|n,P〉|

2

∆EnS,nP
(2.24)

Analogous results are obtained along the directions Y and Z. Following the time

averaging in equation 2.22, the second order energy shift is given as a function of

overlap between neighboring energy levels, which are approaching each other for high-

lying Rydberg states. Successively comparing the energy shifts for the Stark effect with
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2 Highly Polarizable Ion in Electric Fields

the level couplings due to the interaction Hamiltonian, the polarizability for Rydberg

S1/2-states is approximated by:

P ≈ −2e2

3

|〈n, S|r|n,P〉|2

∆EnS,nP
∝
(
n2
)2

n−3
= n7 . (2.25)

Considering the scaling of the transition dipole moment and the energy splittings

between Rydberg states, the corresponding principal quantum number scaling for the

polarizability P ∝ n7 intuitively follows from the comparison of quadratic Stark effect

and second order perturbation theory. Finally, one can include the polarizability-

related energy shifts on the trapped ion to identify state-dependent trap frequencies:

ωx =

√
2e2γ2

RF

M2Ω2
RF

− 2eγDC(1 + ε)

M
− 2P (γ2

RF + γ2
DC(1 + ε)2)

M
, (2.26)

ωy =

√
2e2γ2

RF

M2Ω2
RF

− 2eγDC(1− ε)
M

− 2P (γ2
RF + γ2

DC(1− ε)2)

M
, (2.27)

ωz =

√
4eγDC

M
− 16Pγ2

DC

M
. (2.28)

For low-lying electronic states the polarizability is negligible and the secular frequencies

of equations 2.9-2.11 are recovered. However, if the ion is excited to Rydberg states,

the confinement along all trap directions changes depending on the principal quantum

number. Analogous to the picture of a large ion interacting with electric fields one

could rephrase the state-dependent secular frequencies as an effective mass change

of the trapped ion by excitation into Rydberg states. For experiments in linear Paul

traps, the Rydberg states predominantly alter the radial trap frequencies, although the

n7 scaling affects the axial mode for highly excited motional states as well. Within the

range of experimental parameters used throughout this thesis, frequency differences

of δω/ω = 10−4 · · · 10−1 are possible and can be explored via various concepts.

Theoretically, state-dependent trap frequencies allow for the direct study of struc-

tural phase transitions, where a Coulomb crystal trapped in a linear Paul trap is

changing its geometric shape. By exciting a designated ion out of a zigzag crystal to

the Rydberg state, the ions will transition into a linear string [Li12]. As the configura-

tion of the ion crystal is dependent on the anisotropy parameter A given by the ratio

of secular frequencies, a sudden change in the effective mass of the central ion can

change the shape of the ion crystal as presented in figure 2.2. Depending on the prin-

cipal quantum number and the magnitude of the polarizability, the structural phase
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2.2 Strong Interactions and Relevant Properties of Rydberg States

Figure 2.2: Proposal for observation of a structural phase transition via state-dependent
trap frequencies in a linear ion string mediated by Rydberg excitation (red). For a given
anisotropy parameter and principal quantum number, the Rydberg excitation of the
central ion leads to a change in crystal shape, where for each shaded region the initial
shape is always shown on the left hand side and the final shape on the right hand side.
Image taken from [Li12].

transition within the ion trap can be explored. Already moderate principal quantum

numbers allow for a large range of anisotropy parameter, where the ion crystal changes

shape upon excitation of the Rydberg state. Another proposal uses a long linear ion

crystal and position-dependent Rydberg excitation to create smaller sub-crystals with

decoupled motion as shown in figure 2.3 [Li13a]. The normal mode spectrum of all

trapped ions is divided into smaller sections at the positions of Rydberg excitations,

such that individual laser operations may be performed on the decoupled sub-systems

with well localized motional modes. Typically, the individual addressing of ion motion

is not possible, as all ions are coupled by the Coulomb forces and for an ion crystal

consisting of several tens of ions, the mode spectrum becomes very dense. Decou-

pling the vibrational modes by Rydberg excitation may lead to a scalable trapped

ion processor for quantum simulation and computing, where entangling gates might

be performed on sub-crystals of two ions. A reconfiguration of the ion processor is

possible by time-dependent Rydberg excitation at different positions within the ion

string. Further ideas to use the state-dependent trap frequencies involve engineering

motional modes in hexagonal plaquettes for spin-spin interactions [Nat15] or explo-

ration of non equilibrium dynamics [Gam20]. Within this thesis, the state-dependent

trap frequencies are utilized for measuring polarizabilities by coherent motional exci-

tation in section 5.1 and proposing a new scheme for an ultra-fast entangling gate by
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2 Highly Polarizable Ion in Electric Fields

Figure 2.3: Mode shaping by Rydberg excitation (green) in a long ion string. The
Rydberg excitation decouples localized sub-crystals from the motion of the surrounding
ions and enables gate operation on smaller crystals compared to the initial long ion
string. The lower panel shows coupling for ion number m to vibrational modes j before
(left) and after (right) mode shaping. Image taken from [Li13a].

electric kicks in section 6.1.

2.3 Excitation of Internal and External Degrees of

Freedom

A trapped ion inside the harmonic potential of the Paul trap can be described by an

internal state, the electronic excitation, and by the occupation of vibrational energy

levels called the external state. If cooled to very low temperatures below a few mK

by lasers, the motion is well described by a quantized harmonic oscillator with energy

spacing of ~ωx,y,z for each of the three trap directions. Dynamics between these

vibrational energy levels, corresponding to adding and removing energy quanta named

phonons, can be described by creation a and annihilation operators a† given by:

ai =

√
Mωi
2~

(
Ri +

i

Mωi
Pi

)
, (2.29)

a†i =

√
Mωi
2~

(
Ri −

i

Mωi
Pi

)
. (2.30)

The index i ∈ {x, y, z} denotes the direction of the ion’s motion. For a one-dimensional

quantized harmonic oscillator the Hamiltonian reduces to H1D = ~ω(a†a+1/2) with the
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occupation number of motional excitation k = a†a. The latter can be also represented

as the state vector |k〉 with k = 0 being the motional ground state. The operator

acting on the external state by a |k〉 =
√
k |k − 1〉 and a† |k〉 =

√
k + 1 |k + 1〉 lowers

and raises the motional excitation by one phonon, respectively. Because of this, the

operators are often called ladder operators, as they allow to navigate through the

external energy levels. It is convenient to describe the interaction between ion and

external forces, e.g. additional electrical fields, by creation and annihilation operator

to directly relate the force to the ion’s motional excitation. Since the total energy

of a three dimensional harmonic oscillator is determined by the phonon number in

each of the vibrational modes, the motional excitation provides a complete basis for

characterization of the external state. One fundamental interaction of a trapped ion

with external forces is a displacement of the ion by a constant electric field. The

corresponding shift operator, also called displacement operator D(α), is an important

concept in quantum optics for the description of coherent states and also repeatedly

used within this thesis.

D(α) = exp
(
αa† − α∗a

)
(2.31)

Here, α is the amount of displacement in phase space, which is the space spanned by

position and momentum coordinates of the ion. Applying an external electric field

effectively kicks the ion out of its equilibrium position and modifies the occupation

of the vibrational energy levels. Depending on the initial phonon distribution a dis-

placement of the ion can lead to large coherent states [Alo16] with classically evolving

expectation values and will be further discussed in section 5.1.

Once the ion is trapped in the quadrupole field, the external and internal energy

levels can be addressed by resonant electromagnetic radiation. For low-lying electronic

states the internal energy levels are typically separated by frequencies in the optical do-

main and lasers can be used to excite the ion by absorption of a photon with frequency

matching the atomic transition. Following the stimulated absorption process, excited

states decay with a state-dependent lifetime τ and release the energy by spontaneous

emission of a photon. Utilizing the Doppler effect and an atomic dipole transition

with large decay rates, the ion can be cooled by repeatedly exciting the internal state

with a detuned laser, where the laser frequency is lower than the resonance frequency.

Depending on the ion’s velocity, respective their kinetic energy and temperature, the

laser frequency is Doppler shifted and eventually matches the atomic resonance and

gets absorbed by the ion. A successive spontaneous decay leads to a net loss of energy

of the ion, which is limited to the recoil of the ion by isotropic emission of individual

photons. The optimal laser detuning ∆ = Γ/2 is depending on the linewidth Γ = 1/τ
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2 Highly Polarizable Ion in Electric Fields

of the excited state and leads to a minimal temperature after Doppler cooling for a

two-level system:

TDoppler =
~Γ

2kB
, (2.32)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. For 40Ca+ ions and cooling on the 4S1/2 → 4P1/2

transition a minimal temperature of TDoppler = 0.55 mK is assumed after Doppler cool-

ing and the external state of the ion is given by a thermal phonon distribution. Note,

that in reality the cooling limit is larger due to the presence of Zeeman splitting or

fine structure. Also spontaneous decay into one of the metastable 3D states and finite

laser linewidth of the cooling laser needs to be accounted for. To reach the motional

ground state, in which no vibrational level is occupied, further cooling methods as

polarization-gradient cooling [Dal89, Li21], electromagnetically-induced-transparency

cooling [Mor00, SK01], or sideband cooling [Die89] need to be employed. The latter is

used for some of the presented experiments and will be further discussed below.

Apart from stimulated absorbing and spontaneously emitting a photon, also con-

trolled manipulation of the ion’s internal states is possible by driving narrow atomic

transitions with small bandwidth laser sources. The Rabi frequency Ω describes the

oscillation frequency between two internal states addressed by the laser, where the

state population evolves as ∝ sin2(Ωt) with t being the duration of the laser pulse.

However, if the ion is trapped in a harmonic potential with vibrational frequencies ω,

the laser interaction gets modulated and sidebands with fixed detuning ∆ = ±jω to

the atomic resonance are accessible (j ∈ N). Driving such a sideband transition sub-

tracts or adds j vibrational quanta to the energy of the harmonic oscillator. Relating

the ladder operators to phonon changing transitions imply, that the Rabi frequency

for transition on the red sideband (∆ = −ω) is weaker compared to transition on the

blue sideband (∆ = +ω). The red sideband is not present for ions in the motional

ground state. Generally, the Rabi frequency on the carrier transition (∆ = 0) is also

dependent on the phonon number k and reads:

Ωk = Ω0(1− η2k) . (2.33)

Here, Ω0 is the Rabi frequency of the motional ground state and η = 2π/λ
√

~/2Mω is

the Lamb-Dicke parameter, which relates the wavelength λ to the spatial extension of

the lowest harmonic oscillator state. Equation 2.33 holds for the so called Lamb-Dicke

regime with η2(2k + 1) � 1, where the atomic wave packet is much smaller than

the transition wavelength. Rabi oscillations for carrier transition and sidebands are

illustrated in figure 2.4 for an average phonon number of k̄ = 0.2.
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2.3 Excitation of Internal and External Degrees of Freedom

Figure 2.4: Excitation scheme of phonon changing transitions (left) and Rabi oscilla-
tions (right) as a function of laser illumination time. Solid lines depict the carrier, red
and blue sideband transitions for an average phonon number of k̄ = 0.2 in green, red
and blue, respectively. The green dashed line illustrates the carrier transition for an
average phonon number k̄ = 15.

The coherent evolution of a two-level system coupled by a narrow laser source can

be described by the parameters Rabi frequency Ω and detuning ∆. Furthermore, one

can include finite state lifetime τ , laser linewidth ΓLaser and other coherence limiting

factors as electric and magnetic field fluctuations, but numerical methods have to be

used [Mar11]. In section 4.1 multi-level Bloch equations are employed to calculate the

depopulation rate of an initial state via two-photon Rydberg excitation and allow for

a comparison with experimental data to extract principal quantum number scalings.

In this thesis, incoherent effects as state lifetime and transition linewidth are found to

be the dominant parameters next to the Rabi frequency for modeling the evolution of

internal states. However, the coherent evolution between Rydberg states coupled by a

microwave field is discussed in the following, which give rise to the large dipole-dipole

interaction.

Dipole-Dipole Interaction by Microwave Dressing

For neutral atoms the excitation of Rydberg states within a certain distance from

each other is suppressed due to the Rydberg blockade, where the large dipole mo-

ments of two neighboring Rydberg atoms give rise to energy shifts of a few MHz

[Saf10]. In systems of trapped ions, the individual ions do not exhibit permanent

dipole moments and the switchable interaction by Rydberg states between two ions

next to each other is much weaker compared to their neutral counterpart. However,

Rydberg ions can be dressed by a microwave field to enable rotating dipole moments
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2 Highly Polarizable Ion in Electric Fields

and generate strong dipole-dipole interactions for quantum computing and simulation

[Li13b, Zha20]. A theoretical description of the dipole-dipole interaction requires two

electronically high-lying levels coupled by a microwave and an initial transition into

the Rydberg state. For instance, 40Ca+ ions are excited by a two-photon process to

a nS1/2-state with a given detuning ∆S from two-photon resonance and immediately

dressed by a microwave field to a different angular momentum state (here, a n′P1/2-

state). The microwave has a Rabi frequency ΩMW and detuning ∆P to the resonance

frequency. For the two coupled Rydberg states an interaction Hamiltonian for ion j

is obtained [Li13b]:

HMW(rj)/~ = ∆S |S〉j 〈S|+ ∆P |P〉j 〈P|+
ΩMW

2

(
|S〉j 〈P|+ |P〉j 〈S|

)
. (2.34)

The coupling strength of the microwave field is related to ΩMW ∝ 〈S|r|P〉 which scales

with the principal quantum number ∝ n2. Both detunings of the laser and microwave

fields can be individually adjusted. This leads to dressed states |±〉 for both ions:

|±〉j =
1√

1 + C2
±

(
C± |P〉j + |S〉j

)
, (2.35)

C± =
∆P −∆S ±

√
Ω2

MW + (∆P −∆S)
2

ΩMW
. (2.36)

In general, the dressed state experiences a mixture of angular momentum l = 0 and

l = 1 character, as both angular momentum states are in a superposition and create a

rotating dipole with Rabi frequency ΩMW. An ion crystal of two ions in these dressed

states experiences a dipole-dipole interaction (c.f. equation 2.16):

Vdd(±) ≈ e2 〈S|r|P〉
4πε0R3

ij

(
C−

1 + C2
−
|−−〉 〈−−|+ C+

1 + C2
+

|++〉 〈++|
)

. (2.37)

Intuitively, the projectors onto the dressed ion-pair states describe the Rydberg block-

ade. As soon as both ions are excited to Rydberg states by the same laser and

microwave source, the total energy of the pair-states is shifted. If the Rabi-frequency

of the Rydberg excitation laser is smaller than the dipole-dipole interaction strength,

an excitation of both ions is strongly suppressed. The tunable parameter in this sce-

nario is the interparticle distance Rij . Ions far away from each other or single ions

can still be excited to a dressed Rydberg state as distance scaling and the interaction

with low-lying electronic states lead to negligible energy shifts. The projectors of the

mixed states |+−〉 are not present in equation 2.37 as the excitation of both ions into
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2.3 Excitation of Internal and External Degrees of Freedom

separate dressed states would require position-dependent laser fields with individual

detunings for each ion.

Dressing the Rydberg state of ions by a microwave field has an additional applica-

tion, as the polarizabilities of Rydberg S-states PnS and Rydberg P-states Pn′P have

opposite sign and the polarizability of the dressed state is given by

P± =
1√

1 + C2
±

(
C2
±Pn′P + PnS

)
. (2.38)

Driving microwave transitions between Rydberg states of trapped ions allows to en-

gineer the magnitude and sign of the polarizability by the detuning of laser and mi-

crowave fields. A large polarizability can be utilized for accurately sensing electric

fields and leads to large quadratic Stark shifts, while zero polarizability suppresses the

modification of trap frequencies for Rydberg excitation [Pok20]. Especially the latter

is crucial for lineshapes of Rydberg excitation, as shown in section 4.2, and realiz-

ing coherent Rydberg excitation without the need of motional ground state cooling

[Zha20]. Thereby, the Rydberg blockade could be employed to a Doppler cooled ion

string as entanglement method for quantum computation and simulation.
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3
All About Fields: The Experimental

Apparatus

Following on the theoretical foundations of trapping Rydberg ions, the experimental

apparatus is described. Generally, the ions are confined in a linear Paul trap and can

be manipulated by electric fields and resonant laser sources. As Rydberg states are

inherently sensitive to any external disturbances, e.g. electric fields, background pres-

sure, black body radiation, etc., it is crucial to consider highly excited states already

when designing the experimental apparatus. To minimize interactions of trapped ions

with the background gas, the trap is placed in a vacuum vessel, which isolates the ions

from the laboratory environment.

The first part of this section describes the ultra-high vacuum system including the

segmented ion trap and its control electronics, while the second part focuses on laser

sources for ion cooling, state-detection, -preparation and -manipulation. The relevant

level scheme for two-photon excitation of Rydberg states in ionized Calcium is dis-

cussed and the frequency stabilization of both Rydberg lasers to a high finesse cavity

is shown, which will improve future experiments.

3.1 A Trap for Stable Rydberg Ions

Obviously, the ion trap is a necessity for experiments on Rydberg ions to investigate

state-dependent trap frequencies and distance-dependent interactions. Apart from

reliable trapping of ion crystals, the Paul trap needs to have optical access, such

that manipulation of the ion’s internal and external degrees of freedom is possible.

Electric field gradients in a linear Paul trap are generated by a combination of RF and

DC voltages at dedicated electrodes, which are typically endcap electrodes for static

axial confinement and a pair of two opposite radial electrodes for the oscillating field.

Here, a segmented ion trap is employed, where the axial confinement is generated by
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individually controlled segments on the radial electrodes not used for the RF field.

Analogous traps are well established [Wal12, Rus14, Kau17b] and shuttling based

quantum computing is one of the promising approaches for realization of a scalable

quantum computer [Kie02, Hil21]. In such a system, ion crystals are manipulated by

electric fields that shuttle, split, merge and swap ions within the trap volume. Thereby,

it is possible to perform all laser operations on a sub-system of small ion crystals, while

other ions are stored in interaction free areas. The established control of electric fields

for a shuttle-based quantum computer is extremely helpful to manipulate the position

of a Rydberg ion inside the trap, to mitigate - or specially engineer - energy shifts due

to the quadratic Stark effect.

The employed linear segmented Paul trap consists of 11 gold-coated electrode pairs

for ion trapping by DC voltages and one electrode pair for the RF drive, symmetrically

arranged around the trap axis [Fel16]. The electrodes are alternately oriented in a X-

configuration, where the angle between electrodes is 90◦ and the distance of opposing

electrode surfaces is 1500 µm. Throughout this thesis, an euclidean coordinate system

is fixed to the trap axis with x (y) referring to directions along the DC(RF) electrodes

and z lies along the trap axis. Due to symmetry, the confining effects on the ion are

often generalized to radial (x, y) and axial (z) directions. The segments on the DC

electrodes are separated by insulating gaps of 30 µm, while the width of the segments

itself varies from 500 µm for the inner five segments to 1000 µm for each of the outer

three segments on either side. A picture of the trap is shown in figure 3.1, where one

DC and one RF electrode are visible. The gold coating on the electrodes leads to a

high reflectivity, such that the insulating gaps of the DC electrode appear to be on the

RF electrode as well, even though only a single conducting plane is present. However,

the RF electrodes are cut in the same shape as the neighboring DC electrodes to

generate as symmetric trap fields as possible. Additionally, the trap is equipped with

compensation electrodes along the radial directions (shown in green), such that the ion

can be positioned anywhere in the radial plane. Pierced endcaps (purple) terminate the

trap volume along the axis, but allow optical access and can be individually controlled

to provide axial confinement, which does not interfere with electric fields along the

radial directions. The hole for optical access has a diameter of 1000 µm, which is

smaller than the distance between two opposing electrodes and effectively shields the

radial parts of the ion trap from any stray light shining along the axial direction. This

prevents the intense laser for two-photon Rydberg excitation described in section 3.2,

to generate electron-hole pairs in the gold coating of the radial electrodes leading to

uncontrolled electric stray fields. Typically, the confining potentials are generated by
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3.1 A Trap for Stable Rydberg Ions

Figure 3.1: Radial view on the segmented ion trap with focus on DC (bottom) and
RF (top) electrodes. Because of the reflective gold-coating, the RF blade appears to
be separated by insulating gaps, but only the cutouts are real to provide a high radial
symmetry. The segment sizes vary between the inner and outer regions of the trap, as
described in the text. Compensation electrodes and endcaps for additional electric field
control in all directions are highlighted in green and purple, respectively.

the segments, and the endcaps are rarely used to shift the ion position along the trap

axis.

The ion trap is separated into an experimental zone spanned by the inner five

segments and two dedicated loading zones consisting of three segments each at either

side of the experimental zone. Neutral Calcium atoms are brought into the trap volume

by resistive heating of a thin walled tube, which is filled with Calcium granule and

pointing towards the trap center. However, the neutral Calcium might stick to the

electrodes upon impact and create shorts by bridging the insulation gaps on the RF

and DC electrodes or at least create electric stray fields due to surface inhomogeneities.

This is mitigated by a set of two apertures, such that the neutral Calcium can only

reach the trap volume via the outer segments, where it is ionized by a set of lasers

described in section 3.2. To further reduce electric stray fields inside the trap by

Calcium deposit, the flux of atoms can be blocked by a stainless steel sheet attached

to a rotary feedthrough on the vacuum vessel. Once the neutral atoms are ionized, they

can be trapped by the outer segments and successively shuttled into the experimental

zone via suitable voltage ramps on the DC electrodes.

Voltage Control for Ion Trap Operation

Confining and shuttling ions in this trap as well as performing more complex operations

on ion crystals require high control over the applied electric fields. The asymmetric

RF drive (applied only to the RF-electrodes) is provided by an analog frequency gen-
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erator and impedance matched to the Paul trap by a helical resonator. In between,

the amplitude of the RF field is adjusted by a voltage controlled attenuator and a

high power amplifier to reach peak-peak amplitudes up to URF = 350 Vpp at a drive

frequency of ΩRF ≈ 2π · 15 MHz. The latter is measured by a capacitive divider at the

output of the helical resonator and can be used in the future for voltage stabilization

of the applied RF drive. A continuous switching of RF amplitudes is used through-

out this thesis for different electric field configurations, which allow fast ion loading,

successive transport and strong confinement for Rydberg excitation. Resulting radial

trap frequencies ωx,y > 2π · 2 MHz are possible, but the segmented trap geometry

leads to separated mode frequencies with typically ωy > ωx. In general, the splitting

of the two radial frequencies can be tuned by an overall offset voltage applied to all

DC electrodes, such that also degenerate mode frequencies are possible.

The segmented DC electrodes are controlled by an arbitrary waveform generator

(BERTHA), developed in-house [Kau20]. This allows for up to 80 individual output

channels with voltages of ±40 V at a resolution limit of 1.3 mV. Voltage updates are

possible every 480 ns, which is sufficient for fast transport of ion crystals between differ-

ent segments. However, the time resolution is no concern for most of the experimental

results presented in this thesis and additionally, the applied voltages are filtered by

custom 50 kHz low-pass filters. This attenuates high frequency disturbances close to

the vacuum vessel to reduce ion heating by electrical noise [Sed18]. In vacuum, every

DC electrode is additionally filtered to reduce the amount of RF signal picked up and

fed back to the voltage control. BERTHA allows for individual addressing of all DC

electrodes, but typically symmetric voltages on the segments are used for trapping

ions, such that electrode pairs on opposing blades have the same voltage. Addition-

ally the static field confining the ions is adjusted by adding a constant voltage on all

DC electrodes to tune the ratio of radial trap frequencies. Applying a voltage with

opposite sign on opposing blades allows to move the ion along the radial plane and

to overlap static- and RF-field nulls, which becomes important for state preparation

and Rydberg excitation, see section 4.1. Typical operation voltages are −15 V on

both opposing electrodes corresponding to the trapping segment, which generates an

axial trap frequency of ωz ≈ 2π · 1 MHz. All other trap electrodes are supplied with a

constant voltage of 20 V to enhance the symmetry of radial modes, and around ±40 V

are applied on the dedicated compensation electrodes. The endcaps are connected to

prevent floating reference potentials, but kept at 0 V.

Note, after initial trapping and first successful experiments one of the segment elec-

trodes shortened to ground, such that additional requirements for voltage control
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3.1 A Trap for Stable Rydberg Ions

Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the ion trap inside the vacuum vessel with all relevant
electrical connections for generation of the trap fields. The permanent magnets (light
gray) combined with the ion pump (red, gray) provide a magnetic field along the trap
axis. See text for details.

became necessary. The electrode is positioned next to one of the loading regions

and consecutively shuttling the ion above the grounded electrode needs support from

neighboring segments. Anyway, efficient shuttling of the ion from one side to the other

side of the grounded electrode with modified voltage ramps is possible and the short

does not permit the initial experiments on two-photon Rydberg excitation. Using this

trap for more elaborate measurements for quantum simulation or performing quantum

gates with high fidelity still needs to be evaluated.

The Vacuum Vessel

Stable trapping of ions over extended periods of time is only possible if the ions are

undisturbed from the environment and do not collide with any particles. Therefore,

the ion trap is placed inside a vacuum vessel for ultra high vacuum, such that the

lifetime of a trapped ion is not limited by background gas collisions. Such a vacuum

system requires especially good optical access for state detection and manipulation

with lasers, while providing necessary feedthroughs for applying control voltages. The

trap is oriented within the vacuum chamber, such that the trap axis is aligned with

two opposing viewports as presented in figure 3.2. This configuration allows individual

laser addressing of the ion’s radial and axial modes. The vacuum inside the chamber is

maintained by a passive ion-getter pump (NEXTorr Z200, SAES) and a chemically ac-

tive carbon filter (CapaciTorr Z200, SAES) for hydrogen adsorption. The background

pressure is typically < 2 · 10−11 mbar. Having the ion-getter pump close to the ion

comes with the disadvantage of a high parasitic magnetic field. A magnetic field at the

ion is necessary to create sufficient Zeeman splitting to resolve individual quadrupole
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Figure 3.3: Energy diagram of the relevant electronic states of 40Ca+. a) Shows laser
transitions for cooling, state detection, state preparation and Rydberg excitation. b)
Zeeman structure on the narrow 4S1/2 → 3D5/2 transition for coherent control including
motional sidebands (gray). Frequently used transitions are highlighted as red arrows.

transitions, while the direction of the magnetic field modulates the coupling of polar-

ized light to the trapped ion. The magnetic quantization axis is provided by two sets

of permanent magnets outside of the vacuum chamber in combination with the pump

assembly. A total magnetic field of Bz ≈ 5.5 G points dominantly along the trap axis

and is measured directly with the ion in section 4.1.

3.2 Laser Sources for Electronic State Manipulation

Ions are loaded into the trap by photo-ionization of the neutral Calcium beam from

the oven. Respective laser sources near 423 nm and 375 nm are blocked after successful

ionization by a mechanical shutter to avoid stray light in the trap volume. The level

scheme of 40Ca+ with the wavelengths used for cooling, state detection, state prepa-

ration, and Rydberg excitation is presented in figure 3.3a). Figure 3.3b) presents the

Zeeman substructure of the 4S1/2 → 3D5/2 transition driven by a laser near 729 nm.

Cooling and Detection

Once the ion is trapped inside the 3D harmonic potential it can be cooled to low

temperatures using various techniques. Here, Doppler cooling is employed with a

laser near 397 nm close to the atomic 4S1/2 → 4P1/2 transition and the angle of 45◦

between the laser and all trap axes allows for cooling of all motional modes of the
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Figure 3.4: Schematic view of the relevant lasers for cooling, state detection, state
preparation and Rydberg excitation of 40Ca+ and their directions with respect to the
ion trap. The imaging setup is accessing the ion trap by the top viewport of the vacuum
vessel. The fundamental wavelengths of the Rydberg excitation lasers are frequency
stabilized via RF driven AOMs to a low finesse cavity.

single ion at once, see figure 3.4. Spontaneously emitted photons from the 4P1/2 state

with a lifetime of 6.9 ns [Het15] are imaged onto an electromagnetic charge coupled

device (EMCCD) camera, such that the trapped ion can be monitored in real time.

Details of the imaging resolution for larger ion crystals are given in section 7.1.

Additionally, a light field near 866 nm depopulates the 3D3/2 state. This is required

for permanent Doppler cooling and fluorescence induced ion detection as population

trapped in the metastable state interrupts cycling on the cooling transition. Similarly,

a laser near 854 nm depopulates the metastable 3D5/2 state. During Doppler cooling

this laser source illuminates the ion, but is switched off for state detection. Hence, a

bright ion is visible if the ion is in the electronic ground state 4S1/2 and no fluorescence

is observed for an ion in 3D5/2. Doppler cooling and state detection take a few ms

during the experimental sequences.

As the trap geometry allows for separate loading and experimental zones, two par-

allel beam paths of cooling lasers are used to individually address ions in the outer

trap segments or the central segments, respectively. Although the ions are cooled and

emit fluorescence in the loading zone before they are shuttled away, only ions in the

central region of the trap are observable by the EMCCD camera without adjustments
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of the imaging system. A successful loading event can therefore only be detected after

suitable voltage ramps on the electrodes.

State Preparation and Qubit Control

For a given magnetic field the energy levels with different magnetic quantum number

are split by the Zeeman effect. Direct transitions between different Zeeman sub-

states of two electronic levels can be driven by using σ+- or σ−-polarized light, which

change the magnetic quantum number by ∆m = ±1. However, state selection is very

sensitive to the overlap of magnetic field direction and laser propagation direction

[Roo00] and constrains the experimental setup. Optical pumping with a σ−-polarized

laser near 397 nm drives the transition 4S1/2,+1/2 → 4P1/2,−1/2. After several absorption

and emission cycles, which only last a few µs, the ion is most probably found in state

4S1/2,−1/2. Note, to avoid population being trapped in one of the dark states both

infrared lasers are switched on during the optical pumping process.

With the possibility to initialize the ion in the sub-state 4S1/2,−1/2 it is convenient

to define this as one of the qubit states, namely |0〉. Consistently, one of the dark

3D5/2 sub-states can be defined as |1〉 and the quadrupole transition near 729 nm

coherently transfers population between states |0〉 and |1〉. The laser is locked to

a high finesse cavity, such that the laser linewidth is below 1 kHz and individual

transitions between different Zeeman sub-states can be resolved, which is depicted for

the most relevant transitions within this thesis in figure 3.3b). The coupling strengths

of the transitions with ∆m = 0,±1,±2 are dependent on the angle between magnetic

field, laser propagation direction and laser polarization [Roo00]. For the presented

experiments two geometries are realized. On the one hand the light is propagating

axially along the magnetic field direction and can thereby address transitions with

∆m = ±1. This laser is sensitive to phonons along the axis but not affected by

vibration along the two radial modes. On the other hand a second beam path is counter

propagating the imaging system and entering the trap volume from a purely radial

direction. The polarization of the beam is chosen, such that only transitions ∆m = ±2

are accessible, as this allows for sideband cooling without constant reinitialization (see

section 4.3). The latter geometry comes with two additional advantages, which are the

access to radial phonon modes unperturbed by axial motion and the focus of the laser

beam via the imaging objective. Thereby, focus sizes of < 4 µm individually address

single ions in larger ion crystals. Repeatedly exciting the ∆m = −2 transition from

4S1/2,+1/2 with consecutive repump by 854 nm light can be used to prepare an ion in

the 4S1/2,−1/2 ground state.
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Rydberg Excitation

After successful initialization in the 3D5/2,−5/2 state by light near 729 nm a resonant

two-photon process excites different Rydberg states depending on the transition fre-

quency. Here, light fields near 213 nm and 286 nm couple transitions 3D5/2 → 5P3/2

and 5P3/2 → nS1/2, nD3/2, nD5/2, respectively. Both wavelengths are considered as

deep ultraviolet (UV) radiation and are not produced by standard diode lasers as

other wavelengths used in the experiment. They are commercially available, though.

To generate light at such high energies two frequency doubling cavities for each laser

setup are employed, which quadruple the light frequency from fundamentals of 852 nm

and 1144 nm, respectively. Additionally, tapered amplifier systems before the first fre-

quency doubling stages allow for final output power up to 15 mW for 213 nm and

100 mW for 286 nm. Both lasers are counter propagating along the axial direction

with beam waists of ≈ 10 µm. This configuration is necessary to reduce the mo-

mentum transfer to the ion by absorbing one photon of each laser beam, such that

the Doppler effect is almost canceled out. Also, propagation along the magnetic field

direction allows for the use of σ+-polarized light to enhance the excitation strength

when starting from the 3D5/2,−5/2 state.

Laser Control

In general, all light sources for manipulating the 40Ca+ ion are frequency stabilized

either by locking the laser to an external resonator or directly reading out and ad-

justing the wavelength via a wavelength meter and software. The first method uses

a fixed length spacer in vacuum with high reflectivity mirrors on either side, such

that a light field is build up inside this resonator if the frequency of an incident laser

matches the resonator mode. By modulating the incident light field and observing the

back-reflected light it is possible to stabilize the laser. Details of setup and operation

of such a resonator can be found in the Bachelor thesis of Ron Moller [Mol19], demon-

strating the stabilization of both fundamental Rydberg excitation lasers. Additionally,

all laser frequencies are measured by a wavelength meter to tune the lasers initially

close to the atomic resonances and, for light near 423 nm and 854 nm, stabilize the

laser frequencies via a digital PID regulation. The other laser sources require better

frequency stabilization than the accuracy of the wavemeter (High Finesse, WSU-30,

≈ 30 MHz).

Relative frequency control with respect to the stabilized light field is obtained by the

use of acousto-optical modulators (AOMs), which also allow for fast switching of laser
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pulses on µs to ms timescales. Within these devices the laser beam transverses a crystal

(e.g. Quartz), onto which a RF is applied perpendicular to the laser propagation

direction and builds a sound wave inside the crystal. Fulfilling the Bragg condition,

the outgoing diffracted laser field is separated spatially and frequency wise from the

undiffracted beam and can be modulated by the applied RF. Set up in a double-pass

configuration, the diffracted laser beam is back-reflected by a mirror and transmits

the crystal a second time. This has the advantage, that the AOM is used for fast and

efficient light switching and the undiffracted part can be filtered out twice as good,

such that no spurious light permanently illuminates the ion. Also, the RF drive of the

AOMs allow a fine tuning of the laser frequency onto atomic transitions and the double

pass increases the tunability, while no beam-pointing is observed on the ion. Apart

from the deep UV lasers, all AOMs are set up in double-pass configuration. Here,

the frequency control of the fundamental light for Rydberg excitation is emphasized,

as the light is stabilized via double-pass AOMs onto a low finesse resonator. The

AOMs allow for a detuning of the master laser and, therefore, an output frequency

change for the UV beams of eight times the applied RF, such that systematic frequency

scans of up to 400 MHz are possible. A summary of the laser configurations and the

frequency stabilization of the Rydberg excitation lasers is shown in figure 3.4 and the

first Rydberg excitation spectrum is shown in section 4.2.

High Finesse Cavity for Rydberg Excitation

Stabilization of the fundamental wavelengths to a low finesse cavity merely minimizes

drifts of the wavelength but does not reduce the laser linewidth below the diode band-

width. Although both laser sources are already equipped with state of the art diode

heads and current controls, the frequency quadrupling leads to final laser linewidths

of 1 MHz each and limits future coherent excitation into Rydberg states. After the

results of this thesis have been measured a new setup for frequency stabilization of

both Rydberg fundamental wavelengths was constructed and characterized, such that

future experiments will benefit from much reduced laser linewidth and improved long

term reproducibility. Here, a commercial resonator with specified finesse F > 100 000

is implemented consisting of a set of mirrors with reflectivity of R = 99.9998% for

852 nm and R = 99.9996% for 1144 nm, respectively. The mirrors are spaced by a

10 cm glass-ceramic block with ultra low thermal expansion coefficient, such that the

length of the cavity is fixed and the light field inside the mirrors (one planar and the

other one curved with radius of curvature 50 cm) can be amplified due to the high

reflectivity. The set of mirrors and spacer are supported by a thermal and vibra-
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tion isolating structure and placed in a temperature stabilized vacuum chamber with

pressures below 10−7 mbar. Light of both fundamental wavelengths is coupled into

the cavity from the planar side and locked via the Pound-Drever-Hall method [Dre83]

by modulating the current of the master oscillator with frequencies around 20 MHz.

Furthermore, the AOMs for frequency scanning in the low finesse cavity setup are

replaced by fiber coupled electro-optical-modulators (EOMs). These modulate the

phase of the transmitted light field and generate additional sidebands at the drive

frequency, typically up to several GHz. The EOM comes with the advantage, that

the modulation bandwidth is larger than the free spectral range of the cavity, such

that different Rydberg states can be accessed by choosing according drive frequencies

and locking the modulated sideband to the cavity. Similarly, frequency scanning of

the two-photon transition is possible by adjusting the drive frequency and does not

require additional AOMs as in the low finesse cavity setup.

The high finesse cavity is characterized in two ways prior to Rydberg excitation

with stabilized lasers. On the one hand, the temperature of the cavity is varied to

measure the zero expansion temperature of the glass-ceramic spacer and on the other

hand the finesse of the cavity is estimated by using the ring-down method [Gal20].

For both measurements at least one of the fundamental Rydberg laser sources has

to be stabilized to the cavity and for simplicity light near 852 nm is used, as the

available optical power meters, photo diodes and cameras to monitor the beam are

more sensitive at the lower wavelength. The fundamental wavelength probe beam

exits the laser enclosing and is split into a beam for wavelength measurement and the

stabilization branch directed to the high finesse cavity, which is guided by the fiber-

coupled EOM. Before entering the vacuum chamber to the high finesse cavity the

beam passes a retardation plate and a polarizing beam splitter cube for the Pound-

Drever-Hall technique. Additionally, a set of lenses match the beam shape to the

cavity mode determined by curvature and spacing of the cavity mirrors, which results

in a beam waist at the planar mirror of 230 µm. Referencing the beam to the cavity

mode, the fundamental light obtains a linewidth given by the finesse of the cavity and is

stabilized to the fixed mirror distance. Variations in the spacer length arise mainly due

to small temperature changes, but the choice of material can reduce the coefficient of

thermal expansion close to zero for a given temperature. This is found by changing the

temperature of the cavity system and probe the frequency variation of the stabilized

light field. Typically, one would use a high accuracy wavelength meter for this task, but

the absolute accuracy of the available device is much worse than expected frequency

shifts of a few MHz, such that the trapped ion is used as a frequency reference. For any
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Figure 3.5: a) Measurement of the zero expansion temperature T0 by varying the cavity
temperature and measuring the atomic 3D→5P transition with the fundamental beam
at 852 nm locked to the high finesse cavity. b) Ring-down measurement of the light field
inside the cavity with decay constant τ0 to estimate the finesse.

cavity temperature, the 3D5/2 → 5P3/2 transition (see section 4.2) is measured using the

UV-AOM and shifting the laser frequency by the EOM drive frequency. This method

is extremely sensitive as the temperature-dependent shift of the stabilized frequency is

multiplied by the frequency quadrupling of the UV laser system. Figure 3.5a) depicts

the measurement of the zero expansion temperature resulting in an optimal working

point of 37.0(2)◦C, larger than room temperature and controllable by heating elements.

As the temperature controller specifies a temperature stability within 10 mK, the long

term fluctuation of UV frequencies should be reduced to less than 22 kHz, limited by

the uncertainty of the zero expansion temperature.

In a second measurement the finesse of the cavity is estimated by the ring-down

method [Gal20]. Here, the decay of the light field inside the cavity is observed, when

the incident beam is either blocked or shifted non-resonant to the cavity. A high finesse

of the cavity correlates with a long lifetime of the light field, which is traveling between

the high reflectivity mirrors. As the optical power inside the cavity is not accessible

without immediately absorbing the light, one uses the resonant transmission signal,

which is proportional to the leakage of the curved mirror. Only if the light frequency is

resonant to one of the cavity modes, the optical field inside the cavity is enhanced and

the transmitting field can be measured by a fast photo diode. Figure 3.5b) shows the

exponential decay of the cavity light field after shifting the laser frequency, initially

stabilized to the cavity mode. A fit of the decay constant yields an experimental finesse

of Fexp = 1.441(2) · 106 below the estimated finesse of Fdesign = π
√
R/1−R = 1.8 · 106,

given by the specified reflectivity. Deviations can be explained by mirror coatings
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showing a smaller reflectivity than designed or a roughness of the mirror surfaces.

Also, imperfect alignment of the cavity mirrors might reduce the finesse. Overall,

the achieved finesse is much better than the specified finesse of F > 100 000 and the

linewidth of both laser sources for Rydberg excitation can be drastically reduced below

the natural linewidth of Rydberg states for future experiments.
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4
How to Become Huge: Excitation of

Rydberg States and Observation of

Non-Negligible Polarizability

The dynamics of a trapped ion is given by the Paul potential with laser sources con-

trolling internal and external degrees of freedom. Excitation of Rydberg states leads

to modifications of trap frequencies and systematic energy shifts depending on applied

electric fields, which allow for an extraction of Rydberg state properties. For unper-

turbed spectroscopy (see section 4.2), a single experiment is realized by repeating the

same sequence multiple times and averaging the result, before one parameter is varied

and the sequence starts anew. Scan parameters are - among others - specific laser

frequencies, pulse times or applied voltages to trap electrodes. Individual steps within

such a sequence can be fine tuned and some parameters need permanent adjustments

to optimize the final result, while other parameters are kept constant for longer times.

However, to systematically compare measurements from different days it is necessary

to have certain calibration methods for the most sensitive parts of the experiment.

In this section fluctuations of electromagnetic fields by external and internal sources

of the ion trap are discussed and characterized. Residual fields are compensated using

external measurement tools or the ion itself as a sensor and the stability of laser

operations are optimized by pulse shaping and optimized trap potentials. Controlling

external sources, the excitation of the intermediate 5P3/2 state and successive transition

into Rydberg states is presented, such that the principal quantum number scaling of

the depopulation rate via Rydberg excitation can be extracted. Energy shifts for

Rydberg states are included to model the resulting Rydberg transition lineshapes

and discussed in terms of the ion confinement within the Paul trap. Afterward the

excitation efficiency is enhanced by sideband cooling and further experiments show

that the timescale for excitation can be reduced below the Rydberg state lifetime,

possibly leading to observation of strong Rydberg interactions between multiple ions.
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4.1 Control of External and Internal Fields

Electromagnetic fields inside the ion trap determine the dynamics of ionic motion and

electronic state transfer by lasers. The internal fields relate to the electric fields pro-

vided by the Paul trap and magnetic fields originating from permanent magnets and

ion-getter pump. However, the lab environment contains numerous electronic parts,

power supplies, magnetic materials and people moving in the vicinity of the experi-

ment, such that external fluctuations of electromagnetic fields need to be considered.

By suitable application of electric and magnetic fields the external fluctuations can be

compensated for. Due to the dimensions of the used ion trap, the experienced fields

are strongly dependent on the axial position of the ion and the results are presented

only for the central trapping zone, but similar measures are implemented for ions in

the loading zone.

Compensation of Magnetic Field Drifts

The quantization axis of the trapped ion is given by the magnetic field, which is mainly

originating from permanent magnets attached to the outside of the vacuum chamber

and the ion-getter pump. Fortunately, the magnetic field directions of both magnet

configurations overlap to a large degree and the magnetic field is coarsely aligned

with the axis of the trap, which is confirmed by measurements with σ-polarized light.

However, due to the close proximity of vacuum pump and ion it is very difficult to

quantify the angle of magnetic field with respect to the trap axis. Both, direction and

magnitude of the magnetic field influence the trapped ion and the coupling strength

between quadrupole transition and ion is modulated by the overlap of beam propaga-

tion direction, laser polarization and quantization axis. For the two laser propagation

directions presented, transitions with a difference in magnetic quantum number of

|∆m| = 1, 2 are possible, while ∆m = 0 is strongly suppressed. The magnitude of

the magnetic field shifts the energy levels of the trapped ion by the Zeeman effect

in the order of ≈ 10 MHz. As the linewidth of the atomic 4P1/2 state is even larger

(≈ 22 MHz), transitions for cooling and repumping are not strongly affected by the

Zeeman structure and efficient cooling with a single frequency laser field is possible.

Contrary, the narrow transition near 729 nm resolves transitions between individual

Zeeman sub-levels.

For state preparation, typically several laser pulses near 729 nm are employed, there-

fore it is important to control the stability of the magnetic field at the ion. External

sources of magnetic fields, e.g. power supplies, elevators, other experiments or the
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Figure 4.1: a) Magnetic field variations ∆B along z measured by a flux gate sensor
without (blue) and with (green) active stabilization by Helmholtz Coils. Shaded area
denote the standard error, which is smaller than the spread for the green data points.
In b) the field fluctuations are measured directly by the ion using a Ramsey method as
described in the text. a) And b) were recorded at different days.

earth magnetic field need to be considered and compensated. Within the Bachelor

thesis of Jean Philip Filling [Fil21] a set of three square Helmholtz coils was placed

around the experiment, each with an axis length of around 2 m. The coil current is reg-

ulated by a Raspberry Pi equipped with a magnetic three axis flux gate sensor, which

is placed next to the vacuum vessel. A digital PID control enables individual feedback

of the coil current onto the flux gate sensor reading along the respective direction.

Limited by the time resolution to set the coil currents at 2 Hz, the magnetic field at

the sensor position can be stabilized. In figure 4.1a) the sensor measurement along z

is presented without (blue) and with (green) stabilization, where an improvement of

magnetic field stabilization (here, standard deviation σ) is found:

σunstabilized

σstabilized
=

0.070 µT

0.010 µT
= 7.0 .

The magnetic field fluctuations measured by the flux gate sensor show regions, where

the magnetic field drifts over time, but also suddenly jumps between temporary stable

magnetic field values. Both effects are suppressed by regulating the coil current onto

the sensor reading, such that the magnetic field along the quantization axis of the ion

is stabilized.

Also, the ion itself can be used as a sensor to measure the magnitude of the magnetic

field. The ion is most sensitive to variations of the magnetic field along z, pointing to a
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good overlap of quantization axis and trap axis. By resolving two transitions between

the 4S1/2 and 3D5/2 electronic states and extracting the Zeeman shift, the magnetic

field strength can be directly measured. Additionally, small frequency differences due

to magnetic field inhomogeneity can be probed accurately using the Ramsey method

[Rus17], where a phase accumulation due to external fields is projected onto the qubit

states |0〉 and |1〉. In detail, such a measurement consists of 2 sequences starting

with a π/2-pulse on the 4S1/2,−1/2 → 3D5/2,−5/2 transition followed by a waiting time

of several µs. Afterward a second π/2-pulse, phase shifted ±90◦ with respect to the

first pulse, manipulates the internal state and the phase evolution can be read out

by the bright/dark state probability. The difference in population measured for the

two laser phases ±90◦ is related to the detuning from the resonance frequency and

therefore a suitable measurement for the frequency stability. By adjusting the waiting

time in between the two laser pulses, the sensitivity to magnetic field fluctuations can

be tuned. Repeating the same sequence at a given laser frequency allows to extract

fluctuations in magnetic field strength at the ion position and confirms a stabilizing

effect of the external magnetic field regulation on the trapped ion as shown in figure

4.1b). The regulation of the magnetic field allows to stabilize the qubit transition

frequency to σstabilized = 0.9 kHz. Even though data from the flux gate sensor and

the ion are recorded at two different days, the fluctuations are in the same order of

magnitude. The periodic behavior of the non-stabilized magnetic field measured by

the ion is originating from a different experiment in the institute working with high

magnetic fields, but the regulation is able to compensate for external varying fields.

Apart from stabilizing the magnetic field and thereby stabilizing the transition fre-

quencies of the quadrupole transition, the population transfer between the 4S1/2 and

3D5/2 states may be further enhanced by pulse shaping of the laser field near 729 nm.

Throughout most of the experiments presented here, the initialization into the dark

state is done by a rapid adiabatic passage (RAP) pulse [Vit01]. This modulates the

frequency and amplitude of the laser throughout the pulse duration, which is less

sensitive to fluctuations compared to a square pulse.

Trap Heating by Varying the RF Drive Amplitude

As the ion is trapped inside the harmonic pseudo potential spanned by the static

and oscillating electric fields, the vibrational mode frequencies of the ion are suitable

to measure long term stability of the trapping potential. All static voltages for seg-

ments, surrounding compensation electrodes and end caps are supplied by BERTHA

and no fluctuations on the axial vibrational frequency are observed, even after switch-
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Figure 4.2: Excitation probabilities of the blue sideband for mode ωx (blue) and reso-
nant 4S1/2,−1/2 → 3D5/2,−5/2 transition (green) for systematic variation of the RF drive
amplitude VRF, see text for details. A difference in excitation strength for the side-
band is caused by the varying vibrational mode frequency throughout the experiment
and a thermalization is observed for every cycle of 20 minutes. The inset shows the
reproducibility of this scan over several hours.

ing between different DC configurations back and forth. Generally, the axial con-

finement can be fine tuned by static voltages and continuously controlled between

ωz/2π ∈ [0.15, 1.05] MHz. The radial confinement is dominated by the applied RF and

the vibrational frequencies along radial directions tend to drift over time, especially

when varying the amplitude for short periods. Figure 4.2 shows a stability measure-

ment of one of the radial frequencies by systematically varying the RF amplitude be-

tween two voltage sets (schematically shown in black). Here, a typical RF voltage for

single ion experiments is applied for 15 min and afterward the amplitude reduced 5 min

to the voltage set for ion loading. Due to low secular frequencies the measurement

method is not sensitive in the latter potential setting and only high RF amplitude data

is presented. The frequency stability is recorded by probing the 4S1/2,−1/2 → 3D5/2,−5/2

transition with pulse timing of 20 µs and a frequency detuning of ∆ν = ωx/2π, namely

the first blue sideband of the radial mode along x. For a Doppler cooled ion the

probability to find the ion in a dark state after such a laser pulse is expected to be

around 50% − 60%, but the measured probability only matches the expectations af-

ter several minutes within the desired electric potential. To attribute this effect to

shifts in the secular frequency, the blue sideband (blue) is probed interleaved with

the resonant transition (green), which shows almost full population transfer through-

out the measurement. Although, the ratio between the used voltage sets varies for

different experiments, usually the RF amplitude applied for loading is approximately

three times smaller compared to the RF amplitude used for experiments including
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Rydberg excitation. The repeating pattern in the presented graph can be explained

by temperature changes in the RF circuit, consisting of the amplifier, the helical res-

onator or the trap blades itself. Specifically, whenever the amplitude is switched to

lower voltages the heat load for the RF-blades, surrounding support structure and

cables decreases and the electric field confining the ion gets altered. Reverting the RF

amplitude leads to a slow recovering of the initial mode frequency and this cycle is

reproducible for long times, as shown in the inset of figure 4.2 with data recorded over

several hours. Further measurements indicate that reducing the time, where only a

low RF amplitude is applied to the trap, also reduces the fluctuations in vibrational

frequency. Concluding, the ion trap itself seems to operate stable as long as the drive

parameters are not constantly varied. Even if the RF amplitude is reduced for ion

loading, the experiments can be conducted with unchanged parameters after a certain

wait time depending on the loading speed.

Compensation of Excess Micromotion

Additional to electric field stability, it is crucial to place the ion at the center of the

harmonic potential, where the nulls of RF and DC fields overlap and excess micromo-

tion of the ion is negligible. This is especially important when exciting ions to Rydberg

states, as it reduces the experienced quadratic Stark shift as well as phonon changing

transitions [Hig19], but also ions in low-lying electronic states are affected by a mod-

ulation of the light-matter interaction [Kel15]. The periodic motion of the ion inside

the oscillating quadrupole field gives rise to first order Doppler shifts ∆ν = βΩRF,

effectively varying the phase of laser sources exciting the ion. For a modulation index

β > 0 sidebands on the laser transitions arise with a detuning of ΩRF and the resolved

sideband method allows to measure the residual electric field amplitude ERF at the

position of the ion:

ERF = β
λMΩ2

RF

2πQ
. (4.1)

Here, M and Q are the ion’s mass and charge, λ is the wavelength probing the micro-

motion sideband. The ratio of excitation strength of the first micromotion sideband

ΩMM compared to the carrier transition Ω0 determines the modulation index

β = 2
ΩMM

Ω0
. (4.2)

Note, the resolved sideband method requires access to a narrow laser transition with

the laser propagation parallel to the axis of micromotion. Within the presented setup
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Figure 4.3: Measured residual electric field along a) axial and b) radial direction by
displacing the ion inside the trap volume. Solid lines show fits to the data, see text for
details.

a laser near 729 nm allows to extract residual electric fields along the axial and radial

directions, where for the latter fields along x and y are combined. To compensate

in the radial direction perpendicular to the 729 nm laser, either another laser beam

or a different method has to be employed. Here, the first order Doppler shift on the

dipole transition near 397 nm is utilized, where an increase in excess micromotion leads

to an enhanced fluorescence emitted from the ion. A combined measurement of the

modulation index and the emitted fluorescence, while moving the ion radially through

the trap via the compensation electrodes, allows to compensate excess micromotion

along both radial trap axes.

For axial compensation, the ion is moved along the trap axis by corresponding

voltages at the segments and measuring residual field strengths using the resolved

sideband method. To quantify the extracted residual electric field at each ion position,

a function E =
√
a(z − z0)2 + E2

0 is fitted to the data [Roo00]. Results are found in

figure 4.3a), where the ion position for minimal axial micromotion is found about

z0 = 0.925(4) mm away from the geometrical trap center. With segment sizes of

500 µm in the experimental region, the ion is trapped almost two full segments away

from the designed trap center. This asymmetry and the finite residual field might

originate from slight misalignment of the trap electrodes with respect to each other,

e.g. an off-centered end cap or an angled RF blade. Also, it could be an effect of the

observed ground connection for one segment electrode, which is located on the opposite

site at approximately −z0. Repeating the measurements for different ion confinements

and with several months in between, indicates, that the axial micromotion is stable

and independent of the static trap field. Once compensated, the residual RF field
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along the axial direction is almost negligible for the linear Paul trap and root-mean-

squared (RMS)-fields below 10 V/m are observed over a range of more than 100 µm

with a minimal residual electric field of E
(ax)
RMS = 7.8(5) V/m. Thereby, also larger

ion crystals do not experience considerably different micromotion for individual ion

positions of a long ion string. Note, displacing the ion along the axis allows for a

controlled modification of the trap potential and enables polarizability measurements

of Rydberg states in electric fields [Mok19].

Along the radial direction a full measurement of the residual radial field is analo-

gously recorded and presented in figure 4.3b). As radial field gradients are typically

1-2 orders of magnitude larger than the axial field gradients, excess micromotion can

become significant even for small radial displacements of the ion from the RF null.

By varying the ion position, a minimal residual electric field of E
(rad)
RMS = 24(1) V/m is

extracted from the fit. However, the radial ion position varies up to 1 µm on timescales

of a few hours, such that residual electric field fluctuations of +100% are observed and

a routine for fast and systematic radial compensation is necessary. Firstly, the ion is

illuminated by a laser near 397 nm to find minimal fluorescence due to the Doppler

effect along the laser direction. Secondly, the direction perpendicular to the Doppler

cooling laser is probed by the resolved sideband method using the radial 729 nm laser.

A combined measurement allows for compensation of residual electric fields along both

radial directions within a few minutes. In total, both methods for axial and radial

field compensation reduce the residual electric fields below 25 V/m. This minimizes

modulation of the interaction between laser and ion as well as the quadratic Stark

effect, which shifts the energy levels of Rydberg states in the order of MHz due to the

large polarizability.

4.2 Rydberg Excitation Lineshapes in the Presence of

Ionic Motion

In ionic systems the valence electron is bound much stronger to the positively charged

core compared to their neutral atomic counterpart and consequently much more energy

is required to excite Rydberg states. This energy is ∆E ≈ 10 eV for 40Ca+ and

corresponds to a laser with wavelength near 122 nm. Even though experiments with so

called vacuum-ultraviolet light have been performed and successful Rydberg excitation

was observed [Fel15, Bac16], maintenance of the laser system and limitations to beam

guiding and beam optics advocate the use of a resonant two-photon excitation scheme.

Here, deep UV laser fields near 213 nm and 285-289 nm couple the transitions 3D5/2 →
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5P3/2 and 5P3/2 → nS1/2, respectively, where the tunable wavelength of the second

laser field allows for individual addressing of Rydberg states. From there, the ion

decays predominately into the 4S1/2 ground state. In this way, we reveal a successful

Rydberg excitation, if the 3D5/2 state is depopulated and we detect the state dependent

fluorescence, either dark for 3D5/2 or bright for 4S1/2.

Assisted by the intermediate 5P3/2 state, high excitation rates and strong coupling

to Rydberg states can be achieved with commercially available laser sources. However,

an actual excitation of the intermediate state needs to be avoided, as the lifetime is

much shorter (34.8 ns [Saf11]) than subsequent excitation into Rydberg states with

the current Rabi frequencies in the order of a few MHz. For a successful transition

into Rydberg states scattering from 5P3/2 is suppressed by either choosing a sufficient

frequency detuning of the first excitation laser from the atomic resonance or by mod-

ifying the pulse shape of the laser sources, e.g. by stimulated rapid adiabatic passage

(STIRAP) [Ber19]. Varying the laser frequency of the second light field allows to ex-

cite Rydberg states and observe the transition lineshape to study their properties with

respect to the ion’s motional state, interactions to neighboring ions and to surrounding

trap fields. A second approach to measure transition frequencies into Rydberg states

utilizes the resonant coupling of light to the atomic levels and probes the correspond-

ing energy shift. This method is referred to as quantum interference (QI) and will

be discussed in more detail later. The results of this section are published in ”Ryd-

berg series excitation of a single trapped 40Ca+ ion for precision measurements and

principal quantum number scaling” [And21].

Prior to interaction with the deep UV lasers, the ion is Doppler cooled for several

milliseconds. In a first step, the electronic ground state 4S1/2,−1/2 is populated by a

series of π-pulses on the transition 4S1/2,1/2 → 3D5/2,−3/2 and consecutive quenches by

light near 854 nm. Afterward, a single RAP pulse excites the ion into the metastable

qubit state |0〉 = 3D5/2,−5/2 with an efficiency > 95% dependent on parameters as trap

configuration or ion temperature. Before exciting Rydberg states, the intermediate

5P3/2 state is probed. The laser near 213 nm is illuminating the ion along the trap axis

and can be switched by a single-pass AOM. High optical intensities and correspond-

ingly strong excitation rates are achieved by focusing the laser to a beam waist of 5 µm

at the ion position. To tune the laser frequency onto the atomic resonance, the fun-

damental wavelength near 852 nm is controlled via two methods. For larger frequency

variations, the length of the reference cavity is tuned by a piezoelectric actuator glued

to the cavity mirror itself, which leads to a frequency change of the stabilized light

field. However, these actuators tend to drift for long times after a change of the control
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Figure 4.4: Depopulation of the 3D5/2 state by excitation of the intermediate 5P3/2

state as a function of laser detuning ∆213 from the atomic resonance. An excited ion
decays to the electronic ground state and can be observed via fluorescence detection.

voltage, such that calibrated and reliable frequency variation of the UV laser is not

possible. Directly modulating the RF to drive the double-pass AOM before the refer-

ence cavity allows to tune the 852 nm light with a precision of 20 kHz, much smaller

than the stabilized laser linewidth. Scan ranges up to 400 MHz can be achieved by

frequency modulation of the AOM. In total, illuminating the ion by the laser near

213 nm for a short time between a few µs up to 1 ms probes the 3D5/2 → 5P3/2 tran-

sition. Scanning the fundamental laser and correcting for energy shifts like Zeeman

shifts or AOM frequencies, the resonant transition frequency is found to be [And21]:

∆E(3D5/2 → 5P3/2) = 1 817 081.257(30) GHz .

The state measurement is indirect by observing the population decay to the ground

state. Figure 4.4 shows the measured depopulation of 3D5/2 plotted as a function of

detuning from the atomic resonance ∆213. Once the deep UV laser is resonant with

the atomic transition, ions are excited to the intermediate state 5P3/2 and decay to the

electronic ground state. A fluorescence measurement with light near 397 nm shows a

bright ion and indicates successful excitation, whereas a ion residing in the dark 3D5/2

state does not interact with the detection laser. The full width at half maximum of the

observed atomic resonance Γ5P = 2π ·8.2(2) MHz is dominated by the natural lifetime

of the electronic state and an additional Doppler broadening due to absorption of a

high energy photon. The influence of the laser linewidth of ≈ 1 MHz is negligible

compared to the other broadening mechanisms.
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Transition Frequencies and Excitation into Rydberg States

Including the second deep UV laser into the excitation scheme, the state population can

be transferred into the Rydberg state for a direct excitation, or coupling the respective

energy levels to avoid an excitation by utilizing the QI method. Both schemes require

accurate knowledge of the transition frequencies, which have not been measured for

high-lying Rydberg states in 40Ca+. The article [And21] presents Rydberg nS1/2-

and nD5/2-series excitation of a single trapped Calcium ion for principal quantum

numbers n ∈ [38, 65]. The Rydberg-series spectroscopy was performed using a high

accuracy wavemeter (High Finesse, WS8-2), which allowed for determination of the

second ionization energy in Calcium with 60-fold improved accuracy compared to

the accepted value. Also, an experimental realization of high-lying Rydberg states

challenges theory to provide more accurate descriptions of quantum defect values as

well as calculations of static and tensor polarizabilities [Paw20].

The Rydberg ion exhibits many interesting properties, such as sensitivity to external

fields, state-dependent lifetimes or strong interactions with neighboring Rydberg ions.

One property of highly excited ions is the susceptibility to blackbody induced ioniza-

tion events, where the electronic state population is cascaded into the continuum by

the strong interactions between different Rydberg Stark states [Mü08, Ovs11]. Unfor-

tunately, a doubly ionized Calcium is still trapped in the oscillating quadrupole field

but not accessible by the used laser sources. The doubly ionized Calcium has to be

removed from the trap by releasing the confining potential and subsequent reloading

of another ion to restart the experimental sequences. For measurements of transi-

tion frequencies into Rydberg states it is convenient to circumvent double ionization

events without losing the sensitivity for Rydberg properties that shift the energy level

of the highly excited state. The QI method employs a coupling of electronic levels by

resonant laser fields, such that transition frequencies are shifted and a difference in

excitation probabilities can be observed. Here, the first excitation laser (probe) near

213 nm is resonantly exciting the intermediate 5P3/2 state and illuminates the ion with

optical intensities close to saturation. Detecting the state of the ion without the sec-

ond deep UV laser (coupling) or with the second laser far off the resonance, the final

state population is dominated by decay via the intermediate state and a bright ion can

be observed. Tuning the frequency of the coupling beam near 286 nm onto the atomic

resonance, the probability to detect a bright ion decreases and the ion remains in the

initialized 3D5/2 state. The resonant coupling of the second laser field to the electronic

states leads to an energy shift on the 5P3/2 state and an effective detuning for the

probe laser. Coupling strength and the respective transition linewidth is dependent
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Figure 4.5: 55S1/2 excitation spectrum probed by residual population in the 3D5/2 state
as a function of two-photon detuning ∆ν for direct excitation (blue) and the QI method
(green). Error bars depict the quantum projection noise and solid lines are Gaussian
fits to the data to extract transition frequency and linewidth, where the full width at
half maximum is 7.9(7) MHz for the direct excitation spectrum and 10(9) MHz for the
QI spectrum.

on both laser intensities, where high coupling power increases the energy shift and

generates a broad resonance. Contrary, high probe power saturates the first transition

and leads to a decreased visibility of the energy shift, but allows for a more refined

determination of transition frequency as the effective linewidth decreases [Fle05].

Another way of measuring transition frequencies is the direct excitation of the ion’s

electronic state, such that the two-photon resonance condition is fulfilled. To avoid

population transfer to the ground state via the intermediate 5P3/2 state, the laser near

213 nm is detuned from the atomic resonance, typically between ∆213 = 50 MHz −
200 MHz. Due to finite widths of the transition and the laser source, the ion is still

off-resonantly excited with probabilities of a few percent. Varying the frequency of

the laser near 286 nm and fulfilling the two-photon resonance condition, the ion is

excited to the Rydberg state and decays into the ground state on timescales of few µs.

Afterward, observing the ion’s fluorescence indicates a successful Rydberg excitation.

Figure 4.5 shows the two-photon resonance spectra of the 55S1/2 Rydberg state for

different two-photon detunings of a direct Rydberg excitation (blue) compared to a

the QI method (green). The linewidth of the excitation spectrum is fundamentally

limited by the natural linewidth of the Rydberg state given by the inverse lifetime, but

Doppler broadening, laser linewidth, as well as effects due to the high polarizability

dominate the observed lineshapes. These effects, which shift the energy level of the
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probed Rydberg state, are observed even if the QI method is used.

Modeling Transition Lineshapes for Rydberg Excitation

The spectral lineshape of an optical transition is typically given by a Lorentzian func-

tion with resonance frequency ν0. Decoherence mechanisms such as spontaneous de-

cay or finite laser linewidths add up to define the width of this Lorentzian. Here,

the Rydberg state decays within τR ≈ 5 µs [Saf11] to yield a natural linewidth of

ΓR = 1/τR ≈ 20 kHz, which is orders of magnitude smaller compared to experimental

limitations as laser linewidth or Doppler broadening. As the linewidth of the deep UV

lasers is not reduced by the frequency stabilization and an individual linewidth below

ΓUV = 1 MHz is specified, a combined linewidth of ΓLaser < 2 MHz is assumed for

the uncorrelated laser sources. Future stabilization of the fundamental wavelengths

to high finesse cavities (F > 100 000) will reduce the Lorentzian linewidth, ultimately

limited by the natural lifetime of the Rydberg states. The Doppler broadening is

effectively reduced by using counter-propagating laser beams and results in

σDoppler =
ν0

c

√
8kBT ln 2

M
≈ 1 MHz , (4.3)

with the speed of light c, the Boltzmann constant kB and the ion temperature T , which

is assumed to be at the Doppler limit of T = 0.55 mK. Analogously, co-propagating

deep UV lasers would lead to a Doppler broadening of σDoppler ≈ 6.5 MHz. The broad-

ening due to ion temperature is an incoherent effect and does not add to the Lorentzian

width of the lineshape, but is more accurately described as Gaussian broadening. For

an ion, which is not cooled to the motional ground state the lineshape is modeled by

a convolved Lorentzian and Gaussian distribution, namely a Voigt profile [Wer74].

The centroid frequency of this Voigt profile is determined by the energy difference

between initial and final state, where energy shifts have to be considered. Apart from

the Zeeman effect, which affects both the 3D5/2 state as well as the highly excited

state, the polarizability P of Rydberg states shifts the energy due to the surrounding

trapping field. The positioning of a Rydberg ion within a non-zero electric field leads to

a quadratic Stark shift as given in equation 2.20, which is minimized by compensation

of micromotion. For a residual electric field E
(rad)
RMS = 24(1) V/m the 55S1/2 state

experiences an energy shift of ∆EStark = −1.24(10) MHz by the shift between static

and quadrupole field nulls. Moreover, the Rydberg state itself modifies the effective

confinement of the ion and the ion’s secular frequencies (see equation 2.28). This leads

to two effects: On the one hand the ion’s equilibrium position within the harmonic
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4 Excitation of Rydberg States

Figure 4.6: Schematic view of transition frequency shifts due to a state-dependent
trap frequency (ω, ω′) and huge polarizability of Rydberg states (in blue) compared to
electronically low-lying states (gray). a) And b) show possible motion assisted Ryd-
berg transitions for zero and finite residual electric fields, respectively. The transition
frequency shift ∆ν depends on the overlap of motional states in the effective harmonic
potentials and the quadratic Stark shift, as given by the equilibrium position r(ERMS)
and r(ERMS)′.

potential changes for non-perfect residual electric field compensation, again leading to

an increased quadratic Stark shift and driving of phonon number changing transitions

[Hig19]. On the other hand, even if perfectly compensated, the transition frequency

changes for each individual occupation of the motional states, as the state-dependent

trap frequency adds to the total energy in the system. A schematic view of Rydberg

excitation in the presence of occupied motional modes in an 1D harmonic oscillator

is shown in figure 4.6a) and b) for the case of perfect and imperfect residual field

compensation, respectively. For the discussion below it is assumed, that the residual

electric field is negligible for all lineshape modifications and phonon number changing

transitions do not occur.

As the trap field gradient is much larger along the radial directions compared to

the axial direction, the radial motion of the ion is dominating the energy shift. After

Doppler cooling, the occupation of vibrational modes in the harmonic oscillator follows

a thermal distribution, but more elaborate phonon statistics will be discussed in section

5.1. Close to the Doppler limit, the residual ion temperature can be described in terms

of phonons along the three trap axes, where each motion is decoupled from each other.

The occupation of the ion’s motional states is given by the Bose-Einstein statistics and

the probability p(th)(k) to find the ion within a certain phonon state k in mode ω is
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described as:

p(th)(k) =

(
1− exp

(
− ~ω
kBT

))
exp

(
− k~ω
kBT

)
. (4.4)

That means, even for high temperatures the ion is found in the zero phonon state with

maximum probability, but large phonon numbers k � 10 are non-negligible. Also, a

variation of the trap frequency changes the slope of the phonon distribution, such

that for higher secular frequencies, the lower phonon numbers become more probable.

Ion temperatures close to zero lead to a phonon distribution, which approaches the

motional ground state and, therefore, it is convenient to relate the temperature and

trap frequency by the average phonon number k̄ with

k̄ =
1

exp
(

~ω
kBT

)
− 1

. (4.5)

For any thermal state, the average phonon number k̄ > 0 can be used to describe the

deviation from the motional ground state. A single trapped ion confined by frequencies

{ωx, ωy, ωz} = 2π · {0.95, 1.27, 0.55} MHz and cooled to the Doppler limit has average

phonon numbers {k̄x, k̄y, k̄z} = {11.6, 8.6, 20.2}. To reach occupations k̄ → 0 at

these trap frequencies, additional cooling methods need to be applied, before the

oscillation of the ion can be approximated by the motional ground state. This would

simplify calculation on the sub-space of vibrational levels and lead to more precise

measurements of transition frequencies.

Finally, the depopulation lineshape of the 3D5/2 state by Rydberg excitation can

be modeled including broadening mechanisms and energy shifts. The Voigt profile

L(ν,Γ, σ) consists of a Lorentzian distribution determined by laser linewidth ΓLaser and

natural linewidth of the Rydberg state ΓR, while Doppler broadening σDoppler relates

to the Gaussian width. The centroid frequency is shifted by ∆EStark and ∆EZeeman

for residual electric and magnetic fields, respectively. Thermal phonon distributions

along the radial direction shift the centroid frequency too, since the state-dependent

trap frequencies lead to an energy shift of ∆ω for each phonon. Therefore, individually

shifted resonance lineshapes for phonon states k, weighted by the probability p(th)(k)

are summed up to generate the transition lineshape model:

LR(ν) =

∞∑
kx,ky=0

p(th)(kx)p(th)(ky)L (ν −∆ν,ΓR + ΓLaser, σDoppler) (4.6)
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with

∆ν = ∆EStark + ∆EZeeman + kx∆ωx + ky∆ωy . (4.7)

Especially, phonon-dependent shifts due to the huge polarizability have a major impact

on the lineshape, leading to asymmetries for ions at finite temperature. Additionally

to the presented shifts, the Rydberg excitation is modulated by the oscillating trapping

fields for larger ion temperatures and residual electric fields, resulting in sidebands at

frequencies ∆ν = ±ΩRF. Although these sidebands have been previously observed for

Rydberg excitation of trapped ions [Mok19], they are not relevant for this thesis and

will not be further discussed.

Equation 4.6 allows for the prediction of a transition lineshape for Rydberg exci-

tation, if phonon distribution and polarizability are specified. As long as the electric

field is accurately compensated and constant during Rydberg excitation, the quadratic

Stark shift is constant and can be omitted for measurements of the relative transition

frequency. The same holds true for the Zeeman shift. After Doppler cooling, the mean

phonon number along radial directions is dependent on the trap frequencies given

by the field gradients of the Paul trap. Similarly, the frequency difference for Ryd-

berg states is dependent on the trap field gradients and the polarizability. Although

theoretically investigated by Kratzer-Fues model potential calculations [Kam14] the

polarizability is not yet experimentally verified for highly exited Calcium ions. As-

suming a fixed ion temperature one expects an increasing excitation linewidth as a

function of principal quantum number due to larger polarizabilities for high-lying Ry-

dberg states as shown in figure 4.7. Here, the transition lineshape to the 39S1/2 state

is shown and fitted by the lineshape model to yield a full width at half maximum

ΓFWHM = 3.3(9) MHz. The uncertainty in linewidth is dominated by the temperature

estimation of the cooled ion. An imperfect initialization leads to an offset in the 3D5/2

population and a loss in contrast for detection of Rydberg excitation. Nevertheless, the

transition to the Rydberg state is resolved and a fit with the lineshape model allows for

an extraction of Rydberg state properties related to the polarizability and excitation

strength (see below). For a given ion temperature, the polarizability of high-lying Ry-

dberg states manifests itself in a shift of phonon-conserving transition frequencies and

an asymmetric broadening of the transition line. Comparing the transition linewidth

by the lineshape model (green) with no free parameter to the extracted width of in-

dividual Rydberg transitions (blue) indicates a good understanding of the frequency

shifts, as presented in figure 4.7b). In total, a mean ion temperature of 3(2) mK is

extracted from individual measurements, which is larger than the expected temper-

ature after Doppler cooling for a two-level system. Additional deviations from the
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4.2 Rydberg Excitation Lineshapes in the Presence of Ionic Motion

Figure 4.7: a) Depopulation of the 3D5/2 state for Rydberg excitation into 39S1/2,
where the solid line shows a fit of the lineshape model with the ion temperature as a free
parameter. b) Modeled excitation linewidth ΓFWHM (green) as a function of principal
quantum number and comparison to experimental data (blue).

Doppler limit can be explained by the low vibrational frequencies, which are sensitive

to electrical noise on the trap voltages or insufficient control of the laser cooling due

to field inhomogeneities inside the trap. As shown in section 4.3 an increase in vibra-

tional frequencies by a factor of two allows to drastically decrease the ion temperature

and observe motion close to the vibrational ground state. Also, the ion temperature

might be overestimated for the presented measurements, as additional broadening of

the excitation spectrum by residual electric fields or phonon changing transitions are

not included in the lineshape model.

Principal Quantum Number Scaling of the Depopulation Rate

When exciting trapped ions to Rydberg states and investigating ion-ion interaction

or using state-dependent forces for sensing applications, a narrow transition lineshape

is preferred as the required laser intensities for state transfer are related to the total

area of the lineshape. The probability to excite Rydberg states is distributed over

a range of two-photon detunings given by the ion temperature, trap frequencies and

the polarizability. Larger excitation strengths at a fixed detuning are achieved by

increasing the total laser power that drives the optical transition and the excitation

strength of the Rydberg state scales by the two-photon Rabi frequency ΩR:

ΩR =
Ω213Ω286

2∆213
, (4.8)
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4 Excitation of Rydberg States

Figure 4.8: Depopulation rate as a function of principal quantum number n. Here,
the total lineshape integral for individual Rydberg excitations is rescaled by the used
laser intensities and intermediate state detunings, and averaged for each n. The solid
line shows a power law fit to the data, yielding a scaling of n3.0(4) with confidence band
highlighted in green.

where Ω213 and Ω286 are the Rabi frequencies of the lasers near 213 nm and near

286 nm, respectively. Moreover, the Rabi frequency of each individual Rydberg ex-

citation laser is related to the transition dipole moment d and the electric field of

the laser E with Ω = dE ∝ d
√
P , where P is the laser power. As the measure-

ment of transition lineshapes is a projective measurement on the low-lying electronic

states 3D5/2 and 4S1/2, a successful Rydberg excitation is observed by depopulating

the initialized 3D5/2 state. Relating the total lineshape integral to the individually

used laser power allows to extract a state-dependent depopulation rate. In figure 4.8

this state-dependent depopulation rate is given in arbitrary units, as the exact values

of transition dipole moments between electronically low-lying and high-lying states

are not known. In general, the transition dipole moments for excitation into Ryd-

berg states scale with principal quantum number d ∝ n−3/2 such that the excitation

strength decreases for high-lying Rydberg states. Also, the polarizability of Rydberg

states combined with the Doppler effect broadens the transition lineshape for ions at

finite temperature. Overall, the depopulation rate fits a power law n−3.0(4), which

disagrees with the expected scaling originating from the transition dipole moment. In

the following, numerical simulations are utilized to interpret the obtained results.

Within the framework of multilevel Maxwell-Bloch equations [Mar11] the excitation

scheme is simulated with no free parameters but the excitation strength ΩR to Ryd-

berg states. Coupling of the electronic ground state and the metastable 3D5/2 state is
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achieved by lasers near 213 nm and near 286 nm, exciting the 5P3/2 and nS1/2 state,

respectively. The lineshape model is used as input for the excitation linewidth and

broadening due to finite laser linewidths is included. Similarly, the state decay to

the ground state with a Rydberg state lifetime scaling with n3 is considered [Glu13].

Within the calculations, the two-photon detuning is varied around the resonance con-

dition and allows for the calculation of a lineshape integral. Here, the maximum

excitation rate out of the initial 3D5/2 state was chosen to be 40% by adjusting ΩR

and adapting the initial simulation parameters to match the experimental results. In-

dependently varying the principal quantum number and evaluating the corresponding

lineshape integral allows for an extraction of state-dependent depopulation rate ∝ n−3,

which agrees with the experimentally observed one. Furthermore, the simulations al-

low to predict population dynamics for various ion temperatures, laser linewidths and

Rydberg state lifetimes. Experiments investigating Rydberg-Rydberg interactions re-

quire coherent control of the Rydberg state population by excitation and de-excitation

using short laser pulses. Apart from a narrow laser linewidth, the population transfer

between states can be enhanced by applying time-dependent amplitude modulation

on the excitation lasers [Ber19]. Nevertheless, the observation of coherent population

dynamics is not limited by laser powers in the presented setup, but the discussed

broadening mechanisms by laser linewidth and ion temperature.

4.3 Towards Fast Rydberg Excitation

The Rydberg excitation spectra of the previous section were recorded with laser pulses

on timescales of 1 ms and only depopulation of the initial 3D5/2 is observed. As a

prerequisite to study many interactions between Rydberg ions, coherent excitation

and de-excitation of the Rydberg state becomes necessary. Limited by the Rydberg

state lifetime, these laser pulses need to be as short as 1 µs and require high intensities

of both deep UV lasers. Similarly, a reduction of the transition linewidth effectively

enhances the excitation rates for resonant laser pulses. The thermal excitation of

the ion is discussed as one of the reasons for a large linewidth. Using sub-Doppler

cooling methods, the ion temperature along different directions can be addressed and

controlled to a high degree, thereby allowing to manipulate the phonon distributions

prior to Rydberg excitation.
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Cooling the Ion to the Motional Ground State

There are various ways to cool the ion below the Doppler limit [Esc03] and to reduce

the average phonon number of the thermal phonon distribution along each of the

uncoupled trap axes. For temperatures close to zero, the oscillation of the ion is well

approximated by the motional ground state. Here, only the lowest energy level of the

harmonic oscillator is occupied and phonon-dependent variation of laser-ion interaction

can be neglected. If there are residual phonons, transitions between electronic states

are altered by a phonon-dependent Rabi frequency as given in equation 2.33 and

acquire sidebands at detuning of the trap frequencies ±ω. For a 40Ca+ ion, the

quadrupole transition near 729 nm can be excited at its motional sidebands to further

decrease the ion temperature. Intuitively, exciting the ion with an energy difference

corresponding to the vibrational frequency ±ω results in raising or lowering its external

motion by a single quanta. Continuously driving the red sideband and thereby lowering

the motional occupation of this vibration can lead to an asymptotic cooling to the

motional ground state. Experimentally, the ion is illuminated by single pulses on the

red motional sidebands of the 4S1/2,−1/2 → 3D5/2,−5/2 transition followed by a quench

with infrared light near 854 nm, similar to state initialization. As the quadrupole laser

needs a projection onto the vibrational mode, either radial or axial sideband cooling

can be applied in the presented setup. The dominant contribution for the observed

broadening of Rydberg excitation lineshapes are radial phonons, such that typically

only radial sideband cooling is applied.

To reduce the complexity of sideband cooling, the vibrational frequencies should be

as high as possible, as the initial average phonon numbers decrease and less cooling

cycles become necessary. Also, counteracting effects on the ion temperature, e.g. the

heating rate, are frequency dependent and expected to be less crucial for higher fre-

quency modes [Sed18]. Consequently, the trap field gradients are increased to yield

vibrational frequencies close to {ωx, ωy, ωz} = 2π · {1.9, 2.2, 1.0}MHz. At the same

time, the ion has to stay trapped within the harmonic potential, such that ωx,y � ΩRF.

For larger radial trap frequencies, the ion temperature after Doppler cooling increases,

which might hint to instabilities in the ion confinement or the drive electronics for

high RF amplitudes. At the given frequencies the sideband cooling is optimized by

probing the excitation strength of red (∆ν = −ω) and blue sidebands (∆ν = +ω) on

the quadrupole transition (c.f. figure 2.4). The Rabi frequency scales as Ωred ∝
√
k

and Ωblue ∝
√
k + 1 for red and blue sidebands, respectively, and allows to extract

the average phonon number. After tens of consecutive pulses (with slightly increas-

ing pulse times) on the corresponding red sidebands, average phonon numbers below
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k̄y,z < 1 are observed along directions y and z. This shows successful sideband cooling

with final occupation close to the motional ground state. However, direction x showed

only little effect by sideband cooling and is usually not cooled below average phonon

numbers of k̄x < 5. Note, probing the temperature along x also yields higher average

phonon numbers compared to direction y after Doppler cooling, although the frequen-

cies are similar and the projection onto the cooling laser is geometrically the same.

An imperfect cooling along one radial direction is most likely due to electrical noise

on the electrode structure or imperfections during trap fabrication. Both statements

are supported by findings of other measurements, e.g. the grounded DC electrode or

the off-centered position for axial micromotion compensation, which is not fully un-

derstood. Nevertheless, sideband cooling along direction x is optimized by adding an

overall offset voltage to the DC segments, which leads to larger vibrational frequencies

ωx while reducing ωy. To mitigate off-resonant excitation for short laser pulses, a

degeneracy of vibrational modes needs to be avoided. For typical pulse lengths of the

quadrupole laser between 5 − 15 µs the desired frequency splitting of the vibrational

modes should be |∆ω| > 2π · 200 kHz. Best overall performance of sideband cooling

was found for vibrational frequencies ωx = 2π ·2.2 MHz > ωy = 2π ·1.9 MHz with both

k̄x,y < 1 at an offset voltage of 38 V, which is close to the voltage limit of BERTHA.

In total, sideband cooling with more than 100 pulses could prepare a single ion close

to the motional ground state along both radial directions, see section 5.1. However for

successive probe pulses and long sequences including Rydberg excitation it is neces-

sary that the ion stays cold. Experiments performing high fidelity gates for quantum

computing [Kau17a] as well as the proposal to use motional excitation of Rydberg

ions for entanglement, presented in section 6.1, rely on the ion being in the motional

ground state. To quantify limits for experimental duration and final average phonon

numbers, the heating of the ion’s motion due to electrical noise, collisions of the ion

with background gas, etc., is measured. Varying the time between sideband cooling

and probing the phonon number, heating rates ˙̄ky,z ≈ 20 ph/s are obtained along direc-

tion y and z, which are comparable to similar fabricated traps [Wol19]. Contrary, the

heating rate ˙̄kx ≈ 2 ph/ms is two orders of magnitude larger compared to the other two

trap directions. For sequences longer than a few 100 µs, the ion’s motion gets excited

and phonon-dependent variations of Rabi frequency and transition lineshapes need

to be considered. Large motional occupation along x is also a possible explanation

of the observed Rydberg excitation linewidths in figure 4.7, which resulted in an ion

temperature larger than the expected Doppler limit. As the order of magnitude for

the heating rate was found independent on trap parameters and no external reduction
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Figure 4.9: Depopulation of the 3D5/2 state for Rydberg excitation into 55S1/2 as a
function of two-photon detuning ∆ν. Different initial ion temperatures are probed by
Doppler cooling (blue), additional sideband cooling (SBC) on ωy (green) and on ωx
(purple). Lines are fits with the lineshape model to extract temperature-dependent
linewidths of the Rydberg transition.

of noise sources improved ˙̄kx, an exchange of the trap seems to be inevitable to reach

better and more reproducible motional ground state cooling.

Rydberg Excitation of a Cold Ion

Heterogeneous heating along the two radial trap directions leads to difficulties in pre-

dicting the Rydberg excitation lineshape and limit the experimental duration before

the ion needs to be cooled again. The state-dependent frequency shift relies on the

thermal phonon distributions within modes with secular frequency ω. For ions far away

from the motional ground state, the lineshape model predicts large line broadening as

the principal quantum number increases. Applying sideband cooling on both radial

modes, the linewidth modulation is independent of the Rydberg state polarizability,

but limited by the combined deep UV laser linewidth of 2 MHz and a residual Doppler

broadening for motion along the trap axis of 1 MHz. Figure 4.9 shows excitation spec-

tra of the 55S1/2 state with and without sideband cooling along both radial modes,

respectively. The presented transition spectra are fitted with the lineshape model to

extract a temperature-dependent linewidth for a Doppler cooled (blue) ion, with side-

band cooling along y (green) and along x (purple). The full width at half maximum is

effectively reduced by implementing sideband cooling, but, as expected, motion along

x is the dominant source of linewidth broadening. Compared to the Doppler cooled

excitation linewidth of ΓFWHM = 6.6(8) MHz, an additional sideband cooling of mode
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ωy results in the width ΓFWHM = 5.5(7) MHz. The minimal achieved linewidth of

ΓFWHM = 3.9(10) MHz by cooling the mode along x agrees with the limit for laser

linewidth and Doppler broadening. Again, the measurements indicate, that the ion

is not homogeneously cooled by the laser near 397 nm, but has a predominantly hot

mode only being suppressed by additional cooling efforts. Note, sideband cooling also

affects the efficiency of state transfer between low-lying electronic states and improves

the initialization into 3D5/2, thereby reducing the false positives of detecting bright

ions from 15(5)% to 5(5)%.

Excitation within the Rydberg State Lifetime

The excitation strength of the resonant two-photon process is given by equation 4.8

and depends on the two individual Rabi frequencies Ω213 and Ω286, as well as the

detuning ∆213 from the intermediate state. The natural linewidth Γ5P due to the

state’s lifetime leads to unwanted scattering and loss of contrast if the detuning is

too small. Typically, the latter is set by minimizing the population transfer to the

5P3/2 state for a given laser power and interaction time, such that maximally 5%

off-resonant scattering is observable. Increasing the optical intensities of both UV

lasers allows to reduce the laser interaction time for similar excitation strengths and

off-resonant scattering. This is possible by either decreasing the beam waists at the

ion or increasing the laser power. Final spot sizes below 10 µm are sufficient to excite

the 45S1/2 Rydberg state within just a few µs, as presented in figure 4.10 for different

combinations of laser power. Here, the detuning was chosen ∆213 ≈ 60 MHz and for

each set of depicted laser power, population transfer into the intermediate 5P3/2 state

is negligible. Since the estimation of Rabi frequency is difficult without knowledge of

exact transition dipole moments or further measurements, the optical laser power P

in front of the vacuum vessel is given, which scales as Ω ∝
√
P . Three sets of laser

power, {P213, P286} = {0.9, 36}, {1.5, 47} and {2.3, 55} mW are depicted in blue, green

and purple, respectively. A total laser power of {15, 100} mW is available. The initial

state population is fully excited to the Rydberg state within less than 10 µs, which

is shorter than the expected lifetime τ45S = 4.3 µs [Glu13]. Spontaneous decay from

the Rydberg state is indicated by the black line as a limit for visibility of coherent

population dynamics. Any excitation below this line may undergo Rabi oscillations

if decoherence is suppressed. However, even the highest presented laser power does

not retrieve the initial dark state of the ion within the lifetime of the Rydberg state.

Further reduction of lineshape broadening by additional cooling of the axial motion

and minimizing laser linewidth might lead to observation of coherent state dynamics.
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Figure 4.10: Depopulation of the 3D5/2 state for Rydberg excitation into 45S1/2 as
a function of laser interaction time for different laser powers given in the legend as
P213, P286. The laser sources deliver sufficient power to drive Rydberg transitions much
shorter than the theoretical state lifetime (black), such that coherent population transfer
is in reach by future reduction of the excitation linewidth.

Already being able to drive Rydberg transitions on µs timescales - even though the

linewidth is larger than 2 MHz - paves the way for observation of Rydberg-Rydberg

interactions between multiple ions.
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It’s Exciting I: Motional Excitation for

Quantum Sensing

Highly excited ions in Rydberg states are trapped within the oscillating potential of

the Paul trap even though they interact strongly with environmental electric fields.

Due to the large polarizability P ∝ n7 the quadratic Stark effect from time averaged

oscillating and residual electric fields lead to a shift of energy levels and a state-

dependent confinement for ions in Rydberg states. Similarly, in systems of neutral

Rydberg atoms, the electric field sensitivity is employed to build accurate sensors

of static and oscillating fields [Fan15]. Combining ions in a shuttling based trap

architecture with electronically highly excited states allows to transfer electric field

sensing into the ion trap system. Within the laboratory, external electric fields can

be compensated , such that no Stark effect is present, but intrinsic energy shifts due

to the state-dependent trap frequency can be further characterized. Any occupation

of motional modes alters the excitation frequency of trapped ions into a high-lying

Rydberg state and manifests itself in a transition lineshape depending on the phonon

distribution. Specifically, designing this distribution of a trapped ion and studying

the transition lineshape of various Rydberg states allows to extract the polarizability,

necessary to investigate interactions between Rydberg ions and external electric fields.

The following section provides insights into various phonon distributions for trapped

ion systems with the focus on preparation and characterization of coherent states of

motion. Driving the harmonic oscillator by an external field resonant to the secular

frequency allows for generation of large atomic wave packets with high average phonon

numbers, that result in substantial Rydberg transition frequency shifts. Excitation

lineshapes of ions in coherent motional states are discussed and analyzed for different

principal quantum numbers and coherent state sizes. Finally, the polarizability of the

corresponding Rydberg state is extracted from individual fits of the lineshape model

to the data and compared with theoretical predictions. The presented experiments
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are further discussed in the masters thesis of Marie Niederländer [Nie21].

5.1 Coherent States and Rydberg Excitation of Strongly

Oscillating Ions

A direct measurement of state-dependent trap frequencies is difficult due to the short

lifetimes of Rydberg states, but energy conservation and large polarizability lead to

changes in transition frequency dependent on the phonon number in both radial modes.

The phonon statistics of a trapped ion can be engineered in various ways and different

phonon distributions result in distinguishable transition lineshapes for a given Rydberg

state. After Doppler cooling the ion’s motion is in a thermal state with average phonon

number k̄ dependent on the vibrational frequency and ion temperature (c.f. equation

4.5). By sideband cooling on the 4S1/2,−1/2 → 3D5/2,−5/2 transition the average phonon

numbers can be reduced below k̄x,y < 1 along the radial directions. Thereby, the

probability to find the ion in the zero-phonon state is strongly enhanced compared to

only Doppler cooling.

Once the ion’s oscillation is well described by the motional ground state, it is possible

to engineer phonon distributions by applying laser pulses or electrical fields. One

example is a Fock state, which is a pure quantum states with exactly one vibrational

level k occupied. A Fock state can be successively created from the motional ground

state by applying the creation operator k times: |k〉 = (a†)k |0〉k. Generally, the Fock

states form an orthonormal basis and superpositions of these states can be used to

describe any phonon distribution. Exciting the ion to a specific Fock state and probing

the transition to Rydberg states does not lead to a broadened lineshape, but rather

shifts the transition frequency by k · ∆ω, where ∆ω is the trap frequency difference

between electronically low- and high-lying state. In practice, Fock states of motion can

be created by applying laser pulses on the blue sideband of an initially ground state

cooled ion and repeating the process until the desired phonon number is reached. This

series of laser pulses acquires a probabilistic error for each successive blue sideband

transition and the coupling strength for individual transitions has to be adjusted as

the phonon number modifies the Rabi frequency. By detecting the dark ion after each

individual laser pulse, which confirms successful excitation of the next Fock state,

and discarding measurements with bright ion detection, the desired Fock state can

be prepared with high accuracy. This leads to systematic shift of Rydberg excitation

frequency [Hig19]. However, imperfect motional initialization and post-selection of the

data leads to many discarded measurements, especially when aiming for high motional
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occupation. Therefore, a more reliable method to observe large phonon numbers and

corresponding large shifts of transition frequencies is desired.

Another way of generating high phonon numbers is utilizing coherent states of mo-

tion |α〉, which are given in the Fock basis as:

|α〉 = exp

(
−1

2
|α|2

) ∞∑
k=0

αk√
k!
|k〉 . (5.1)

This representation follows from |α〉 = D(α) |0〉 with the displacement operator acting

on the zero phonon state. The displacement of the ion out of the trap center by

an electric field and the generation of coherent motional excitation will be derived in

section 6.1, while here the properties of coherent states are only discussed qualitatively.

The complex number α = |α| eiφ describes the amount of displacement in phase space

and is defined similarly to the electromagnetic field in classical optics with amplitude

|α| and phase φ. Thereby, the coherent states can be seen as wave-like states of the

harmonic oscillator, e.g. the motion of the trapped ion. Note, the coherent state is

defined as an eigenstate of the annihilation operator with a |α〉 = α |α〉, such that the

phonon distribution of a coherent state needs to be Poissonian. Hence, all detections

of the coherent motional state of a trapped ion are statically independent of each other

and the probability of detecting k phonons in a coherent state is given by:

p(coh)(k) = e−k̄
k̄k

k!
, (5.2)

with k̄ = |α|2. Even for moderate coherent state sizes, detectable frequency shifts are

expected for Rydberg excitation. If the ion is not perfectly cooled to the motional

ground state before exciting the coherent state, residual temperature effects have to

be considered and the phonon distribution becomes more complex. Each Fock state

reacts differently on the displacement operation and a thermal coherent state is given

by [Zie13]:

p(th,coh)(k) =

∞∑
m=0

p(th)(m)e−|α|
2

|α|2(k+m)
m!k!

∣∣∣∣∣
m∑
l=0

(−1)l |α|−2l

l!(m− l)!(k − l)!

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (5.3)

For an ion initially in the vacuum state, the Fock state with zero phonons, equation 5.3

reduces to the description of a pure coherent state. Motional occupation corresponding

to a finite ion temperature as well as heating of motional modes lead to a broadening

of the coherent state phonon distribution. However, for cooling close to the motional
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5 Motional Excitation for Quantum Sensing

Figure 5.1: Phonon distributions p(k) of a single trapped ion with ωy = 2π · 2.1 MHz
for a thermal state after Doppler cooling (blue), sideband cooling (green) to k̄ = 0.2,
Fock state k = 10 (black), a coherent state with α = 4 (purple) and a thermal coherent
state after sideband cooling (orange).

ground state the temperature effects are negligible for coherent state sizes with average

phonon numbers much larger than the initial phonon number. For the presented

experiments, the final phonon distribution is assumed to be well approximated by a

pure coherent state and a comparison of the discussed phonon distributions is given

in figure 5.1. The blue data show the probability to find the ion in a certain phonon

state for ωy = 2π · 2.1 MHz after Doppler cooling with k̄ = 5, while the green data

correspond to a sideband cooled ion with k̄ = 0.2. Purple and orange represent

coherent and thermal coherent states, with |α| = 4 and k̄ = 0.2, respectively. The

Fock state |10〉 is indicated in black.

A Driven Harmonic Oscillator

Coherent states are displaced harmonic oscillator ground states, but also solutions to

the classical driven harmonic oscillator [Oh89, Kim96]. Strong coupling between an

external driving field and the ionic motion can be achieved by resonantly exciting the

ion’s vibration. Applying an external field with frequency Ωext allows to individually

address single oscillator modes or a superposition of modes, dependent on the direction

of the external field. For instance, any radio-frequency field applied to one of the

endcaps excites the axial motion of the ion. Resonant driving with Ωext = ωz excites

the ion to strong oscillation along the axis and generates a coherent motional state.

Analogously, the trap geometry allows for individual addressing of both radial modes

via the compensation electrodes. This method is often referred to as tickling the ion,
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where the external frequency is varied and the ion’s motion is observed by measuring

the laser induced fluorescence. The Doppler shift of the excited motion with respect

to the atomic transition allows for an extraction of the vibrational frequency. A

second method to determine the vibrational frequencies of the ion utilizes sideband

spectroscopy on the narrow quadrupole transition near 729 nm.

Once the secular frequencies are known, sideband cooling can be applied to initialize

the ion close to the motional ground state. Afterward, coherent states might be excited

by two methods: On the one hand a fast electric field kick with controlled pulse time

[Alo16], which is further discussed in section 6.1 and on the other hand a resonant

electric field Ωext driving the ion motion. The latter is employed by feeding 100

periods with constant amplitude of a given external drive onto one of the compensation

electrodes to excite radial motion, here along y. The static compensation voltage,

which positions the ion in the center of the oscillating trap potential, is superimposed

by Ωext via various electronic components (e.g. switches, bias tee, ...). This allows

for control of both static and dynamic electric field, while protecting the external field

source from current spikes due to switching between different sets of compensation

voltages. The geometry of the applied control voltage with respect to the ion and a

spectral narrow electric field pulse with a length of 100 periods minimizes motional

excitation along the directions x and z. Driving the harmonic oscillator on resonance

allows to control the coherent state size by the amplitude of the external field and the

final phonon distribution can be probed by excitation probabilities of the red and blue

sideband on the quadrupole transition, where the effective Rabi frequency depends

on the phonon number. Figure 5.2 shows red and blue sideband of the radial mode

ωy = 2π · 2.1 MHz initialized by sideband cooling (triangles, left) and after coherent

state excitation with frequency Ωext = ωy and peak-peak amplitude 30 mV (circles,

right), see also figure 2.4 in section 2.3. The probability to find the ion in the dark

3D5/2 state after a laser pulse with duration t can be calculated by [Roo00]:

pD(t) =
1

2

(
1−

∞∑
k=0

p(k) cos(2Ωkt)

)
. (5.4)

Here, the Rabi frequency Ωk for a given motional state and sideband transition is

weighted by the phonon distribution p(k), where either a thermal or coherent distri-

bution is assumed. For very low phonon numbers the factors
√
k,
√
k + 1 dominate

the population dynamics, such that the red sideband is barely excited while the blue

sideband shows Rabi oscillations with high contrast. Contrary, coherent states allow

for large average phonon numbers and red and blue sidebands show similar dynamics,
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Figure 5.2: Population in 3D5/2 by excitation of the red and blue sideband as a function
of laser interaction time for an ion close to the motional ground state (left) and after
resonant driving by an external field (right). Solid lines show correlated fits to the data
yielding an average phonon number after sideband cooling k̄y = 0.26(6) and a coherent
state size |α| = 9.2(8).

as the difference in the square roots are on the level of a few percent for coherent states

with |α| ≥ 3. Generally, the coupling strength of the laser field to a coherent state is

much larger compared to the motional ground state due to the phonon number contri-

bution. Solid lines in figure 5.2 show fits of the thermal and coherent state model to

the data, which allows to extract an average phonon number after sideband cooling of

k̄y = 0.26(6) and a final coherent state size |α| = 9.2(8). Varying the amplitude of the

external driving field, the size of the coherent state can be systematically controlled

within |α| < 11.

The stability of coherent states inside the trap field is confirmed by varying the

time between motional excitation and state detection. The results indicate, that the

coherent state size is unaltered within the required measurement time up to 1 ms,

but the thermal contribution is increasing as discussed in section 4.3. Usually, the

excitation of large coherent states with 100 periods and consecutive probe pulse or

Rydberg excitation takes less than 200 µs, such that heating is negligible. Neverthe-

less, the motional excitation of one radial mode affects the second radial mode and

a variation in phonon distribution due to the external field needs to be considered.

This might originate from a non-perfect pulse shape of the excitation field or non per-

pendicular vibrational modes. Even though the pulse shape can be observed before

the vacuum feedthrough, the electric signal is filtered again at the compensation elec-

trode, such that the resulting field at the ion is not accessible. Measurements outside
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of the vacuum show alteration of pulse length and amplitude for square pulses due

to the control electronics, while sine pulses deviated only little from the input shape.

Applying multiple periods with less amplitude leads to even better transmission to

the vacuum feedthrough. However, if the external field interacting with the ion is not

resembled by a single frequency Ωext but rather a superposition of multiple frequen-

cies, the coherent excitation of the addressed mode gets reduced while off-resonant

excitation of other vibrational modes arise. The same holds true, if the direction of

the external field is not parallel to the desired motion and has a projection onto the

other two oscillations, which could be caused by misalignment of the trap electrodes

or an asymmetric trap potential. For larger separation of vibrational frequencies along

the radial directions, the addressing of the desired mode by the external drive field is

improved and off-resonant excitation can be further minimized by using less amplitude

in individual sine pulses. Also, applying the voltage on two opposing compensation

electrodes to generate a more symmetric force would be beneficial, but the frequency

generator was already close to the minimal voltage settings at 100 sine pulses. Overall,

the setup allows to excite coherent states of motion along a specific trap direction with

only little effect on the other modes by using multiple periods of a resonant drive field

with low amplitude.

The excited coherent states sizes |α| < 11 result in average phonon numbers k̄ <

121 and can be used to study lineshape modifications of Rydberg transitions due to

state-dependent trap frequencies, eventually allowing to extract the Rydberg state

polarizability. To achieve higher coherent states as presented in [Alo16] the electrical

connections for application of an external field have to be improved to allow for more

precise control of the pulse shape and pulse direction. Also, better ground state

cooling prior to the coherent excitation and larger separation of vibrational modes

would reduce thermal phonon contributions to the motional states. Fortunately, the

investigated coherent state sizes are large enough for an observation of Rydberg state

polarizabilities, which couple the motion of the ionic core to the energy differences of

high-lying Rydberg states. The expected shift of the transition frequency to 50S1/2

with |α| = 10 is ∆ν ≈ 3.7 MHz compared to the transition frequency of an ion in the

motional ground state. The estimation uses literature values for the polarizability,

which stem from Kratzer-Fues model potential calculations for the second-order Stark

effect in Rydberg ions [Kam14].
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5.2 Determination of the Ion’s Polarizability by

Enlarging the Wave Packet

Analogously to section 4.3, Rydberg transition lineshapes are probed by two-photon

excitation from the metastable 3D5/2 state. The first transition laser near 213 nm

is detuned several tens of MHz from the intermediate atomic resonance to minimize

population loss by unwanted scattering. The second transition laser near 286 nm ex-

cites the ion to the Rydberg state and a successive decay into the electronic ground

state is probed by fluorescence measurement. Varying the two-photon detuning ∆ν by

changing the laser frequency of the second deep UV laser allows to record a transition

lineshape. Due to state-dependent trap frequencies, the phonon distributions along

the radial oscillations of the ion prior to Rydberg excitation modifies the resulting

transition lineshape. The resolution of frequency shifts is limited by the linewidth

broadening from ion temperature and both deep UV lasers linewidths. Additionally,

an imperfect electronic state preparation and off-resonant scattering from the inter-

mediate 5P3/2 state diminish the contrast of the Rydberg lineshape.

Here, Rydberg nS1/2-states with principal quantum number n = {49, 53, 57} are

probed for various initial coherent state sizes to extract the principal quantum num-

ber scaling of the polarizability. For each experiment the ion is prepared close to the

motional ground state for radial oscillations and initialized in the 3D5/2,−5/2 Zeeman

sub-state. Afterward, applying 100 periods of an external field with Ωext = ωy ex-

cites a coherent motional state along y without changing the electronic excitation or

largely affecting phonon distributions of modes along the other directions. An excita-

tion into Rydberg states probes the phonon distributions along both radial modes as

well as Doppler and linewidth broadening, such that the resulting transition lineshape

is given by multiple independent parameters. Figure 5.3 presents excitation spectra of

the 57S1/2 state as a function of two-photon detuning for different coherent state sizes.

To precisely determine the resonance frequency, the transition to Rydberg states for

coherent motional excitation is measured simultaneously with the Rydberg excitation

spectrum of a sideband cooled ion, such that the unperturbed transition frequency

and the polarizability are extracted from a correlated fit of both data sets with the

lineshape model. Other parameters as phonon distributions before and after coherent

state excitation and vibrational frequencies are determined by independent measure-

ments. Technically, any two Rydberg excitation spectra with known phonon distribu-

tions might be used to extract transition frequency and polarizability, but for better

comparison all reference spectra were recorded with a sideband cooled ion |α| = 0. In
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Figure 5.3: 3D5/2 depopulation by 57S1/2 state excitation as a function of two-photon
detuning for a single ion prepared in the motional ground state (blue) and different
coherent motional excitation (green, purple and orange) with |α| > 0. Solid lines show
fits with the lineshape model assuming a coherent phonon distribution along y and
vertical lines indicate the two-photon detuning for maximal depopulation.

figure 5.3 blue and green data points were recorded interleaved and the reference data

for higher coherent states are not shown for clarity. Vertical lines denote the frequency

with the highest excitation rate to the Rydberg state, which shift away from the two-

photon resonance for larger coherent states. A deviation from ∆ν = 0 for the blue

data points originates from residual thermal phonons in both radial modes. Differ-

ent coherent state sizes are recorded within multiple measurements over the course of

days, which results in varying excitation strengths and off-resonant excitation levels,

nevertheless, allow to extract the polarizability as a function of principal quantum

number.

For Rydberg nS1/2-states with n = {49, 53, 57} and coherent motional excitation

2 < |α| < 10 the obtained polarizability is presented in figure 5.4. All individual

measurements of the polarizability are weighted by the respective fit error (including

coherent state size and initial ion temperature) and averaged for the three principal

quantum numbers. The resulting mean value is presented as green lines with shaded

1σ confidence bands and agrees with theory (purple) [Kam14], as given by:

This work [Kam14]

P(49S1/2) [10−30 Cm2

V ] 1.3(2) 1.24

P(53S1/2) [10−30 Cm2

V ] 2.2(2) 2.18

P(57S1/2) [10−30 Cm2

V ] 3.6(3) 3.68

Note, that recording transition spectra to Rydberg states requires substantial amount

of time for characterization and optimization protocols to quantitatively analyze the
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Figure 5.4: Extracted Rydberg state polarizabilities for different principal quantum
numbers and various coherent state initializations. The weighted average (green) with
1σ confidence interval (shaded green) for each principal quantum number agrees with
theory calculations (purple).

transition lineshape. A brief overview is given in the following. Typically, each data

point consists of 50 − 200 individual repetitions of the same experimental sequence

and probing a full Rydberg excitation spectrum takes less than 15 minutes, depending

on the frequency range and the step size. However, ion losses due to double ionization

events interrupt the experiment and require to restart the measurement if ion reloading

is not done within a fraction of a minute. Since potential settings for ion loading and

experiment are different, a switching between these voltage sets leads to drifts of vibra-

tional mode frequencies for some time after reloading. To provide sufficient sideband

cooling and coherent motional excitation the vibrational frequencies have to be reg-

ularly measured and corresponding laser frequencies and external fields are adjusted,

typically before each Rydberg excitation spectrum. Additionally, the electric field

compensation, which positions the ion in the center of the oscillating quadrupole field,

is employed multiple times throughout the day to minimize the quadratic Stark effect

on Rydberg states. Laser sources for Doppler cooling and manipulation of low-lying

electronic states are sufficiently stable, such that no regular optimization protocol is

required. The Rydberg excitation lasers, however, tend to drift in frequency due to the

temperature sensitivity of the optical resonator. Relative measurements between two

interleaved Rydberg spectra with different parameters are more reliable than absolute

frequency measurements. Though, additional measurements of Rydberg excitation

spectra increase the probability of losing the ion, such that the employment of an

ultra-stable reference resonator for both deep UV laser sources becomes necessary for
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a faster and more accurate data acquisition in the future.

Within the experimental accuracy, the extracted polarizabilities agree with theory

calculations and follow the expected principal quantum number scaling as P ∝ n7.

Future improvements to the setup and initial state preparation may reduce the Ryd-

berg transition linewidth drastically and allow for much more accurate measurements

of phonon-dependent shifts of the Rydberg state energy, even for small coherent state

sizes. Accessing Rydberg state polarizabilities for a variety of principal quantum num-

bers allows to further study the scaling laws of Rydberg properties and can be used to

specifically tailor the state-dependent trap frequencies for applications in fundamental

physics of structural phase transitions, quantum computation and quantum sensing.

Additionally, using microwave dressing to Rydberg nP1/2-states, with opposite sign

of the polarizability, enables full control of the magnitude of the polarizability, even-

tually leading to even larger polarizabilities and transition shifts. Overall, dedicated

measurements of the Rydberg state polarizabilities lead to better understanding of

quadratic Stark effects on Rydberg states and allow to use highly excited ions as

accurate and sensitive detectors for electric fields.
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6
It’s Exciting II: Fast Motional

Excitation for Quantum Computing

State-dependent trap frequencies are an intrinsic feature of trapped Rydberg ions and

can be engineered by dressing different angular momentum Rydberg states or by vary-

ing the trap field gradients. Already single ions experience a phonon-dependent shift of

their Rydberg transition frequencies. For larger ion crystals the coupled motion within

the harmonic potential can be utilized for quantum computation and simulation. The

switchable interaction introduced by excitation into Rydberg states and engineering of

polarizabilities extends the toolbox of manipulating the ion, typically driven by lasers.

Here, the state-dependent trap frequencies of a two-ion crystal influenced by a time-

dependent external field are applied to propose an ultra-fast entanglement operation

without additional laser interaction.

The first part of this section describes the Hamiltonian of two trapped ions with

state-dependent trap frequencies and their Coulomb interaction inside the linear Paul

trap. For different electronic states the respective equilibrium positions and the cou-

pled motion of the two ions are derived. Afterward, a displacement field is introduced

and the motional state evolution of the crystal is studied with respect to its the phase

space trajectory. Fine tuning of the pulse shape and the initial trap field gradient al-

lows for generation of entanglement by implementing a controlled phase gate. A theo-

retical limit for the entanglement error is estimated. Finally, prospects of the scheme

are given by including more complex displacements of the ion crystal, which reduce

the interaction time to less than 100 ns. All theoretical calculations are performed

with experimentally accessible parameters. The results are published in ”Shuttling of

Rydberg Ions for Fast Entangling Operations” [Vog19]
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6.1 Displacement of Two Ions by a Fast Electric Kick

Two ions confined in a harmonic potential are coupled by their mutual Coulomb

interaction and form common vibrational modes with oscillation frequencies depending

on the ionic charge, the mass and the trap field gradient. For typical operation of a

linear Paul trap the motion along axial and radial directions is separable, such that for

simplicity only the axial motion is considered within the following discussion. Also, it

is assumed that the ions are cooled to the motional ground state, such that Rydberg

excitation is not altered by phonon-dependent shifts, although generation of large

coherent states of motion will be covered. Within this section |↓〉 refers to ions in a

low-lying electronic state (e.g. the 3D5/2 state for 40Ca+) while a Rydberg state is

noted as |↑〉. The state evolution for two ions can be effectively described by basis

states consisting of |αβ〉 = {|↓↓〉 , |↑↓〉 , |↓↑〉 , |↑↑〉}. A combination of state-dependent

confinement along the trap axis and the Coulomb interaction leads to a potential:

V αβ =
1

2
M
(
ωα
)2
Z2

1 +
1

2
M
(
ωβ
)2
Z2

2 +
C

|Z1 − Z2|
. (6.1)

Indices denote the ion with position Z along the trap axis and C = e2/4πε0 is the

Coulomb constant. The interplay between confining Paul trap and Coulomb repulsion

results in a steady state with fixed interparticle distance. Two vibrational modes arise

along the axis, one, where both ions oscillate in-phase and one, where the ions oscillate

out-of-phase. If the confinement between the two ions varies, the crystal experiences

different coupling of both ions to the common motion as well as asymmetric equilibrium

positions.

Displacing both ions simultaneously by an external electric field, the center-of-mass

mode is excited and the ions start to oscillate around shifted equilibrium positions.

Consequently, switching off the displacement field restores the initial positions. Any

residual motional excitation can be controlled by the relative timing of displacement

field and motional frequency. A sketch of the displacement field exciting a single ion

is given in figure 6.1, where the electric field (green) generates a large amount of

phonons (blue) and the evolution of the ion wave packet in the displaced harmonic

oscillator is schematically shown in the upper panel. For two states with different initial

confinement, the ion follows distinguishable trajectories in phase space while influenced

by the electric field as presented for the gray and red wave packets corresponding to

states |↓〉 and |↑〉, respectively. Thereby, the two states accumulate a differential phase

depending on the trap frequencies (dark red). Arbitrary phase rotations are possible

on a single ion, while two-ion crystals can be entangled with a controlled phase gate
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Figure 6.1: Scheme for a shuttle-based state-dependent phase accumulation. An ion
trapped in a harmonic potential is displaced by an electric field (green), which generates
a large amount of motional excitation (blue). For two different confinements (gray/red),
realized by the large polarizability of Rydberg states, the ion accumulates a different
phase during the evolution in the displaced potential (dark red).

utilizing this scheme. The electric field amplitude determines the size of the generated

coherent state as well as the accumulated phase, while the pulse time can be chosen

to minimize residual motional excitation. Optimally, the pulse time is related to

the oscillation frequency and sequence durations less than one µs are possible, which

is two orders of magnitude smaller compared to typical laser-driven entanglement

operations for trapped ions [Ben08, Bal16, Gae16]. Also, a laser-less controlled phase

gate would benefit from established control and fast switching of electric fields used

anyway in current ion trap experiments [Wal12, Bow12]. Within the following section,

the proposal for entangling tow ions by fast displacement pulses is discussed in detail.

State-Dependent Equilibrium Positions

The interaction of trapped Rydberg ions with an external electric field, eventually lead-

ing to a fast entanglement operation, is discussed with respect to the state-dependent

trap potential. The latter is studied for ions around their respective equilibrium posi-

tions Z̄j
αβ

and the dynamics due to the collective oscillation is accessed. Analogous

to coupled oscillators with different mass, the interparticle distance in the steady state

will be a function of the electronic states. The state-dependent equilibrium positions

of two ions are found by the force-balance condition:

∂V αβ

∂Z1

∣∣∣∣
Z1=Z̄1

αβ

=
∂V αβ

∂Z2

∣∣∣∣
Z2=Z̄2

αβ

= 0 . (6.2)
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Solving equation 6.2 for the equilibrium positions yields:

Z̄1
αβ

=

 C
(
ωβ
)4

M
(
ωα
)2 ((

ωα
)2

+
(
ωβ
)2)2


1
3

, (6.3)

Z̄2
αβ

= −

 C
(
ωα
)4

M
(
ωβ
)2 ((

ωα
)2

+
(
ωβ
)2)2


1
3

. (6.4)

Given by the state-dependent trap frequencies the interparticle distance decreases for

stronger confinement along the axis. The steady state positions are symmetric around

the center of mass for identical electronic states or asymmetric for two ions with one

Rydberg excitation. The centroid crystal position ZαβC follows from:

ZαβC = Z̄1
αβ

+ Z̄2
αβ

=
C

1
3

((
ωβ
)2 − (ωα)2)[

M
(
ωαωβ

)2 ((
ωα
)2

+
(
ωβ
)2)2

] 1
3

. (6.5)

For ions in the same electronic state, the centroid position overlaps with the center

of mass. For motion of the crystal driven by residual temperature or external fields,

the position of the ions is discussed with respect to their equilibrium position. Hence,

equation 6.1 is expanded for small variations from the equilibrium positions Z̄j
αβ

+ zj

up to second order:

V αβ ≈ Mz2
1

2

[(
ωα
)2

+
(
Jαβ

)2]
+
Mz2

2

2

[(
ωβ
)2

+
(
Jαβ

)2]−M(Jαβ)2z1z2+V αβ0 (6.6)

with (
Jαβ

)2
=

2
(
ωαωβ

)2(
ωα
)2

+
(
ωβ
)2 (6.7)

and the equilibrium positions given by equations 6.3 and 6.4. The term V αβ0 is in-

dependent of variations in the ion position, but state dependent. This static energy

should be visible as difference in the excitation energies for zero, one or two Rydberg

excitations. Though, for typical experimental parameters with Calcium ions the en-

ergy shift is negligible and will not be considered further. The force-balance condition

cancels linear contributions of zj within the potential V αβ and only quadratic terms,

as well as one term mixing the positions z1 and z2 are present. To diagonalize the

potential, it is useful to introduce relative coordinates qj for the coupled ion motion
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by a state-dependent mixing angle θαβ as:(
z1

z2

)
=

(
cos(θαβ) − sin(θαβ)

sin(θαβ) cos(θαβ)

)(
q1

q2

)
. (6.8)

The relative coordinates can be related to the in-phase and out-of-phase motion, where

both ions either move in the same or the opposite direction, respectively. For a mixing

angle θαβ = π/4 both ions are equally coupled to each of the two crystal vibrations.

Using a state-dependent mixing angle the potential is described as:

V αβ =
M

2

((
ωαβ1

)2

q2
1 +

(
ωαβ2

)2

q2
2

)
+
M

2

[((
ωα
)2 − (ωβ)2) sin(2θαβ)− 2

(
Jαβ

)2
cos(2θαβ)

]
q1q2 (6.9)

with

(
ωαβj

)2

= ωαωβ

[(
ωβ

ωα

)(−1)j

cos2(θαβ) +

(
ωα

ωβ

)(−1)j

sin2(θαβ)

]
+
(
Jαβ

)2 [
1 + (−1)j sin(2θαβ)

]
. (6.10)

Overall, equation 6.9 is similar to equation 6.6, but with relative coordinates instead of

the individual ion positions. Choosing an mixing angle that depends on the electronic

state of the two ions, the transformed potential can be diagonalized. Using

θαβ =
π

4
− 1

2
arctan

(
ωα
)2 − (ωβ)2

2 (Jαβ)
2 , (6.11)

the difference of state-dependent trap frequencies describes the relative motion of both

ions. Thereby, the potential is described by a harmonic oscillator with two vibrations

of the relative coordinates qj and frequency ωαβj . The relative amplitude for each

individual ion is given by the angle θαβ and leads to an unequal oscillation strength if

both ions are in different electronic states.

Here, the polarizability modifies the trap frequency of Rydberg ions compared to

ions in low-lying electronic states. A lower trap frequency leads to weaker coupling to

the center-of-mass motion, while the amplitude in the stretch mode is larger. Contrary,

if both ions are in identical electronic states with ωα = ωβ = ω the mixing angle

reduces to π/4 and simplifies the potential to V = M
2

(
ω2q2

1 + 3ω2q2
2

)
. As given by

typical experiments with identical trapped ions, both ions contribute equally to in-
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phase and out-of-phase motion. Overall, changing the polarizability of an ion inside

the oscillating trap fields has the same effect on the motion as effectively changing the

ion’s mass.

At low temperatures, the motion within the harmonic potential can be described by

phonons and the energy is quantized by the occupation of vibrational energy levels.

The corresponding creation and annihilation operators from equation 2.29 and 2.30

become state dependent and are related to the relative coordinates by:

qj =
lαβj√

2

(
ãj + ã†j

)
. (6.12)

The state-dependent operators are abbreviated by ã = aαβ and the characteristic

length lαβj is given by

lαβj =

√
~

Mωαβj
. (6.13)

The characteristic length refers to the extension of the harmonic oscillator wave packet

in the motional ground state. For larger vibrational frequency and corresponding

stronger confinement the ion’s motion is much more localized within the trap. Any

thermal phonon distribution leads to a broadening of the wave packet and for coherent

motional excitation the wave packet itself oscillates with an amplitude given by the

coherent state size.

Expressing the interaction of two trapped ions in terms of creation and annihila-

tion operators one finds the unperturbed Hamiltonian Hαβ . For completeness, the

Hamiltonian needs to be projected by Παβ = |α〉1 〈α|1 ⊗ |β〉2 〈β|2 and summed over

all possible basis states to obtain:

Hphonon =
∑

αβ=↑,↓

Hαβ Παβ (6.14)

=
∑

αβ=↑,↓

 2∑
j=1

~ωαβj ãj
†ãj

Παβ . (6.15)

The ground state energy of the coupled harmonic oscillator is neglected analogously

to the static energy shift Ṽ αβ0 . Though, the occupation of both phonon modes is

sufficient to describe the dynamics of the crystal with state-dependent vibrations. For

the interaction of the ion crystal with a fast electric field kick only the motional ground

state is considered in detail.
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Interaction with a Time-Dependent External Force

An external electric field acts on the ion crystal by displacing both ions from their

equilibrium positions within the harmonic trap. While a static potential only shifts the

equilibrium positions and does not affect the dynamics of the ion motion, a time vary-

ing field can alter the phonon evolution of the crystal. Considering a time-dependent

field f(t) along the trap axis generates the driving Hamiltonian

Hdriving = f(t)(Z1 + Z2) = f(t)
(
Z̄αβ1 + z1 + Z̄αβ2 + z2

)
(6.16)

= f(t)
[(

cos(θαβ) + sin(θαβ)
)
q1 +

(
cos(θαβ)− sin(θαβ)

)
q2 + ZαβC

]
(6.17)

=

2∑
j=1

Fαβj (t)
(
ãj + ã†j

)
+ f(t)ZαβC . (6.18)

Thereby, the electric field is projected onto the two oscillations of the ion crystal and

a displacement of the crystal center. For clarity, the summation over all basis states is

omitted. As shown in equation 6.5 the last term of the driving Hamiltonian vanishes

for ions in identical electronic states as they are symmetrically positioned with respect

to the center of mass. The contribution of the electric field to the crystal oscillations

is scaled by the respective characteristic length and reads

Fαβj (t) = f(t)
lαβj√

2

(
cos(θαβ)− (−1)j sin(θαβ)

)
. (6.19)

Note, an electric field parallel to the crystal axis addresses only the center-of-mass mo-

tion, if both ions are in the same electronic state. The scaling by the state-dependent

oscillator length, however, leads to distinguishable effects between two ions in electroni-

cally low-lying states compared to a crystal consisting of two Rydberg ions. For the

mixed basis states |↑↓〉 , |↓↑〉 also the stretch mode is coupled to the electric field and

a contribution from asymmetric equilibrium positions is present. Thereby, the basis

states of the two-ion system evolve differently depending on the number of Rydberg

excitations.

6.2 Phase Accumulation and State-Dependent Forces

for Entanglement Generation

The interaction of driving force and coupled harmonic oscillator is described by the sum

of both phonon and driving HamiltonianHdriving+Hphonon. Intuitively, the application
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of a time-dependent external electric field is studied within the interaction picture,

where the driving Hamiltonian is mapped onto the energy scale of the unperturbed

system. Using the commutator algebra for creation and annihilation operators, the

interaction Hamiltonian reads:

HI = e
i
~HphonontHdrivinge

− i
~Hphonont (6.20)

=
∑
αβ

 2∑
j=1

(
Fαβj (t)eiω

αβ
j tãj + h.c.

)
+ f(t)ZαβC

Παβ , (6.21)

where h.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate. As the ion displacement acts on the indi-

vidual vibrational modes and the phonon Hamiltonian is diagonal, also the interaction

Hamiltonian does only linearly depend on creation and annihilation operators. With-

out specifying the pulse shape, the time dependency is governed by the oscillation

of the ion crystal with vibrational frequency ωαβj and thereby, all basis states evolve

at different rates. Analogous to the discussion of the driving force, ion crystals with

a single Rydberg excitation experience an interaction due to the asymmetric crystal

center, which is not present for ions in identical electronic states. In this case, also

the stretch mode is not addressed.

Evolution Operator in the Interaction Picture

Overall, the interaction Hamiltonian is dependent on the number of Rydberg excita-

tions within the crystal and the time evolution of the driven system is found by a

Magnus expansion [Mag54, Bla10]. This is necessary, since the interaction Hamilto-

nian does not commute with itself, if evaluated at different times. A time ordering of

the system is introduced by investigating corresponding commutators [HI(τ
′), HI(τ)].

Then, the evolution operator can be expressed as infinite series

UI(t) = exp

[
−i

∫ t

t0

HI(τ)dτ − 1

2

∫ t

t0

∫ τ ′

t0

[HI(τ
′), HI(τ)] dτdτ ′

+
i

6

∫ t

t0

∫ τ ′′

t0

∫ τ ′

t0

(
[HI(τ

′′), [HI(τ
′), HI(τ)]]

+ [HI(τ), [HI(τ
′), HI(τ

′′)]]
)
dτdτ ′dτ ′′ + · · ·

]
. (6.22)

The time ordering is included by integration of the interaction Hamiltonian and its

commutator for different times. Using the commutator relations
[
ãi, ã

†
j

]
= δij and
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[
ãi, ãj

]
=
[
ã†i , ã

†
j

]
= 0, the integrand of the second term becomes:

[HI(τ
′), HI(τ)] =

∑
αβ

−2i

2∑
j=1

Fαβj (τ ′)Fαβj (τ) sin
[
ωαβj (τ ′ − τ)

]Παβ . (6.23)

Since equation 6.23 is independent of creation and annihilation operators, the Magnus

expansion terminates after the second term and the total time evolution of the system

is fully described. One part determines the dynamics of phonon creation and annihila-

tion, which is originating from direct integration of the interaction Hamiltonian. The

other part is independent of phonons and describes the phase evolution of the system.

This arises from the commutator in equation 6.23 and the displacement of the crystal

center for ion crystals with a single Rydberg excitation. In total, the time evolution

is given by the displacement operator (equation 2.31) acting on the coupled vibration

of the two ions and a phase evolution yielding:

UI(t) =
∑
αβ

2∏
j=1

[
D
(
Aαβj (t)

)]
exp

i

2∑
j=1

ϕαβj (t)− Φαβe (t)

Παβ (6.24)

with

Aαβj

(
f(t), ωαβj , t

)
=

∫ t

t0

Fαβj (τ)e−iωαβj τdτ , (6.25)

ϕαβj

(
f(t), ωαβj , t

)
=

∫ t

t0

∫ τ ′

t0

Fαβj (τ ′)Fαβj (τ) sin
[
ωαβj (τ ′ − τ)

]
dτdτ ′ , (6.26)

Φαβe

(
f(t), ωαβj , t

)
=

∫ t

t0

f(τ)ZαβC dτ . (6.27)

The state-dependent displacement operator for both crystal vibrations lead to a peri-

odic generation of coherent motional states. Since the center-of-mass mode is excited

for any applied field and all basis states of the ion crystal, fine tuning of the pulse

shape and the state-dependent trap frequencies allow for a controlled excitation of

coherent states. The average phonon number of such a displaced state is the square of

the absolute argument, namely k̄ =
∣∣∣Aαβj ∣∣∣2. Similarly, the phase factors Φαβe and ϕαβj

lead to an accumulated phase when the ion crystal interacts with the electric field,

where Φαβe is only present for ion crystals with a single Rydberg excitation.

So far, the pulse shape is not specified and different electric fields may be considered.

The most simple form is a short displacement of the ions by a square pulse with given
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amplitude and duration. The abrupt displacement can be seen as kicking the crystal

within the harmonic potential and generating strong excitation in the center-of-mass

motion. Contrary, varying the trap field gradient by pushing or pulling at the same

time from both sides would be visible in the stretch mode (with adaptions to Hdriving).

Also, the external electric field can be applied by a smooth pulse with time-dependent

amplitude as this allows for more control of the motional excitation. Anyway, ex-

perimentally build in low-pass filters for noise reduction on the trap electrodes would

deteriorate the voltages fed to the ion crystal and smooth pulses can be more easily

transferred without deviation in pulse shape. Moreover, electrical switches have final

rise and fall times depending on the amplitude of the external field [Sto21]. Another

method might use multiple electric pulses with varying amplitude and duration, such

that the harmonic oscillator is kicked multiple times to generate larger motional exci-

tation. By choosing the corresponding pulse shape the driving of phonon modes can

be specially engineered and allows for implementation of bang-bang- or optimal-control

techniques [GR03, Can11, Alo16].

Large Coherent States of Motion and Phase Space Trajectories

For a square pulse with amplitude f0 and duration T equation 6.24 is analytically

solvable. More advanced pulse shapes can be investigated as well, but might require

numerical integration. A constant displacement of the ion crystal is dependent on the

trap field gradient and the time evolution of the crystal state is given by the corre-

sponding trap frequencies. Within the following, the state-dependent displacement for

a time t ∈ [0, T ] of two ions is described in quantities of phonon creation and phase

accumulation:

Aαβj (f0, ω
αβ
j , T ) =

f0l
αβ
j√

2ωαβj

(
e−iωαβj T − 1

)
×
[
cos θαβ − (−1)j sin θαβ

]
, (6.28)

ϕαβj (f0, ω
αβ
j , T ) =

(
f0l

αβ
j√

2ωαβj

)2 [
ωαβj T − sin

(
ωαβj T

)]
×
[
cos θαβ − (−1)j sin θαβ

]2
, (6.29)

Φαβe (f0, ω
αβ
j , T ) = f0Z

αβ
C T . (6.30)

In total, 16 evolution terms describe the phonon dynamics and the phase evolution for

a two-ion crystal with four basis states and two common vibrational modes. As there
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Figure 6.2: Generation of large coherent states of motion with average phonon number∣∣∣A↑↑1 ∣∣∣2 (blue, left) and differential accumulated phase (green and purple, right) for a

square electric field kick with duration T . Amplitude f0 and trap frequency ω↑↑1 are
chosen to generate specific phase differences of ∆φ = π between the basis states. The
accumulated phase is shown modulo 2π, see text for details.

is no site dependency in the calculations, basis states |↑↓〉 and |↓↑〉 are identical. Also,

the stretch mode of two ions in identical electronic states is not excited. Consequently,

eight terms for description of motional state and phase are nonzero. With respect to

phonons, all contributions of the center-of-mass mode for different numbers of Rydberg

excitations and the stretch mode for exactly one Rydberg excitation need to be consid-

ered. However, the factor
[
cos θαβ − (−1)j sin θαβ

]
leads to only small contributions

of the stretch mode as long as the frequency difference between electronically low-lying

and high-lying states is much smaller than the trap frequencies itself. For the center-

of-mass mode, the amount of state-dependent displacement varies with
(
ωαβ1

)−3/2

and

periodicity of ωαβ1 . Thereby, generated phonons can be periodically returned to zero

if the duration of the pulse matches the inverse trap frequency. A square pulse allows

for addressing of just one mode at a time, but for basis states with trap frequency

variations in the order of less than one percent, the residual phonon excitation of all

modes can be reduced to average phonon numbers much smaller than one. Within

this section the Rydberg excitation into nP1/2 states is considered, as they experience

larger polarizabilities compared to nS1/2 states [Kam14]. Nevertheless, the proposed

entanglement scheme is not limited by the choice of Rydberg states and different prin-

cipal quantum numbers will be discussed. The excitation of the center-of-mass mode∣∣∣A↑↑1 ∣∣∣2 for the Rydberg state 64P1/2 is shown in figure 6.2 as a function of pulse time

T on the left. If the pulse duration equals a multiple of 2π/ω↑↑1 with ω↑↑1 = 2π ·706 kHz,
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zero motional excitation is retrieved for the center-of-mass mode of two Rydberg ions.

The vibrational frequency is experimentally accessible and the amplitude of the pulse

is chosen to match a specific phase accumulation as described below.

In a quantum mechanical picture, a displacement operation leads to time varying

expectation values for position and momentum operators. A coherent motional state

forms a circle in phase space and the area of the enclosed phase space is equal to the

accumulated phase. For a state-dependent coherent state size, the accumulated phase

during a full rotation is different for all basis states. Additionally, the displacement of

the crystal center for basis states |↑↓〉 and |↓↑〉 leads to a linear phase accumulation

depending on pulse time. Overall, each basis state can be described by a phase φαβ :=

ϕαβ1 +ϕαβ2 +Φαβe , which considers excitation of both vibrational modes and the crystal

center displacement. As global phases on all basis states are irrelevant, only the phase

differences for varying numbers of Rydberg excitations are studied. Moreover, any

multiple of 2π is indistinguishable for phase differences and modulo 2π is used to

simplify phases within this section. In figure 6.2 the accumulated phase differences

φ↑↑ − φ↓↓ and φ↑↑ − φ↑↓ are presented on the right side as a function of pulse time

in green and purple, respectively. Due to the asymmetric crystal center, state |↑↓〉
generates a much larger phase during the displacement pulse compared to an ion

crystal with identical electronic states. Thereby, the purple phase difference contains

several multiples of π within one oscillation period. In the presented figure, the pulse

amplitude f0 is chosen to result in a phase difference of π between state |↑↑〉 with

respect to states with one or zero Rydberg excitations at the pulse time T = 2π/ω↑↑1 .

The Controlled Phase Gate

The state-dependent phase accumulation can be used to generate laser-less entangle-

ment of two ions, much faster than typical laser-driven entanglement operations. For

a phase gate, the electronic excitation of the ion crystal remains unchanged and one

of the basis states obtains a phase shift of π. Here, the ion crystal consisting of two

Rydberg ions is selected as control state to highlight the huge polarizability, which

enables the proposed entangling scheme. The evolution operator of an ideal controlled

phase gate on the basis states |αβ〉 = {|↓↓〉 , |↑↓〉 , |↓↑〉 , |↑↑〉} reads:

UCP =


1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 −1

 . (6.31)
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As the ideal phase gate does not involve motional excitation, any residual phonons

need to be avoided. Also, finite phase differences between the basis states (apart from

the π phase shift for state |↑↑〉) disagree with the ideal phase gate and limit the entan-

gling operation. For the constant displacement pulse, four parameters allow to tune

the accumulated phase and residual phonons. This are the Rydberg state, the trap

frequency, the pulse amplitude and the pulse duration. Principal quantum numbers

are discrete and nP1/2 states of 40Ca+ with n = {36, 50, 64} are considered as states

with low, medium and high polarizability, respectively. Contrary, the pulse shape (am-

plitude and duration) as well as the trap frequency can be continuously varied. Since

equations 6.28 to 6.30 allow for multiple parameter triples that result in entanglement,

the investigation of phonons and phase is structured by two constraints. Firstly, the

trap frequency needs to be experimentally accessible, that is in a range of 100 kHz to

a few MHz. Secondly, only phase space trajectories are investigated, in which state

|↑↑〉 encloses a full circle in phase space to reduce residual motional excitation. This

fixes the duration of the pulse to T = 2π/ω↑↑1 . For a given Rydberg state, the phase

differences between basis states can be engineered by the pulse amplitude and the

trap frequency. As no constraints are given for the electric field kick, the amplitude

f0 is chosen to yield φ↑↑ − φ↓↓ = π for any trap frequency ω↑↑1 . Both kick ampli-

tude and kick duration are directly depending on the center-of-mass motion of two

ions in the Rydberg state. Finally, the trap frequency is varied to obtain a controlled

phase gate. In figure 6.3a) the phase difference φ↑↑ − φ↑↓ is shown as a function of

trap field gradient γDC with dependent values for f0 and T as described above to find

a set of parameters leading to a controlled phase gate. To avoid confusion between

vibrational frequencies of different basis states the trap field gradient (c.f. equation

2.28) is utilized. Within the displayed range of field gradients the high-lying Rydberg

states allow for generation of entanglement at any odd multiple of π given by vertical

dashed lines. For states with higher principal quantum number the variation of oscil-

lation frequencies between different basis states is larger and a larger phase difference

is accumulated during the displacement.

Once a triple (f0, ω
↑↑
1 , T ) yielding ideal phase differences is found, the motional

excitation of the ion crystal needs to be investigated. Residual phonons limit the use of

state-dependent electric kicks for entanglement generation. By loosen the constraints

on the parameters, the residual excitation could be reduced by using not only the first

closed trajectory in phase space, but allowing the field kick to be multiple periods of

the trap frequency. This reduces the required field amplitude to generate the same

phase differences and leads to smaller coherent states. Similarly, smooth driving fields
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Figure 6.3: Left: phase difference between |↑↑〉 and |↑↓〉 for optimized electric pulse
shapes as function of the trap field gradient. Odd multiples of π yield entanglement and
are marked by vertical dashed lines for each Rydberg state, where n = 36 is depicted
in blue, n = 50 in green and n = 64 in purple. Right: resulting entanglement error
1 − F for the same parameters. The presented minimum for the 36P1/2 Rydberg state
is 1− F = 6.3 · 10−6.

might be able to reduce the residual phonon numbers.

6.3 Entanglement Error and Experimental Challenges

To quantify the limits of the proposed entangling gate as a function of trap field gra-

dient and Rydberg state, the overlap integral between the state evolution of equation

6.24 with the ideal target state is studied. Therefore, a two-ion superposition state

|Ψ(0)〉 = 1/2 [(|↓〉+ |↑〉)⊗ (|↓〉+ |↑〉)], initially prepared in the motional ground state,

determines a fidelity F of:

F =
∣∣∣〈Ψ(0)|UCPUI(f0, ω

αβ
j , T ) |Ψ(0)〉

∣∣∣2 . (6.32)

Both evolution operators UCP and UI are diagonal and do not change the electronic

state of the ion crystal. By normalization of the superposition state the fidelity ranges

between F = 1, which depicts an ideal phase gate and F = 0, if the triple (f0, ω
αβ
j , T )

yields no overlap to the target state at all. For the discussed square electric driving
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field follows:

F =
1

16

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣exp

−
∣∣∣A↓↓1 ∣∣∣2

2
+ iϕ↓↓1

− exp
[
iϕ↑↑1

]

+ 2 exp

−
∣∣∣A↑↓1 ∣∣∣2

2
−

∣∣∣A↑↓2 ∣∣∣2
2

+ i
(
ϕ↑↓1 + ϕ↑↓2 + Φ↑↓e

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (6.33)

Each basis state contributes to the fidelity by the residual coherent state sizes and the

total accumulated phase. Evaluating the absolute square allows to cancel any global

phase and only phase differences between basis states are relevant. The entanglement

error is defined as 1−F and shown on the right hand side in figure 6.3 as a function of

trap field gradient. Whenever the phase differences between the basis states match the

conditions for a controlled phase gate, the entanglement error is drastically reduced as

highlighted by the vertical dashed lines. The parameters in figure 6.3 are not specifi-

cally chosen to minimize the entanglement error but rather introduce a systematic

procedure to realize the desired phase differences. Nevertheless, the calculation shows

a minimal entanglement error of 1 − F = 6.3 · 10−6 for Rydberg state 36P1/2 with

a trap frequency of ω↑↑1 = 2π · 567 kHz, an electric kick duration T = 1.8 µs and an

electric field amplitude of Ekick = 29 V/m, which is feasible with current experimental

setups.

For large principal quantum numbers or high trap field gradients, the frequency dif-

ference between high-lying electronic state and their low-lying counterpart increases.

Hence, the required phase differences are more easily generated, while residual mo-

tional excitation contributes more to the entanglement error. As shown in figure 6.3,

the entanglement error with respect to the minimal error of the 36P1/2 state increases

for larger principal quantum numbers. Also, the presented curve for n = 64 shows

three times a low entanglement error, which increases as a function of trap field gra-

dient. To further reduce the entanglement error by the same strategy, the pulse shape

of the electric field kick needs to be adapted. Fast switching of an electric field is sen-

sitive to the exact control of pulse time and amplitude, requiring dedicated electronics

and precise knowledge of the motional frequencies for minimal residual excitation.

For small variations in the pulse shape, also related to an experimental realization,

a smooth electric field as e.g. a Gaussian-shaped pulse might be more stable with

respect to the resulting entanglement error.
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Figure 6.4: a) Entanglement error as a function of gate time (solid) and Rydberg
state lifetime (dashed) for states 36P1/2 (blue) and 64P1/2 (green). b) And c) show
the bang-bang electric field control and the trajectory in phase space given by three
consecutive kicks (orange) compared to the single square electric field pulse (green).
The resulting entanglement error can be reduced to reach the lifetime limit for ultra-
short pulse durations as given by the orange diamond in a).

Lifetime Limited Fidelity and Bang-Bang Control

State-dependent vibrational frequencies enable a controlled phase gate on timescales

of 1 µs and show promising fidelity for feasible experimental parameters. Due to the

large polarizability, the basis states are distinguishable by the number of Rydberg

excitations in a two-ion crystal. Advanced state excitation schemes using sequences

of STIRAP pulses [Hig17] allow for coherent population transfer of the trapped ion to

Rydberg states and back, such that initial state preparation is not identified as funda-

mental limitation for the entanglement error. Contrary, the Rydberg state lifetime of

low angular momentum states require interaction times well below one µs to overcome

spontaneous decay. The lifetime of Rydberg states scales with principal quantum num-

ber n3 and ranges for the investigated nP1/2 states from 70 · · · 400 µs [Glu13]. Hence,

a single ion in the 36P1/2 state decays with 2.5% for a pulse duration of T = 1.8 µs,

which does not compete with state-of-the-art fidelity [Hil21]. Choosing 64P1/2 the

lifetime limited decay of a single ion reduces below 1%, but is more than one order

of magnitude larger compared to the entanglement error of a gate with infinite state

lifetime as shown in figure 6.4a). Here, the entanglement error without state decay is

given in solid curves for n = 36 (blue) and n = 64 (green), while the additional lifetime

error is indicated by dashed lines as a function of the gate duration on a log-log scale.

Including the lifetime into the evaluation of entanglement error needs to account for
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decay of each individual ion on the three basis states with Rydberg excitation.

Intuitively, the combined entanglement error of residual phonons and state lifetime

can be improved in two ways. On the one hand Rydberg states with longer lifetimes can

be employed by exciting much higher principal quantum numbers or utilizing circular

states with suppressed decay channels [Sig17, CM20]. On the other hand shorter gate

sequences can be engineered. Ultra fast kicks might be readily employed by adapting

the pulse shape of the electric kick and repeatedly displacing the ion as shown in figure

6.4b). The green line depicts the previously discussed single electric pulse and the

orange dashed line excites the ion motion in a threefold way. First the ion is displaced

similar to the single pulse but with much larger amplitude and afterward the electric

field is inverted, which kicks the ion into the opposite direction. After an evolution time

the second field pulse is switched of, such that the initial displacement is retrieved. The

ion is returned to the motional ground state by designing the pulse duration of each

kick. Since the accumulated phase is dependent on the displacement, the entanglement

operation can be made arbitrary short for multiple kicks, eventually limited by the

required electric field amplitudes. In figure 6.4c) the phase space trajectory of the

two presented kick schemes is shown (not to scale), where the green line shows the

evolving coherent state due to a single displacement and the orange line rather shows

a rapid movement of the ion crystal within the trap. Red and blue arrows are a guide

to the eye, to relate electric field displacement to the motion in phase space. The

orange illustrations in b) and c) demonstrate, how multiple ultra-fast kicks on the

two-ion crystal are able to generate an entanglement error 1− F = 0.1% for Rydberg

state 64P1/2 within just T = 59.6 ns as shown with the orange diamond in figure

6.4a). This kick scheme utilizes equal-strength electric field amplitudes {f ′0,−f ′0, f ′0}
with Ekick = 2060 V/m for durations around {T ′/4, T ′/2, T ′/4} at a trap frequency of

ωz = 2π · 1.5 MHz. These parameters for ultra-fast entangling of two ions are not

optimized with the current experimental setup in mind. Nevertheless, more complex

pulse shapes extend the entanglement scheme of shuttling Rydberg ions to faster

operations, which are not limited by the lifetime of accessible Rydberg states.

Prospects of Shuttling Rydberg Ions

Note, that electric bang-bang control of single ions has been demonstrated with up

to 10000 phonons and displacement pulses of sub-ns resolution [Alo16], experimental

parameters that even exceed the requirements for the proposed operation. Also, co-

herent states were successfully excited within this thesis (c.f. 5.1). Aiming for faster

operations with higher fidelity, more complex phase space trajectories of the wave
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packet can be explored with the additional benefit of robustness against imperfections

of the driving kick waveform. A closed trajectory in phase space allows to reduce the

motional state excitation to the initial value. With an external field, that extends the

time in which the phase space trajectory is approximately closed, a nonperfect calibra-

tion in pulse time of the entanglement waveform can be compensated for. At the same

time, this external field might reduce residual motional excitation of all contributing

modes by a time-dependent pulse amplitude. In this context, optimal control theory

may deliver optimized electric field waveforms [Can11, Fü14, Rac15].

For ion crystals of more than two ions, the shuttle-based entanglement scheme

needs to be evaluated for more than two vibrational modes. In a linear ion crystal the

oscillations are separable along axial and radial directions, such that the discussion is

analogously. However, already for three ions the oscillation along the trap axis can not

be described by one in-phase and one out-of-phase motion, but a third mode arises,

where the central ion is out-of-phase compared to the outer two ions (c.f. section

7.1). The center of mass remains at rest for the additional oscillation and does not

contribute to the phase accumulation, but residual motional excitation contributes

to the entanglement error. The mode structure becomes even more complex for ion

crystals, which are not arranged in a linear string but ions are off the RF null. Hence,

the oscillations are not separable along the trap directions and coupling between axial

and radial modes occur. This might even lead to site-dependent electric kicks and could

be used to control the entanglement operation not only by the number of Rydberg

excitations but also the position of the highly excited ions.

The experimental realization of shuttle-based entanglement using Rydberg ions re-

quires the coherent control of the ion’s electronic states. To coherently excite an ion to

a nP1/2 state, the two-photon excitation needs to be combined with a microwave pho-

ton. The two-photon excitation experiences transition shifts due to state-dependent

trap frequencies along the radial modes and residual Doppler broadening along the

axial direction. Moreover, the laser linewidths of both Rydberg excitation lasers pro-

hibit coherent state excitation at the current experimental setup, although sufficiently

high laser powers are available to excite the ion within the Rydberg state lifetime.

Cooling the ion crystal to the motional ground state of all modes and stabilizing the

deep UV lasers to high finesse cavities allow for coherent excitation of nS1/2 Rydberg

states. Application of advanced excitation schemes, as e.g. STIRAP, can enhance the

state excitation. Including a microwave source into the excitation scheme, the high

polarizability and long lifetimes of Rydberg nP1/2 states can be utilized.
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7
Counting Dark Ions: Van-der-Waals

Forces between Trapped Rydberg Ions

and Search for Correlated Quantum

Jumps

If many ions are loaded into a linear Paul trap they form three-dimensional crystals,

which shape is determined by the confinement along the trap directions. For suffi-

ciently high radial trap frequencies, the ions form a linear string along the trap axis

with interparticle distances of a few µm. Exciting Rydberg states allows to create

additional interactions based on the state-dependent trap frequencies or large rotating

dipole moments of microwave dressed states, where the dipole-dipole interaction de-

pends on the interparticle distance R−3
ij . The latter facilitates the Rydberg-blockade

[Wil10] and fast entangling of trapped ions [Zha20]. Without additional microwave

dressing, Rydberg states of ions do not exhibit a permanent dipole moment and the

interaction between Rydberg ions is dominated by the Coulomb force. Nevertheless,

the extension of the electronic wave packet can become orders of magnitude larger for

highly excited ions compared to ions in low-lying electronic states. Two extended elec-

tronic wave functions at a given distance interact by the Van-der-Waals force, which

scales by R−6
ij . With experiments becoming more and more sensitive, magnetic dipole

interaction between two trapped ions even in low-lying electronic states of 88Sr+ are

measured at orders of mHz [Kot14]. Here, the corresponding electric Van-der-Waals

force between trapped Rydberg ions is studied, where much larger energy shifts up to

100 kHz are expected [Mü08, Li13b].

Within this section, linear Coulomb crystals of three and four ions are discussed in

terms of interparticle distance and coupled oscillations. To observe energy shifts which

scale by the interparticle distance R−6
ij , an optimal ion crystal geometry is identified
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7 Van-der-Waals Forces between Trapped Rydberg Ions

with respect to the current experimental limitations. Afterward, single shot correla-

tions for site-selective excitations of low-lying electronic states are evaluated and com-

pared to excitation of Rydberg states. The obtained results are interpreted within the

current understanding of Rydberg excitation lineshape, occupation of normal modes

and long term laser stability. Finally, the required sensitivity for a quantitative mea-

surement of Van-der-Waals interaction between Rydberg ions is estimated.

7.1 Coulomb Crystals Interacting with a Laser

The Hamiltonian of a single ion and two ions confined in a Paul trap are intensively

discussed in section 2.1 and 6.1, respectively. Adding more ions further increases the

complexity due to the all-to-all connectivity of the ions by the Coulomb interaction

and the coupled harmonic motion. At low temperature the ions arrange in crystals,

where the interparticle distances are determined by the interplay of Coulomb force

and axial trap potential. A large ratio of both radial trap frequencies compared to

the axial confinement leads to formation of linear ion strings, but also 2D and 3D

crystals are possible. Especially the transition from a linear string of ions to a 2D

zigzag crystal is intensively studied by varying the trap field gradients [Cam10, Ulm13],

or utilizing state-dependent trap frequencies by Rydberg excitation [Li13a]. Here,

excitation of Rydberg states in a linear Coulomb crystal are used to observe a variation

of nearest neighbor interaction apart from the state-dependent confinement, although

the large polarizability of Rydberg states manifests itself in the excitation lineshape.

Correlating the site-dependent transition probabilities for Rydberg excitation allows

for a discussion of Van-der-Waals interaction between Rydberg ions.

Normal Modes and Interparticle Distance

The critical asymmetry parameterA = (ωz/ωr)2 ≈ 2.53N−1.73 introduced in section 2.1

relates the ion number N to axial and radial field gradients γDC and γRF, respectively.

For trap frequencies above the critical parameter the crystal structure changes from

a linear string to a two-dimensional zigzag crystal. Here, ωz,r depict the frequency of

the axial and radial center-of-mass modes, which correspond to the trap frequencies

of a single ion. Generally, mode frequencies and equilibrium positions of Coulomb

crystals with N > 2 are obtained by numerical solving the force-balance conditions

between all ions. Successively, the Eigenvalues and the Eigenvectors of the Hessian

matrix are found. Ion crystals oriented along the RF null with N > 3 arrange in a

non-equidistant pattern and the spacing between ions increases further away from the
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Figure 7.1: Common oscillations of a linear three-ion (left) and four-ion (right) crystal
along radial direction x with center-of-mass mode frequency ωx,1 = 2π · 2.12 MHz.
Calculated vibrational frequencies and interparticle distances are given. Green arrows
and green numbers indicate relative oscillation amplitude of individual ions within the
respective mode (quadratically normalized).

crystal center. Motion along the trap axes are decoupled and N common modes for

each direction are present, in which the coupling of individual ions to the motion is

site dependent. Figure 7.1 shows the common modes for three ions (left) and four ions

(right), respectively, along one radial mode with center-of-mass mode frequency ωx,1 =

2π · 2.12 MHz obtained by analysis of the Hessian matrix. Green arrows and green

numerical values indicate the relative oscillation of the ions within the corresponding

mode, where the sum of the squared values is normalized for each mode. Note, only for

the center-of-mass mode all ions oscillate in-phase with the same amplitude, whereas

the center of mass remains at rest for all other modes due to relative phase and

amplitude differences between the ions. This is especially important for crystals with

an odd number of ions, where the central ion is not moving in the mode with frequency

ωx,2 = 2π · 1.85 MHz as shown on the left of figure 7.1.

The oscillation frequencies and interparticle distances are related to the trap field

gradients, which are determined by the applied voltages and the trap geometry. Within

this thesis, the oscillation frequencies are measured either by spectroscopy or tickling

the ion with an external RF field and observing the motion of the ion on the camera.

For two identical ions the measured axial center-of-mass mode frequency ωz yields an
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7 Van-der-Waals Forces between Trapped Rydberg Ions

Figure 7.2: Fluorescence images to extract the imaging magnification of the experi-
mental setup with a two-ion crystal at center-of-mass mode frequency ωz = 2π ·0.54 kHz
(left) and consecutive determination of interparticle distances in a four-ion string within
the same trap potential (right). Blue data points are integrated fluorescence counts
along columns of the presented crystal image with Gaussian fits in green.

interparticle distance (see equations 6.2 - 6.5) of

|Z1 − Z2| =
[

2C

Mω2
z

] 1
3

. (7.1)

Relating the fluorescence image to the axial trap frequency allows for the calibration

of the objective magnification and consecutive measurements of ion displacements or

distances between multiple ions in a linear string. Two pictures of ion crystals with

center-of-mass mode frequency ωz = 2π·0.54 kHz are investigated as presented in figure

7.2. The camera image is integrated along the vertical direction to find the fluorescence

as a function of horizontal camera pixel, such that a single one-dimensional Gaussian

can be fitted to each individual ion. Following equation 7.1 for the two ions on the left

hand side, the achieved experimental resolution is 0.91(2) µm/pixel on an EMCCD chip

with pixels of 16 · 16 µm2 size, which results in a magnification of 18.1(2). Thereby,

the equilibrium positions of linear ion crystals can be experimentally determined as

shown in figure 7.2 for four ions on the right hand side. The inner ions are spaced by

6.15(8) µm, while the distance between the outer-most ions and their nearest neighbor

is 6.55(8) µm. Within the accuracy of the experiment, the interparticle distances agree

with numerical calculations of 6.08 µm and 6.57 µm, respectively [Jam98].

Van-der-Waals forces between two ions scale with the interparticle distances R−6
ij

and hence require large trap frequencies to generate substantial energy shifts. The

current trap geometry and voltage control allows for axial trap frequencies ωz < 2π ·
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7.1 Coulomb Crystals Interacting with a Laser

1.2 MHz yielding a distance of 5 µm in between two ions. Adding more ions to the

same harmonic potential decreases the distance between the central ions but also

reduces the critical anisotropy parameter to obtain linear ion strings. Although the

radial trap frequencies can be independently tuned from the axial field gradient by

varying the RF drive amplitude, a maximum radial trap frequency of ωy < 2π ·
2.4 MHz was found before the trap operation became unstable. This was noticed by

observing large unsystematic drifts in the optimal compensation voltages and time

varying radial trap frequencies, which both could be explained by thermal heating

of the trap and surrounding material due to dissipated RF power. The loading of

ions in dedicated zones of the trap with successive transport requires switching of

the RF amplitude. As the thermalization within timescales of ion losses by Rydberg

excitation seems not possible, the radial trap frequencies are limited. Nevertheless,

four ions are linearly trapped for axial frequencies up to ωz < 2π · 1.15 MHz, but

the presence of low frequency radial modes challenges ion cooling. Close to the phase

transition between a 1D and 2D crystal some of the radial modes approach a vanishing

frequency (c.f. ωx,4 in figure 7.1) and are very sensitive to low frequency noise (such

as mechanical or electrical noise) on the experimental setup. Finally, axial frequencies

up to ωz = 2π · 1.03 MHz have been chosen for the presented experiments.

Site-Selective Rabi Frequencies in Thermal Ion Crystals

After Doppler cooling with projection onto all modes, residual phonons are thermally

distributed and dependent on the mode frequency. Sideband cooling can further reduce

the kinetic energy of the ions, but for a crystal consisting of four ions, twelve modes

need to be individually addressed. The resulting number of laser pulses and pulse

timings, however, is counteracted by a mode-dependent heating rate and prevents

preparation of the motional ground state for all modes simultaneously. The radial

center-of-mass mode ωx,1 was found to have the highest heating rate (compare section

4.3) and a high number of sideband cooling pulses is required to reduce the average

phonon number below the Doppler limit. Hence, sideband cooling is employed only

on this mode, while all other modes are assumed to be cooled to the Doppler limit.

Residual phonons modify the coupling of a laser to the ion and lead to frequency shifts

for Rydberg excitation as well as a decreased coupling strength for the quadrupole

transition given by equation 2.33. For more than two ions, each ion oscillates with
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7 Van-der-Waals Forces between Trapped Rydberg Ions

varying amplitude and give rise to site-dependent Lamb-Dicke factors

ηi,j =

√
~

2Mωj
k · ei,j . (7.2)

Here, the Lamb-Dicke factor contains a scalar product of the wavevector k with am-

plitude and direction ei,j of ion i and mode j. This means, that excitation of the

quadrupole transition is independent of modes, which oscillate perpendicular to the

laser direction. Ions at rest do not contribute. Consequently, a site-dependent Rabi

frequency for the carrier transition is found by the product of Lamb-Dicke factors and

phonon numbers of each mode, weighted by the phonon distributions:

Ωi = Ω0

3N∏
j=1

∞∑
k=0

p
(th)
j (k)

(
1− η2

i,jkj
)

. (7.3)

Higher order terms of η are not necessary for ions in low thermal states. If the angle

between laser and oscillation direction is known, the site-dependent Rabi frequency can

be calculated. Two experimental setups can be realized, where the laser near 729 nm is

either parallel to the trap axis and addresses axial motion or perpendicular to the trap

axis with 45◦ angle to both radial modes. Since the Rydberg excitation lineshape is

strongly modified by phonons in radial modes, sideband cooling of the center-of-mass

mode along x is employed, such that the radial laser is used. Trap field gradients that

result in center-of-mass mode frequencies of {ωx, ωy, ωz} = 2π · {2.12, 2.35, 1.03} MHz

allow for numerical calculation of all mode frequencies for linear three- and four-ion

crystals and the corresponding site-dependent oscillation direction and amplitude. For

a three-ion crystal, cooled to the Doppler limit, the site-dependent Rabi frequency of

the outer ions is modified to Ω
(3)
outer = 0.97 Ω0 and for the central ion Ω

(3)
inner = 0.96 Ω0.

Similarly, four ions lead to Ω
(4)
outer = 0.94 Ω0 and Ω

(4)
inner = 0.70 Ω0, with much larger site

dependency due to the presence of low frequency modes (e.g. ωx,4 = 2π·0.30 MHz) that

have high number of average phonons after Doppler cooling. By the use of amplitude

modulated laser pulses, e.g. RAP pulses, the site-dependent Rabi frequency on the

transition 4S1/2 → 3D5/2 can be partially compensated for.

7.2 Search for Correlated Quantum Jumps

Manipulating the electronic states of all ions in a linear crystal by a global laser beam

allows to investigate site-dependent excitation probabilities. Typically, the excitation
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Figure 7.3: Sketch of the Van-der-Waals interaction, which shifts Rydberg transition
frequencies. The excitation lineshape of two ions excited next to each other to Rydberg
states (blue) is shifted by ∆EVdW compared to the unperturbed lineshape of two ions
excited apart from each other (red). The shift can be resolved as a function of the
transition linewidth ΓFWHM.

of ions in a crystal is uncorrelated. For highly excited states, however, the dipole-

dipole interaction enables strong distance-dependent correlations, which can be used

for quantum simulations [Ber17]. Ions in low-lying electronic states do not inhibit

dipole moments, such that excitation of two ions is uncorrelated to their relative po-

sition within the linear crystal. This will be presented in the following and serves as a

guide for measurements of Van-der-Waals interaction between Rydberg ions. Here, the

extension of the electronic wave function becomes orders of magnitude larger compared

to electronically low-lying states and two ions excited next to each other experience

an energy shift ∆EVdW ≈ 50 kHz. Observing the transition lineshape for Rydberg

excitation of larger ion crystals, the energy shift is related to the experimentally acces-

sible transition linewidth, as shown in section 7.4. A sketch of the assumed transition

frequency shift of two ions next to each other compared to two ions apart is given in

figure 7.3.

For transitions into Rydberg states the modulation of local confinement needs to be

considered additionally. The measurements of Van-der-Waals forces between Rydberg

ions correlates the transition energy shift to their position within the ion crystal.

Once multiple Rydberg excitations are present one can compare if the corresponding

excitation probabilities differ for ions, which are closer to each other compared to

ions further away. Prior to investigating Van-der-Waals forces between Rydberg ions,

initial measurements on the coherent state transfer 4S1/2,−1/2 → 3D5/2,−5/2 are discussed

in terms of site-dependent Rabi frequencies for three- and four-ion crystals.
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Experimental Realization of Correlation Measurements

The analysis of ion-ion correlations requires a discussion in the crystal basis states. The

electronic ground state (all ions in state 4S1/2) of a three-ion crystal is labeled |000〉 and

full population in the metastable 3D5/2 state is denoted as |111〉. A site-dependent

Rabi frequency given in equation 7.3 allows to calculate excitation probabilities for

each basis state, but additional effects need to be considered for an experimental

verification of the final states probabilities. Initially, the ion crystal is Doppler cooled

by a laser with projection onto all motional modes and the residual ion temperature

is close to the Doppler limit. Sideband cooling is applied to the center-of-mass mode

along x to counteract unsystematic heating and reduce the occupation of ωx,1 below or

close to the Doppler limit. Since the Zeeman sub-levels of the electronic ground state

are statistically populated, frequency selective pumping on the 4S1/2,+1/2 → 3D5/2,−3/2

transition with a consecutive quench near 854 nm is employed up to eight times. This

initializes the ion in the 4S1/2,−1/2 ground state with probability > 99%. The latter

is validated for a single ion by a RAP pulse on the 4S1/2,+1/2 → 3D5/2,−3/2 transition

showing no notable excitation probability. Although working with multiple trapped

ions, the initialization scheme is the same compared to Rydberg excitation of single

ions presented in section 4.3 and 5.2, where a final RAP pulse 4S1/2,−1/2 → 3D5/2,−5/2

prepares the ion in the dark state. To measure site-dependent correlations on this last

coherent state transfer itself, not all ions in a crystal need to be excited and a π/2-

pulse is employed instead, such that on average 50% of all ions are excited. Here, each

individual realization of the experiment is studied in the crystal basis states, where the

final electronic state of each ion is determined by spatially resolved fluorescence. The

probability to detect a final basis state is then correlated to the interparticle distance

between excited ions.

Minimal Case Study - 3 Ions

In principle, two ions would be sufficient to probe distance-dependent Van-der-Waals

forces by measuring the energy shift of a given transition and compare it to individual

excitation of both ions. However, the spacing of two ions is limited by the maximal

trap field gradient along the axis and at least three ions are required to find interpar-

ticle distances Ri,j ≈ 4 µm. For N = 3 the ions arrange equidistant along the RF null

and the external dynamics are given by nine common vibrations. Here, the central

ion is especially interesting, as it remains at rest in three of these oscillations, while

both outer ions oscillate. After Doppler cooling the modes are thermally occupied and
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Figure 7.4: Final state probabilities for a three-ion crystal illuminated with a global
π/2-pulse, where |0〉 (|1〉) denote ions in the 4S1/2 (3D5/2) state. Shaded regions with
different colors indicate different number of excitations from zero (left) to three (right).
Due to a site-dependent Rabi frequency, the central ion experiences a different excitation
probability compared to the outer two ions. Error bars are smaller than the marker size.

the site-dependent Rabi frequency can be transferred to a site-dependent excitation

probability shown in figure 7.4. Here, three ions at a distance of 5.6 µm are illuminated

with a π/2-pulse from the axial laser near 729 nm. In total, results from more than

7 · 104 experimental cycles are evaluated with respect to the crystal basis states. The

states, where all ions are either dark or bright with probabilities of p(111) = 0.091(1)

and p(000) = 0.244(1) disagree with an individual ion excitation of 50% (p = 0.125

for both), which indicates deviation from an optimal π/2-pulse for state excitation.

On average, the ions are excited within 40% of the experimental realizations with

differences depending on the position inside the crystal. Here, the excitation prob-

ability of the central ion is p(010) = 0.120(1) compared to the mean of one outer

ion excited 1/2[p(100) + p(001)] = 0.129(1) and shows site-dependent variation in the

Rabi-frequency due to the presence of thermal motion. However, if a single excitation

in the center of the crystal is less likely, one would expect that exciting the two outer

ions p(101) = 0.092(1) is more probable compared to excitation of one outer ion and

the central ion, given by 1/2[p(110) + p(011)] = 0.097(1). This discrepancy between

theory and experiment shows, that additional effects apart from site-dependent Rabi

frequencies need to be considered. Since the measurements are recorded by illuminat-

ing the ion crystal with an axial beam, variation of the laser focus for the different

ion positions is negligible. Also the modulation of the light-matter coupling due to

micromotion should be similar for all ions as the crystal is oriented along the RF null

and axial micromotion does not vary over the size of the ion crystal. Anyway, if axial
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micromotion would be present and symmetric around the crystal center, the outer

ions would be excited less likely compared to the central ion, which disagrees with the

observations. A systematic detection error of state |010〉, where both outer ions are

not excited to the dark state and emit fluorescence light during the detection sequence

is conjectured as the cause of this observation. The inner ion, which should be dark,

might be identified as bright as well, if the fluorescence is spatially not well resolved

or the ion crystal moves with respect to the imaging system during the experiment.

Thereby, the ion crystal with dark ion in the center might be detected as three bright

ions and the discrepancy between observation and theory can be explained. For the

subsequent measurements, the detection of individual ion fluorescence is enhanced by

selecting only small, non-overlapping regions for discrimination of ion bright and dark

states on the camera chip as well as by a twofold increased detection time of 4 ms.

Even with special care on detection and constant laser powers, the occupation

of thermal modes results in systematically differing excitation probabilities for ba-

sis states with varying spacing between the individual excitations. Especially, final

states with two excited ions could be used to study Van-der-Waals forces, but the

differences in the excitation probabilities are strongly dependent on laser parameters

and may vary for large numbers of experimental cycles. To perform a similar amount

of experimental cycles including Rydberg excitation, the measurement time will in-

crease from a few hours (for quadrupole excitation) to several days due to ion losses,

frequency drifts of Rydberg lasers and repeated electric field compensation. Keep-

ing laser cooling and excitation rates constant over this extended time to extract the

estimated Van-der-Waals energy shifts is hardly possible.

To address the challenges of the underlying systematic issues for a measurement of

distance-dependent Van-der-Waals forces, the following discusses the test case of four

ions excited on the 4S1/2 → 3D5/2 transition.

Minimizing Systematic Errors with Four Ions

The findings of the previous discussion holds for any odd number of ions within the

crystal, as the ion at the crystal center oscillates differently than all other ions. Con-

trary, for even ion numbers each ion has an opposing counterpart for all modes.

Also, laser intensities and residual electric field can be overlapped with the crys-

tal center and evenly affect the excitation strengths of two ions on either side of

the crystal. As a minimal example of a crystal with even number of ions and suf-

ficiently small interparticle distances, four ions are studied with respect to its 16

basis states and 12 vibrational modes. For an axial center-of-mass mode frequency
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Figure 7.5: Site-dependent excitation of a linear four-ion crystal analogously to figure
7.4. As systematic variation of Rabi frequency and residual electric field affect the
ion crystal symmetrically, there are four basis states, which allow for an extraction of
position-dependent energy shifts, highlighted in the inset.

ωz,1 = 2π · 0.78 MHz the spacing between the inner ions is 4.7 µm and an outer

ion is separated by 5.2 µm from the neighboring ion. The final state probability

of a four-ion crystal after a global excitation pulse with an axial laser beam is de-

picted in figure 7.5, analogously to the three-ion crystal. In total, 105 experimen-

tal cycles were performed with an average excitation of 45% for each individual ion

into the 3D5/2 state. The site-dependent modulation of the Rabi frequency leads to

an enhanced excitation of the inner ions compared to the outer ions. This is visi-

ble for final states with one, two or three ions in the dark state and agrees with a

site-dependent Rabi frequency for excitation along the axis. For a single excitation

within the crystal, the probability to find one of the inner ions in the dark state is

1/2[p(0010) + p(0100)] = 0.0836(8) and more than 2% larger compared to a single

excitation among the outer ions, given by 1/2[p(1000) + p(0001)] = 0.0621(8). The dif-

ference between inner and outer ions for three excitations is not as pronounced, but the

site-dependent Rabi frequency is observed between 1/2[p(1011) + p(1101)] = 0.0359(6)

and 1/2[p(0111)+p(1110)] = 0.0460(7) with one ion remaining in the electronic ground

state.

The site-dependent Rabi frequency becomes most visible for final states with ex-

actly two dark ions, where 2.5% difference between the basis states |0110〉 and |1001〉
is measured. However, the final states with exactly two excitations, which show no

substantial probability differences are the most promising for measuring distance-

dependent forces. The states |1010〉, |1100〉, |0101〉 and |0011〉 each show strictly

identical systematic modulations of excitation strengths as they all correspond to ion
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crystals with one inner and one outer ion excited. The observed excitation prob-

abilities are p(0011) = 0.0453(7), p(0101) = 0.0446(7), p(1010) = 0.0458(7) and

p(1100) = 0.0470(7), as given by the inset in figure 7.5. As long as there are no

distance-dependent forces, the probability to find the ion crystal after a given laser

pulse in any of these states is identical. Residual site-dependent differences might be

driven by non-perfect compensation of axial and radial micromotion, but with the

given number of repetitions the data agrees within their respective 3σ confidence in-

tervals. If the presence of one ion in a given electronic state manifests itself in the

energy shift for a second excitation by the Van-der-Waals force, the final basis states

can be compared with respect to the distance between two excitations.

Since the Van-der-Waals interaction scales with the square of the electric polarizabil-

ity it is negligible for low-lying electronic states. For large principal quantum numbers

energy shifts in the order of 100 kHz may arise [Mü08, Li13b]. The realizable distances

within this setup of 4.27 µm and 8.22 µm to the nearest and the next-to-nearest neigh-

bor of an outer ion, respectively, promise a 45-fold enhanced strength of the Van-der-

Waals interaction for basis states |0011〉 and |1100〉. Recording basis-state-dependent

lineshapes of Rydberg transitions the center frequency including Van-der-Waals en-

ergy shifts and site-dependent variations in excitation strength can be extracted. The

initial measurements on the 4S1/2,−1/2 → 3D5/2,−5/2 transition yield an optimal ion

number of four for the following experiments with Rydberg ions, since less ions do not

allow a direct comparison between basis states.

A cold ion crystal is a prerequisite for the measurement of Van-der-Waals forces

between Rydberg ions, as the Rydberg transition lineshape and the initialization pulse

depend on the phonon distributions along all radial modes. To be less sensitive to site-

dependent Rabi frequencies, the 3D5/2 state initialization is replaced by a RAP pulse.

A statistical analysis of more than 2.6 · 105 experimental shots of the initialization

pulse on a four-ion crystal leads to a probability of 86.0(2)% to find all four ions

excited. Averaging over all ions yields an individual success rate for coherent state

transfer of 96.29(8)%. Deviations from a perfect initialization might still be explained

by the susceptibility of the RAP pulse on residual phonons in the vibrational modes

and the long measurement time, recorded over 14 h. During this time the magnetic

field and corresponding transition frequencies, laser amplitudes or cooling parameters

may vary. Unlike in figure 7.5, the excitation probabilities for state initialization with

RAP pulses of the outer ions is larger compared to the ones for the inner ions. This

might hint to too much laser power leading to an additional decrease in excitation

probability.
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7.3 Rydberg Excitation of Linear Ion Strings

To directly measure the interaction of two highly excited ions it is necessary, that

both ions populate the same electronic state for a given time. Within this section,

the basis states represent a low-lying electronic state and the Rydberg state of each

ion, where the 3D5/2 state of a ion is consistently referred to as |1〉 and the Rydberg

state denoted as |0〉. Hence, an ion in |1〉 remains dark during state detection, while

subsequent decay from the Rydberg state leads to bright ion detection for state |0〉.
Aiming for strong interactions between neighboring ions, a principal quantum number

of n = 60 compromises between Van-der-Waals forces and coupling strengths of laser

beams. Coherent state excitation to an electronically high-lying level and consequent

state retrieval is out of the scope of the thesis. Ideally, π-pulses would be applied on

the Rydberg transition, which could not be achieved with the current laser frequency

stabilization, but is aimed for, see section 4.3. Nevertheless, the lifetime of Rydberg

states allows to excite multiple ions at the same time. Increasing the two-photon laser

power yields sufficient state transfer for interaction times below the Rydberg state

lifetime of τ(60S) ≈ 15 µs [Glu13]. If two ions are detected in the bright state after

a two-photon excitation pulse with 10 µs duration, both ions were most likely excited

at the same time and would have interacted. The required laser powers for short

excitation times on a four-ion crystal limits utilization of higher principal quantum

numbers within the current experimental setup.

When exciting Rydberg states in linear ion strings, two effects alter the transition

properties. Both, the site-dependent Rabi frequency as well as the state-dependent

trap frequency contribute to the transition lineshape due to the thermal distributions

of phonons. Here, the laser source for state initialization is oriented along the radial

direction with an expanded focus of approximately 20 µm waist to homogeneously

illuminate the crystal and to cool the mode ωx,1 below the Doppler limit. Residual

phonons in each radial oscillation mode modify the Rydberg transition lineshape,

which becomes sensitive on the ion’s position and motion.

Site-Dependent Excitation Lineshape

Exciting Rydberg states in systems of more than one ion leads to broader transition

lineshapes, since generally more oscillations contribute to the phonon-dependent shifts.

These become negligible only for ion crystals close to the motional ground state along

radial directions. Especially oscillations with low frequency are occupied by a high

average number of phonons after Doppler cooling. This can lead to large shifts of
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Figure 7.6: a) Depopulation of 3D5/2 via excitation into 55S1/2 for a four-ion crystal as
a function of two-photon detuning. The inner two ions show strong phonon-dependent
shifts of the transition lineshape towards negative detuning ∆ν. Numbers indicate the
position of the ion inside the crystal and points are connected as a guide to the eye.
b) Average phonon-dependent shift for inner and outer ions as a function of cooling
temperature in units of the Doppler limit. A larger shift relates to a broadening of the
transition lineshape.

the transition frequency and also results in a broadened transition lineshape due to a

large variance in phonon numbers. For instance, in a four-ion crystal with center-of-

mass mode frequencies {ωx, ωy, ωz} = 2π ·{2.12, 2.35, 1.03} MHz, the lowest frequency

oscillation is ωx,4 = 2π · 0.295 MHz (c.f. figure 7.1). After Doppler cooling the

average phonon number is k̄x,4 = 38, almost 4 times larger compared to all other

radial modes. The inner ions of the linear string are oscillating three times stronger

within this mode compared to the outer ions and hence generate a significant broader

Rydberg transition lineshape for the inner ions, as depicted in figure 7.6a) for the

excitation spectrum into 55S1/2 of four ions. Inner ions (2, orange and 3, purple)

experience larger phonon-dependent shifts compared to the outer ions (1, blue and

4, green), despite being cooled with the same laser beam. The excitation itself is

symmetric over the length of the ion crystal and the transition probabilities for both

outer ions and both inner ions agree with each other. Figure 7.6b) shows calculated

shifts ∆ν̃ of the transition frequency for inner (orange) and outer ions (blue) as a

function of crystal temperature in units of the Doppler limit. Here, the state-dependent

variation in trap frequency for each vibrational mode is multiplied by the respective

average phonon number to estimate the difference in linewidth for inner and outer ions.

Although this analysis allows to qualitatively explain the site-dependent broadening of

the Rydberg transition, not considering the full thermal phonon distribution prohibits

quantitative studies of the lineshape model, which becomes computationally heavy for
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the given number of phonon modes. Note, that only for very low temperatures of the

ion crystal, which would require sideband cooling of all radial modes, the Rydberg

transition lineshape of inner and outer ions will become indistinguishable within the

experimental accuracy.

Off-Resonant Excitation for Measurements of Rydberg-Rydberg

Correlations

While the transition lineshape at positive two-photon detuning is similar for inner and

outer ions of a four-ion string, for negative detuning strong variations in excitation

probabilities are observed. Here, the interaction between two excitations next to each

other is of interest, such that each individual experimental cycle is evaluated in the

crystal basis states. A correlation of Rydberg excitations on the ion positions will be

visible by an energy shift on the transition frequency. Measuring a small energy shift

with statistical relevance is experimentally challenging, as many parameters are unsta-

ble over the course of a few hours. Aiming for an experimental sensitivity of relative

excitation rates between basis states < 0.1%, several thousand experimental cycles

are necessary. A measurement of the full asymmetric lineshape should use frequency

steps that resolve the expected shift. However, the frequency drifts of the fundamental

laser sources for two-photon excitation prevents a short term stability longer than 20

minutes, due to temperature drifts of the optical resonator. Additionally, vibrational

frequencies and electric field compensation vary on timescales of hours.

Rydberg states of ions are often affected by black body radiation induced ioniza-

tion, an effect increasing with larger principal quantum numbers, such that the doubly

charged Ca2+ remains trapped but is inaccessible for laser fields. Thus, exciting four

ions at the same time requires frequent reloading of the trap. The EMCCD camera

automatically detects the number of ions inside the trap and determines, whether ions

are loaded and transferred to the experimental region. Too many ions in the experi-

mental region are reduced to exactly four ions by fast reconfiguration of trap voltages.

Alternatively, all ions are thrown out when detecting a doubly ionized Calcium atom

as a dark site in the crystal. Since ion reloading requires to switch RF amplitudes

between a high voltage for the experiments and a low voltage for reliable loading and

transport, every loading cycle is followed by a short period of waiting to stabilize

the heat load on the ion trap. Typically, a single ion loss pauses the measurement

for at least half a minute before the next excitation cycle is started, but additional

drift compensation measurements (e.g. transition frequencies or electric fields) are

included on a regular basis. To gather sufficient statistics for a direct measurement
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of position-dependent excitation strengths, either a four-ion excitation spectrum is

measured with several thousand count cycles or multiple spectra are recorded and

overlapped later. Both methods do not account for the described drifts and would be

extremely challenging to analyze.

Here, a more simplistic approach is followed, where the excitation probabilities for

positive and negative detunings from the two-photon resonance are compared. If the

resonance spectrum of one or two basis states is systematically shifted with respect

to another basis state, but otherwise unchanged, a measurement with fixed detuning

results in differences of the excitation probability between these basis states. Using the

opposite detuning should invert the final state differences. For maximum sensitivity on

shifts of the excitation frequency, the detuning with highest gradient of the transition

lineshape on either side is optimal. Small deviations from this optimal detunings are

still sufficient to measure excitation differences, but with reduced visibility. In general,

the excitation differences are dependent on principal quantum number, trap field gra-

dients and crystal temperature, such that a systematic calibration method is required

to find optimal detuning on either side. Throughout the measurement, the two-photon

detuning is regulated to yield ≈ 40% Rydberg excitation rate of individual ions on

one side of the resonance, which corresponds to half the maximal excitation strength

set by appropriate laser power and detuning from the intermediate state. Fast, less

sensitive scans are regularly used to identify resonance frequency and lineshape for

crosschecks on ion temperature, initialization efficiency and electric field compensa-

tion. This method allows for a reliable way to compare measurements of individual

experiments over various days and experimental conditions, where interparticle dis-

tance and probed Rydberg state are kept constant. A total of several ten thousand

individual experimental cycles for both positive and negative detunings is presented

in figure 7.7 for the basis states with two Rydberg excitations.

The most obvious change in excitation probabilities is found between states |0110〉
and |1001〉, where either both inner or both outer ions are excited to the Rydberg

state. For the left side with negative detuning, ions in the center of the crystal are

less likely excited with p−(0110) = 0.0340(8) compared to p−(1001) = 0.0548(10) for

excitation of both outer ions. Contrary, for positive detuning this is inverted and

p+(0110) = 0.0629(8) and p+(1001) = 0.0269(5) are observed. Combined, the excita-

tion probabilities show the site-dependent modulation of transition lineshape, where

thermal phonons along the radial modes shift the transition frequency. Evaluating

final state probabilities without these obvious changes for different detunings could

possibly show distance-dependent interactions between Rydberg ions. The average of
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Figure 7.7: Probability to find two Rydberg excitations for negative (left) and positive
(right) detuning from two-photon resonance as a function of four-ion basis states. For
each detuning more than 50 000 experimental cycles were performed and error bars are
smaller than the presented data. Apart from a systematic excitation difference between
inner and outer ions no distance-dependent forces are observed within the experimental
uncertainties, see text for details.

two ions excited next to each other or with one ion in between is given by

1/2[p−(1010) + p−(0101)] = 0.0407(9) ,

1/2[p−(1100) + p−(0011)] = 0.0423(9) ,

1/2[p+(1010) + p+(0101)] = 0.0356(6) ,

1/2[p+(1100) + p+(0011)] = 0.0372(6) .

For both detunings, the data agrees within their 3σ statistical uncertainty and no Van-

der-Waals interaction between two Rydberg ions at a distance of 4.3 µm is observed.

An estimation of excitation probabilities for an ideal experiment is given below. Note,

for both detunings ions close to each other seem to be excited more likely compared to

two ions apart from each other. This hints to a systematic error during the detection

process as a Rydberg excitation is indirectly measured observing fluorescence. A four-

ion crystal with interparticle spacing of a few µm requires good spatial resolution to

identify the fluorescence counts of each individual ion and good discrimination between

different basis state detections is probed by independent measurements. Shifts of the

imaging objective with respect to the crystal position due to mechanical vibrations

may cause the fluorescence of a bright ion to be partly observed in a neighboring

pixel and might thereby falsely be counted as two bright ions next to each other.
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Generally, the indirect detection of Rydberg excitations is very sensitive to readout

and initialization errors.

7.4 Sensitivity for Measurements of

Distance-Dependent Forces between Rydberg Ions

To classify the results of the presented correlation measurements of distant-dependent

Rydberg excitations, all statistical and systematic error sources need to be discussed.

A promising approach to mitigate initialization error was an intermediate state de-

tection to probe the ion crystal prior to Rydberg excitation. A short detection cycle

would read out the crystal state after the initialization pulse and only correctly initial-

ized crystals are considered in later analysis of Rydberg-Rydberg correlations. This

selection would only work, if all ions are correctly initialized in the dark 3D5/2,−5/2

state, as they are not interacting with the detection lasers and do not scatter pho-

tons. However, if a single ion of the crystal is not correctly initialized, the scattering

process will lead to an increase in crystal temperature and thereby, heat all common

modes. Typically, the laser parameters for state detection are tuned to yield maximum

fluorescence with saturated laser intensity and are not suitable to reach the Doppler

limit when cooling the ion. But even if no light is scattered and the ion crystal is not

interacting during the detection time, heating due to electrical noise takes place and

affects all crystal vibrations, such that Rydberg excitation is broadened compared to

an instant excitation. As long as the experimental setup prohibits low heating rates,

the initial state detection does not enhance the sensitivity for Rydberg-Rydberg cor-

relation without introducing further site-dependent variation in excitation strengths

due to residual phonons. In the future a reduction of detection time by the use of

a photomultiplier can effectively reduce the state initialization error onto the level of

the state detection error.

Systematic and Statistical Uncertainties

The overall error budget is dominated by three error sources, which are state ini-

tialization, Rydberg excitation and state detection. Since the measurement reduces

to bright and dark ions, all error sources are projected onto the same experimental

result and independent measurements are required to estimate the magnitude of the

stated error sources. For detection of the final state the fluorescence counts of individ-

ual ions are recorded by non-overlapping regions of interest on the EMCCD camera.
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The detection threshold, where a given fluorescence count is attributed to a bright or

dark ion, is post selected out of the raw data for every correlation measurement and

crosschecked by observing the four-ion crystal with and without repump laser near

866 nm. The extraction of detection thresholds on the raw data has the advantage,

that systematic errors as overspilling fluorescence counts from a neighboring region of

interest or time-dependent variations of total fluorescence are suppressed, but several

hundred detection cycles with each bright and dark detection events are necessary for

a good discrimination. Increasing the detection time and the laser power of light near

397 nm during state detection allows to separate average fluorescence count rates for

the dark and bright state, such that detection uncertainty is < 1%.

For state initialization the ions are cooled close to the Doppler limit before coherent

manipulation of internal and external states prepare the |1111〉 state with additional

sideband cooling of the center-of-mass mode along x. Site-dependent modulation of

the transition strength limit state preparation to 86.0(2)%, although RAP pulses are

used to mitigate variations among the ion positions. The radial beam waist of ≈ 20 µm

spans the whole crystal and the focus position is regularly checked by adjusting to a

symmetric transition strength with respect to the crystal center. Geometry of laser

and trap orientation allows for addressing of all eight radial modes, which also largely

influence Rydberg transition lineshapes. Additionally, the excitation strength of the

four-ion crystal is modified by axial and radial micromotion, as for the latter RF null

and trap axis might not be perfectly overlapped. Similar to the measurement of the

laser focus, the compensation voltages for axial and radial micromotion are set by

symmetrically minimizing the residual electric fields with respect to the crystal cen-

ter. Nevertheless, laser focus and residual electric fields lead to a systematic reduction

of excitation strength with the laser near 729 nm for both outer ions compared to the

inner ions. Statistical uncertainties in initialization efficiency stem from day to day

variations in - among others - magnetic field strength, trap frequencies, laser frequen-

cies and laser powers, such that phonon distributions differ between experiments and

frequent recalibration of the given parameters is necessary. Any ion, which remains

in the electronic ground state after the initialization pulse will be detected bright and

reduces the visibility of actual Rydberg excitation. In terms of basis states this loss of

contrast affects all ions and is symmetric with respect to the crystal center, such that

relative measurements between basis states are unaffected. However, a large number

of falsely identified Rydberg excitations would increase the amount of experimental

cycles needed to obtain statistical significance for distance-dependent differences be-

tween basis states. To improve the initialization efficiency a better trap, which allows
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for larger radial mode frequencies with reduced heating rates and ground state cooling

of all motional modes, or the intermediate state detection by a photomultiplier needs

to be implemented.

The last dominant error source originates from the two-photon Rydberg excitation

itself. Especially frequency stability of the two deep UV lasers, phonon-dependent

lineshapes and off-resonant scattering from the intermediate state lead to a varia-

tion in Rydberg excitation probabilities. The initial transition 3D5/2,−5/2 → 5P3/2,−3/2

underlies the same site-dependent variations in coupling strength compared to the

quadrupole transition and leads to site-dependent scattering to the electronic ground

state. This can be reduced by larger detuning of the light near 213 nm for the expense

of lower excitation rates into Rydberg states. Since the laser interaction time is lim-

ited by the Rydberg state lifetime, a compromise between low off-resonant scattering

and Rydberg excitation strength is necessary. Here, the probability to detect a bright

ion without Rydberg excitation is kept below 5%, similar to experiments conducted

with single ions. The final basis states for detecting two Rydberg excitations might

be corrupted by either two off-resonantly scattered photons or by one ion decaying

via 5P3/2 and one ion excited to the Rydberg state, resulting in 2% false positives

(≈ 0.33% per state).

Moreover, Rydberg excitation comes with uncertainties due to frequency stabiliza-

tion and a phonon-dependent lineshape. The relative shift between interacting basis

states and non-interacting basis states compared to the linewidth decreases with in-

creasing ion temperature. A variation of the ion temperature modifies the transition

lineshape on timescales of hours and leads to a loss in contrast for measurements of the

Van-der-Waals interaction. Additionally, the laser sources for excitation of Rydberg

states tend to drift several tens of MHz within a day, due to temperature fluctuations

in the low finesse resonator. This leads to inconsistencies of the used one- and two-

photon detunings for transitions to the 5P3/2 and Rydberg state and influences rates

for off-resonant scattering and total Rydberg excitation as well as fluctuations around

the optimal detuning for the presented measurements. However, the laser frequency

drifts are compensated for by continuously monitoring the excitation rate of individual

ions and readjusting the corresponding detunings during measurements.

In total, the comparison of basis states with exactly two Rydberg excitations is

impeded by various aspects and needs careful optimization of all involved parameters.

For instance a measurement where two ions are detected as bright might be the result

of multiple scenarios. In an ideal experiment both bright ions would coincide with

two successful Rydberg excitations, but statistically one or two ions decaying via
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off-resonant scattering from the 5P3/2 state or one or two ions in the 4S1/2 state by

imperfect initialization contribute as well. Moreover, false positive detection of a dark

ion as bright is possible and limited by the imaging resolution for ion crystals with

small interparticle distance. In the following, the number of experimental cycles to

obtain statistically significant differences between basis states is estimated for ideal

experimental conditions.

Estimations on Rydberg-Rydberg Correlations

Within a four-ion crystal, inner and outer ions need to be treated separately in a

lineshape analysis, since different coupling strength to the crystal vibrations lead to

variations of excitation probabilities into Rydberg states. The Van-der-Waals inter-

action shifts the transition frequency of two Rydberg ions excited next to each other

by ∆EVdW ≈ 50− 100 kHz [Li13b] and ions further apart only experience a negligible

shift (c.f. figure 7.3). If all systematic shifts between the compared lineshapes are

constant and only a variation of the centroid frequency is assumed, a relative mea-

surement of excitation strengths at two different frequencies is sufficient to obtain the

magnitude of the energy shift related to the Van-der-Waals interaction. By comparing

transition lineshapes of basis states |1010〉 and |1100〉 with the given relative shift,

optimal experimental parameters to be maximally sensitive are found and discussed

in terms of the current setup and future improvements.

Initially, the transition lineshape of individual ions into the 60S1/2 Rydberg state

is given by experimental parameters with a combined laser linewidth of 2 MHz and

thermal motion at the Doppler limit at center-of-mass mode frequencies {ωx, ωy, ωz} =

2π ·{2.12, 2.35, 1.03}MHz. Due to the state-dependent trap frequencies, the transition

lineshape is asymmetrically broadened to a modeled linewidth of 7 MHz and differs

between inner and outer ions (c.f. figure 7.6). The basis states, where exactly one outer

ion and one inner ion are excited are of interest. Figure 7.8a) shows the probability

to find the four-ion crystal in a state with N excitations into the Rydberg state as a

function of two-photon detuning. The overall excitation rate was chosen to yield 60%

excitation of single ions and leads to an excitation of all four ions (orange) with 12%

at resonance given by the temperature-dependent frequency shifts. Ion crystals with

2 (green) and 3 (purple) excitations are found in 35% of all detections on resonance,

but differ for off-resonant excitation with larger probability to find two ions excited.

The overall excitation rate to Rydberg states is chosen to yield maximal probability

to detect two bright ions at the detunings for highest sensitivity regarding transition

frequency shifts.
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Figure 7.8: a) Probability to find a four-ion crystal with N Rydberg excitations as
a function of two-photon detuning, where the individual excitation rate of a single ion
is 60%. The transition lineshape is modeled by thermal phonons at the Doppler limit
and the polarizability of the 60S1/2 Rydberg state. b) Probability difference between
basis states |1010〉 and |1100〉 for Van-der-Waals interaction shifts of 50 kHz (blue)
and 100 kHz (green) and c) corresponding estimated number of experiments to resolve
differences in excitation probabilities with statistical significance.

If two excited ions next to each other interact by the distance-dependent Van-der-

Waals force, the centroid frequency of transition lineshapes for final states |1100〉 and

|0011〉 compared to |1010〉 and |0101〉 would be shifted. The magnitude of excitation

probabilities at a given detuning can be varied by the ratio of energy shift and excita-

tion linewidth, that is the interparticle distance, Rydberg state and thermal phonon

distributions. Here, the transition lineshapes of four-ion crystals, where one of the

outer ions and one of the inner ions is excited, is shifted by ∆EVdW and compared

to the unperturbed transition lineshape, as shown in figure 7.8b). It is assumed, that

ions excited next to each other experience a varying excitation probability given by

∆p =
1

2
[p(1100) + p(0011)]− 1

2
[p(1010) + p(0101)] . (7.4)

For the modeled lineshape of two Rydberg excitations within the crystal, one finds

largest probability differences (marked by green dashed lines) and thereby optimal

detunings of ∆− = −4.2 MHz and ∆+ = 2.0 MHz on the lower and higher frequency

side of the resonance, respectively. Note, the detuning for resolving the largest proba-

bility difference is not depending on the energy shift, but rather on the total linewidth

and excitation strength of the Rydberg transition. For a minimal frequency shift of

∆EVdW = 50 kHz, the modeled excitation probabilities for the relevant final states are
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given by:

1/2[p−(1010) + p−(0101)] = 0.0393 ,

1/2[p−(1100) + p−(0011)] = 0.0404 ,

1/2[p+(1010) + p+(0101)] = 0.0370 ,

1/2[p+(1100) + p+(0011)] = 0.0356 .

In general, the probabilities for optimal detunings on either side differ due to the

asymmetric lineshape in the presence of thermal phonons and the probability to ex-

cite Rydberg states is larger for negative detuning. A shift in the excitation energy

by Van-der-Waals interaction enhances the probability difference between positive and

negative frequency detunings, such that relative measurements of the excitation proba-

bilities allow for a more precise measurement. Since the Rydberg excitation of individ-

ual ions is projected onto bright and dark states, the statistical error on the measured

probabilities follows a 1/
√
cc dependency, where cc is the number of individual mea-

surements (count cycles). To observe a statistical significant difference in final state

probabilities, the uncertainty needs to be smaller than half the expected probability

difference and the minimal number of individual measurements can be estimated, as

shown in figure 7.8c). For the current experimental setup with excitation linewidths

of 7 MHz, at least cc+ = 7.5 ·104 measurements are necessary at positive detuning and

almost twice as much for negative detuning cc− = 1.4 ·105 to resolve interaction shifts

of 100 kHz. Note, that slightly less count cycles are required for larger detunings on

either side, as the uncertainty for the excitation probability decreases with the square

root of the probability itself. Nevertheless, performing the experiment at parameters

leading to largest probability differences is crucial, as systematic uncertainties (de-

tection, state preparation or scattering from the intermediate state) lead to a loss of

contrast, which is constant and less crucial for larger excitation probabilities at the

optimal detunings. Unfortunately, the frequency stability of the two-photon excitation

laser sources seems to be insufficient to reliably measure final state probabilities at the

desired detunings and the experimental setup needs to be improved for extraction of

Van-der-Waals interaction strengths.

Although the interaction of neighboring Rydberg ions scales with the principal quan-

tum number and the interparticle distance, the limiting factor for observation of Van-

der-Waals interaction is the linewidth of Rydberg transitions, which can be reduced

in two ways: First, the ion crystal needs to be cooled to the motional ground state to

reduce phonon-dependent shifts of the transition frequency as well as residual Doppler
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broadening along the direction of both excitation lasers. Secondly, the linewidth of the

deep UV laser source needs to be improved, eventually below the natural linewidth

of the Rydberg state. Since the current ion trap geometry and misalignment during

fabrication limit the use of larger RF amplitudes for higher radial confinement, the

heating rate along the center-of-mass motion ωx,1 prohibits effective motional ground

state preparation. However, exchanging the ion trap to achieve motional ground state

cooling of all radial oscillations would reduce the Rydberg transition linewidth to

2.5 MHz with the current low finesse resonator for fundamental Rydberg excitation

laser sources. At this linewidth, the minimal number of count cycles to resolve a fre-

quency shift of ∆EVdW = 100 kHz would be cc+ = 1.7 · 104, which seams feasible

with respect to the experimental stability. Further, a reduction of the laser linewidth

to a few kHz reduces the transition linewidth to Doppler limited 1 MHz and requires

cc+ = 2.5 · 103 experimental cycles to resolve Van-der-Waals energy shifts. With full

motional ground state cooling and a reduced laser linewidth only cc+ ≈ 60 count cycles

are required to observe statistically different excitation probabilities. Hence, it would

be possible to resolve the full transition lineshape and extract the Van-der-Waals en-

ergy shift out of the center frequency for different crystal states. For an energy shift of

∆EVdW = 50 kHz approximately four times the number of individual measurements

are required compared to the given values.

Finally, the distance-dependent force between two trapped Rydberg ions changes

its nature by introducing rotating dipole moments via microwave dressed Rydberg

states. The dipole-dipole interaction scales with the interparticle distance R−3
ij , which

becomes orders of magnitude larger compared to the Van-der-Waals interaction and

can be used for quantum computation and simulation [Mü08, Li13b, Zha20]. Including

microwave transitions into the excitation scheme to probe Van-der-Waals forces allows

to tune the interaction strength and explore the crossover of two different scaling laws

with interparticle distance.
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This thesis introduces trapped Rydberg ions as a platform for quantum computing

and sensing, where either interaction between Rydberg states of ions and the electric

field, or interactions between neighboring Rydberg ions are studied. Trapped within

the harmonic potential of a Paul trap, ions are coherently manipulated by optical fields

and excited by a resonant two-photon process into states with high principal quantum

number. Thereby, the electronic wave function extends much further from the ionic

core compared to the electronic ground states, resulting in a large polarizability. A

polarizable ion, that probes the oscillating trap field, obtains a state-dependent trap

frequency. Any motional occupation modifies the Rydberg state energy and can be

probed by observing the spectral lineshape of the two-photon excitation.

Conclusion

After introducing the theoretical foundations and the experimental setup, the two-

photon excitation of single 40Ca+ ions to Rydberg states with principal quantum

numbers n ∈ [38, 65] was presented and the lineshape of Rydberg excitation evalu-

ated in terms of laser linewidth and ion temperature. Specifically, the understanding

of lineshape altering effects as phonon distributions and quadratic Stark shifts al-

lowed to extract the principal quantum number scaling of the depopulation rate, a

combined measure of transition dipole moment, radiative lifetime and polarizability

driven broadening. The introduced model for transition lineshapes was further used

to determine the polarizability of Rydberg states by two-photon excitation of strongly

oscillating ions. Here, the ion was radially sideband cooled before an external electric

field excites the harmonic oscillator into a coherent motional state with large average

phonon number, which led to significant shifts of the transition frequency for Ryd-

berg excitation. Probing the polarizability for different principal quantum numbers

n = 49, 53, 57 showed good agreement with literature values.

State-dependent trap frequencies, however, enable laser-less entangling of two ions
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by ultra fast electric pulses exciting the center-of-mass motion of the ion crystal.

Thereby, a phase accumulation dependent on the number of Rydberg excitations can

be utilized to generate a differential phase between the two-ion basis states with almost

negligible residual motional excitation; all with accessible experimental parameters.

The achievable fidelity is limited by a deviation from the motional ground state after

the entanglement operation, but even unsophisticated electric square pulses allow for

entanglement errors below the error arising from lifetime limited state decay. With

small variations of the pulse sequence and three consecutive kicks on the ion crystal,

ultra-fast entangling gates with fidelity F = 99.9% and total duration T = 60 ns are

possible.

Without any displacement field, Rydberg ions interact with each other by distance-

dependent Van-der-Waals forces, which were probed with four ions in a linear string

along the trap axis. Thermal motion of the crystal resulted in a variation of Rabi fre-

quencies for different ion sites, such that initialization and excitation probabilities were

altered with respect to a single ion. Combined with the phonon-dependent transition

lineshapes, inner and outer ions experienced different frequency shifts and restricted

the analysis of excitation probabilities to only four basis states, in which exactly one

inner and one outer ion were excited to the Rydberg state. However, to resolve the

expected Van-der-Waals energy shifts with the presented experimental setup, a total

number of measurements around 105 would have been necessary and impeded by the

time and stability requirements of such an experiment.

Outlook

In future, a single trapped Rydberg ion can make an efficient sensor of electric fields

with spatial resolution, if the ion is shuttled within a segmented ion trap. Using

multiple ions can enhance the sensitivity even further, as shown for ions in low-lying

electronic states [Rus17]. Systematic uncertainties will be minimized by relative mea-

surements between two Rydberg ions at different trap positions and entangling two

ions at the central trap segment with consecutive splitting and shuttling will allow to

probe the electric field at a distant location. A broad application of Rydberg ions for

electric field sensing requires the ion to be shuttled from one trap to another. This is

not yet shown, such that the sensing applications are limited to the trap volume. The

state-dependent trap frequencies and their effects on larger ion crystals, however, can

be employed to study fundamental physics as well as promise application of Rydberg

ions for scalable quantum computing [Li12, Li13a].

Depending on the angular momentum of the Rydberg state and, thereby, the sign of
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the polarizability, the state-dependent trap frequencies become larger (positive sign)

or smaller (negative sign) for highly excited ions compared to the low-lying electronic

state. Hence, ion crystals of more than two ions might rearrange in shape, if the ratio

of axial to radial trap frequencies cross the critical asymmetry parameter A for the

number of ions. Exciting the central ion out of three ions in a zigzag configuration

to a nP1/2 state with positive polarizability enables the crystal to undergo a phase

transition into a linear crystal for the duration of the Rydberg state lifetime [Li12].

Using negative polarizability and probing the phase transition from linear to zigzag

is technically more challenging, since the zigzag crystal does not overlap with the

RF null and second order Stark shifts need to be considered for Rydberg excitation.

Direct observation of the crystal shape by imaging with the current camera is not

possible as the lifetime of the accessible Rydberg states is typically below 100 µs and

fluorescence detection lasts several ms. Moreover, the camera would require a high

spatial resolution to detect ions off the RF null. To overcome these issues an intensified

CCD camera will be implemented, which allows to gate and to accumulate ultra-short

exposure times down to 2 ns with reduced pixel size compared to the current EMCCD

camera. Thereby, the experimental sequence can be split into detections shorter than

the Rydberg state lifetime with laser pulses for cooling, initialization and excitation

in between. The on-chip accumulation of recorded fluorescence allows to mitigate

read-out noise and to resolve the ion’s position accurately.

Similarly, larger ion crystals may undergo phase transitions within one, two and

three dimensional crystals, where defect formation is intensively studied in terms of

the Kibble-Zurek scaling law [Ulm13, Par15]. Here, the control voltages of the ion

trap are varied to introduce a phase transition from an initial linear string of ions

and the final crystal structure is observed. Rydberg excitation of a few ions within

the crystal can lead to much faster reorganization of the crystal [Kee19]. Moreover,

even without structural changes to the ion crystal, Rydberg excitation of long ion

strings offers scalability for quantum computing as vibrational modes can be engi-

neered [Li13a]. Ions trapped within a single harmonic potential oscillate together,

where the number of modes equals three times the number of ions. For larger crystals

the mode spacing becomes too small to externally address vibrational modes and en-

tanglement operations relying on the common motion of the ions become impractical.

High-lying electronic states at dedicated positions in the linear string of ions decouple

the sub-crystal between two Rydberg ions and allow for laser driven gates within the

individually trapped sub-crystal.

Enabling quantum computing with Rydberg ions, that utilize either the proposed
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laser-less entangling gate or the interaction between Rydberg ion and trap field for

traditional laser-driven gates, requires high control of internal and external degrees of

freedom of all trapped ions. The heating rates of the current ion trap effectively limit

the number of ions for Rydberg excitation to only one, since sideband cooling requires

many laser pulses, yet does not reach the motional ground state for motion along x.

Along the improvements on the existing apparatus, installation of a new micro-

fabricated trap with 200 µm wide segments and an ion to electrode distance of 335 µm

should allow for more control of the trap potentials and increased radial mode frequen-

cies to reduce the heating rates. Also, the small segments enable fine tuning of the axial

trap frequency for transport, split and merge operations. Thereby, laser excitation can

be performed within reconfigurable ion crystals and may generate non-local entangle-

ment. High radial trap frequencies in combination with flexible axial trap frequencies

allow for the formation of long linear ion strings to measure distance-dependent forces

with smaller interparticle distance as well as with improved accuracy. The trap will

provide optical access along the trap direction for the deep UV lasers and radially for

collection of fluorescence light analogously to the current setup. Further improvements

to the trap and vacuum setup may include the application of a flow-cryostat to reach

environment temperatures < 10 K. Thereby, the electronic noise will be reduced. Also

the background pressure inside the vacuum chamber should benefit from the cryogenic

environment. Much more important, however, will be the reduction of blackbody in-

duced ionization events of Rydberg ions, leading to longer lifetimes of Rydberg states

and better stability of Rydberg ions within the Paul trap.

A high finesse cavity with F > 106 allows for linewidths ≈ 1 kHz for both funda-

mental infrared laser sources, as given in section 3.2. Thereby, a combined deep UV

laser linewidth below 10 kHz after frequency quadrupling can be achieved. This laser

setup enables coherent excitation of Rydberg states, a requirement for application

in quantum computation and simulation. Moreover, stabilizing the laser frequencies

within the natural linewidth of the Rydberg state enhances the coupling to the Ryd-

berg state and might lead to ultra-fast excitation of the electronic state on timescales

much shorter than µs. As the two-photon process relies on resonant coupling to the

intermediate 5P3/2 state, the excitation of Rydberg ions can be further optimized by

application of stimulated rapid adiabatic passage to mitigate off-resonant scattering

[Ber19]. Here, the modulation of both deep UV AOMs in frequency and amplitude

prevents a population transfer to the 5P3/2 state, which would decay to the electronic

ground state and consequently lose all quantum information.

Finally, transitions between neighboring Rydberg states can be employed by reso-
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nant microwave fields, to generate rotating dipole moments of the trapped Rydberg

ions [Li13b]. The microwave dressing has two main applications. Firstly, the polar-

izability of the final state might be engineered by, for example, dressing of a positive

polarizability state with states of negative polarizability. Hence, a Rydberg ion with

zero polarizability can be obtained, which does not show state-dependent trap fre-

quencies and does not require motional ground state cooling for coherent Rydberg

excitation [Pok20]. For typical entanglement operations in trapped ions, however,

sequences consists of multiple laser transitions, which all depend on the phonon dis-

tribution, such that ions close to the motional ground state are desired. A second use

of microwave dressing is the long range dipole-dipole interaction, which two dressed

Rydberg ions experience and which can be used for generating entanglement at oper-

ation speeds below 1 µs [Zha20]. Since this interaction does not rely on the coupled

motion of ions and the operation time is given by the power of the driving field, fur-

ther improvements on the gate duration are possible and microwave dressed Rydberg

states extend the possibilities for fast, tunable quantum gates. Within the current

setup a first microwave transition between the 49S1/2 → 49P1/2 Rydberg states was

observed and the method for extraction of polarizability by coherent motional state

excitation was applied. Although first signatures of varying polarizability for dressed

states with different amount of 49P1/2-state admixture are visible, a detailed and more

accurate data analysis is required to confirm a systematic polarizability tuning within

this setup.
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